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Abstract
Understanding reactivity is a central goal of chemical physics, and investigations in the condensed phase are
particularly important for many applications, including biochemical cycles and materials science. However,
theoretical progress toward an improved understanding of chemistry in such environments can be hampered
by the need for both a quantum mechanical treatment for the reactive degrees of freedom, along with a
classical description of the environment, since it is typically too complex for quantum dynamical simulation to
be feasible. To address these difficulties, a number of mixed quantum-classical methods have been proposed,
beginning with averaged-force approaches in the earliest days of quantum theory and continuing through
many new variations and improvements. Unfortunately, owing to the differences between quantum and
classical mechanics, most such methods must resort to ad hoc assumptions in order to successfully combine
the quantum and classical degrees of freedom in a unified description. Recently, our group has started from
the path integral formulation of quantum theory and derived a completely rigorous mixed quantum-classical
method, which requires no ad hoc elements and can be applied to arbitrary solvent environments.
In this work, the quantum-classical path integral approach is described, along with many of the im-
provements to the theory which allow it to be efficiently applied to simulation of large chemical systems.
As specific examples of the power of the method for atomistic simulation, application to the Azzouz-Borgis
model of proton transfer is discussed, along with results from the simulation of electron transfer in a bac-
terial photosynthetic reaction center. Strategies for connecting simpler harmonic models to fully atomistic
molecular dynamics simulations are also considered and discussed in the context of extending the domain of
rigorous quantum dynamical simulations to challenging problems of contemporary interest.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A central goal of chemical physics is to establish an understanding of reactive processes in a variety of
environments. Most of the reactions imortant in synthetic chemistry, as well as biochemistry and materials
science, occur in solution, solid matrices, or at surfaces. As a catch-all for these types of processes, we
consider chemical dynamics in the condensed phase. In pursuing the goal of a theoretical understanding
of chemistry in such environments, we quickly run into a major challenge, since it is clear that a rigorous
and accurate description of the electronic and nuclear dynamics occurring in chemically reactive processes
requires a quantum mechanical treatment, while the large number of environmental degrees of freedom
present makes fully quantum mechanical approaches infeasible.
One way to proceed in the face of this difficulty is to attempt to work with a simplified description of the
environment which nevertheless captures important aspects of the underlying physics. A popular choice in
building simplified descriptions of chemical and physical processes is to work with harmonic bath models.2–4
Such an approach has a number of advantages, in particular the dynamics of the bath degrees of freedom can
be determined analytically, via the influence functional formalism5 in the continuum limit, or directly from
the equations for a forced harmonic oscillator in the discrete case.6 This allows for much faster calculation,
making even fully quantum mechanical simulations feasible, and a number of rigorous and numerically exact
methods have been developed to enable such calculations on harmonic bath models.1,7–10
Moreover, although the bath itself is an artificial representation of a complex anharmonic environment,
it can be shown that harmonic models correspond to the linear response limit of the reduced density ma-
trix dynamics,6 and thus in this limit a harmonic bath approach is able to provide meaningful insight into
real atomistic processes. One complication encountered in the practical employment of harmonic models
is that they require a spectral density function4 in order to be parameterized. In general, experimental
measurements and atomistic simulations only provide the classical limit of a related quantity, the force au-
tocorrelation (or response) function. Thus, as a first step toward connecting quantum dynamics to atomistic
simulation, we consider in Chapter 2 an approach to parameterizing continuous harmonic baths directly from
the correlation functions obtainable from experiment and simulation, without requiring a transformation to
1
frequency space in order to obtain the spectral density.
While harmonic models can serve as powerful tools, when we are interested in maintaining an atomistic
description of the solvent dynamics, we can no longer work with an approximate bath, but must find a way
to simplify the full quantum mechanical equations of motion in order to proceed. The starting point of such
an approach is typically to partition the problem into a relatively small quantum system, separated from the
much larger set of environmental or solvent degrees of freedom. We then seek an approach which retains a
fully quantum mechanical description of the system, while relying on more approximate dynamical equations
for the environment. Several techniques have been developed to calculate the semiclassical dynamics of
condensed phase environments,11,12 but owing to the additional computational expense, very often the
simplest limit of fully classical dynamics for the environmental degrees of freedom is taken. In this limit,
traditional molecular dynamics methods are applicable,13 and the overall description provides us with a
quantum-classical model.
A number of such quantum-classical models have been developed over the years, starting with the Ehren-
fest approach in the early days of quantum theory.14 In the Ehrenfest model, the classical environment feels
an average force from the various quantum mechanical potential energy surfaces accessible to the system.
Unfortunately, while the forces involved in this picture are simple to describe and compute with relatively
low computational overhead, the overall method suffers from a number of shortcomings, including a failure
to predict the correct branching ratios of chemical products owing to the averaged nature of the quantum
dynamics.15,16 As a result, a number of improvements and alternative methods have been developed over
the years to address problems inherent in the Ehrenfest description of chemical systems.17–22 However, most
such approaches introduce ad hoc elements which may lack a clearly defined regime of convergence and ap-
plication; as a result, if these methods produce incorrect results for a given problem, there is no systematic
way to improve upon their accuracy.
More recently, completely rigorous quantum-classical approaches have been proposed, based on the Li-
ouville equations23,24 and the path integral.25–29 Such approaches are systematically improvable, and in
principle can be made as accurate as necessary to describe a process of interest. However, these methods
tend to be more computationally involved and so the major challenge when employing them lies in obtaining
converged results for realistic problems using moderate computing resources. Recently, a number of theoret-
ical and computational developments within the framework of the quantum-classical path integral (QCPI)
method27,28 have led to a powerful and computationally efficient algorithm for the simulation of mixed
quantum-classical dynamics capable of following the chemical dynamics of realistic systems.28–31 Chapter 3
discusses the foundations of the QCPI method, along with the recent improvements which have allowed it
2
to be used in the fully atomistic simulation of charge transfer processes.
With a rigorous and efficient method available, it is of interest to use this approach to investigate chemical
reaction dynamics ocurring in realistic atomistic environments. One of the first systems studied using QCPI
was the Azzouz-Borgis model of proton transfer.32 The Azzouz-Borgis system is a well-known model of
phenol-amine proton transfer in liquid methyl chloride. It has been studied previously using a number of
theoretical tools based on many different approaches to quantum simulation,18,32–41 and it has the advantage
of being simple enough to allow us to focus on the details of applying QCPI without worrying about issues of
parameterization or subtleties of molecular dynamics which arise in more complex simulations. Additionally,
there has been some disagreement over the years as to the true rate constant of this reaction, and since direct
experimental measurements are not feasible in this case, a truly rigorous method has the potential to resolve
a number of questions surrounding the proton transfer dynamics in this system. Our work on the Azzouz-
Borgis system and the conclusions of this research are described in Chapter 4.
After demonstrating that the QCPI approach was amenable to atomistic simulation through our work on
the Azzouz-Borgis problem and related electron transfer research,42 a major goal was to extend the approach
to larger systems, particularly those of biological interest. With this in mind, a number of possible enzymatic
reactions were considered, and ultimately the electron transfer in the bacterial photosynthetic reaction
center of Blastochloris viridis (formerly Rhodopseudomonas viridis) was selected for further study.43–46 This
problem has many appealing features – the initial steps of charge separation occur on a favorable time
scale for direct simulation, the electron transfer has been well-characterized experimentally and so there is
a great deal of experimental data to compare against, and the basic layout of the reaction center is highly
conserved across photoautotropic bacteria, which implies that insights obtained concerning one reaction
complex may be generalizable.44,45,47 This research is also of particular interest to our group, since we
previously performed harmonic bath calculations on the reaction center of Blastochloris viridis.48,49 By
comparing fully atomistic results from QCPI to those previously obtained in the limit of a harmonic bath, a
direct test of the linear response approximation50 is possible for this biomolecule; despite the fundamental
character of linear response theory, such direct tests are very difficult to perform using other methods,
and so QCPI promises to address some important questions related to fundamental physics, both in the
photosynthetic reaction center as well as in future studies.
The application of rigorous path integral calculations to the Bcl. viridis reaction center is described more
fully in Chapter 5. The Appendices of this work contain a summary of topology and parameter information
used in modeling the protein computationally, derived from earlier work by Treutlein et al.51,52
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Chapter 2
Direct Computation of Influence
Functional Coefficients from
Numerical Correlation Functions
2.1 Motivation
As described in the Introduction, one approach to the problem of condensed phase quantum dynamics
calculations is to employ harmonic models which separate the degrees of freedom into a relatively compact
“system” and a more extended set of harmonic “bath” coordinates.2–4 Since a number of tools exist for
studying the dynamics of harmonic environments, models have been formulated to descrbe the generic
effects of condensed phase environments on a wide variety of systems, including barrier crossing, relaxation,
tunneling, entanglement and laser control.
Within a harmonic framework, one particularly appealing approach to evaluating the dynamics of system-
bath Hamiltonians employs the path integral formalism.25,26 In this context, Feynman and Vernon have
shown5 that the effects of a harmonic bath on the dynamics of the system may be integrated out and
expressed in reduced form as an influence functional. This functional can be obtained via computational
methods or parameterized by a handful of experimentally observable macroscopic properties of the bath,
providing an extremely compact description of the changes induced in the quantum system’s dynamics by
the presence of additional environmental degrees of freedom.
However, as a consequence of this reduced description, couplings are introduced between all time points in
the calculation,5 which destroy the Markovian character of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation in full
space. Noting that the magnitude of these couplings should ultimately decay to zero when time points are
well separated, it is possible to develop an iterative algorithm1,7–9 that employs a multi-time propagator (i.e.,
a tensor). This approach involves a physically motivated splitting of the evolution operator, which is valid
over sizable time steps,53 along with relatively smooth energy-filtered system propagators54,55 in a potential-
optimized discrete variable representation of the influence functional,56 a collection of time-discretized system
paths, and a set of two-time coefficients, ηk′k′′ , which determine the influence functional.
57,58 The iterative
quasi-adiabatic propagator path integral methodology (i-QuAPI) converges to the numerically exact dynam-
ics once the memory tensor has incorporated enough time segments to span the bath-induced decorrelation
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time. The i-QuAPI methodology is applicable to baths described by arbitrary spectral densities and most
efficient when the bath consists mostly of high-frequency modes. Further acceleration of the i-QuAPI
methodology is possible through path filtering techniques,59–62 propagator renormalization63 and the blip
decomposition.10 The iterative path integral methodology has been extended to fermionic baths64–66 and
shown to be generalizable to arbitrary condensed phase environments, provided that the influence functional
is available (analytically or numerically).67 Quantum-semiclassical68 and quantum-classical27–29 formula-
tions of the path integral exploit such iterative decompositions.
In the original work,7 expressions for the discretized influence functional coefficients were obtained in
terms of the bath spectral density;4 these expressions are particularly useful for theoretical work where var-
ious analytical models for the spectral density are commonly employed, and the effect of different categories
of densities on the system dynamics is of interest in its own right. However, simulation of a specific chemical
or biological process requires first extracting the spectral density from the environment’s response function,
which in general provides only an indirect connection to experimental or molecular dynamics results. In this
paper we present an alternative derivation of the coefficients for the discretized influence functional directly
from the response function of the environment, thus bypassing the numerical construction of a spectral den-
sity. This approach is particularly relevant to much current work, where the bath is frequently derived from
systems characterized by experimental measurements or molecular dynamics simulations in which response
functions are the primary objects of interest.13 In such situations, the method presented in this paper has
several advantages. It is direct and easy to implement, avoiding subtle issues tied to boundary conditions
and signal processing choices necessitated when actually performing a numerical Fourier inversion of the
response function. Further, in common situations where the statistical noise in the response function grows
with time, the direct determination of the influence functional coefficients leads to increased accuracy.
2.2 Methodology
For a system described by the coordinate s, the Hamiltonian governing the harmonic bath and its bilinear
interaction with the system in the quasi-adiabatic splitting of the propagator53 has the form
Hˆsb =
∑
j
pˆ2j
2mj
+
1
2
mjω
2
j
(
xˆj − cj sˆ
mjω2j
)2
. (2.2.1)
Note that the “counterterms”4 are included with the bath Hamiltonian, ensuring that stable states (e.g.,
donor and acceptor in the case of charge transfer) are separated by the energy difference specified by
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the Hamiltonian of the bare system.53 If the bath is initially described by the thermal density matrix,
e−βHb/Tr e−βHb , of the isolated bath Hamiltonian,
Hˆb =
∑
j
(
pˆ2j
2mj
+
1
2
mjω
2
j xˆ
2
j
)
, (2.2.2)
the influence functional is given by Feynman and Vernon’s form,5 augmented by a phase associated with the
counterterms:
F = exp
(
− 1
h¯
∫ t
0
dt′
∫ t′
0
dt′′
(
s+(t′)− s−(t′)) (α(t′ − t′′)s+(t′′)− α∗(t′ − t′′)s−(t′′))) (2.2.3)
× exp
− i
h¯
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
j
c2j
2mjω2j
(
s+(t′)2 − s−(t′)2
) .
Here s±(t) are the forward and backward paths of the system degrees of freedom, and α(t) is the response
function of the bath, i.e., the correlation function
α(t) =
Tr
(
e−βHˆb fˆ(0) · fˆ(t)
)
Tr (e−βHˆb)
(2.2.4)
where fj = cjxj is the force on the system by the bath. Equation 2.2.4 is given by the expression
α(t) =
∑
j
c2j
2mjωj
[
coth
(
1
2 h¯ωjβ
)
cosωjt− i sinωjt
]
. (2.2.5)
The latter can also be written in terms of the spectral density function,3
J(ω) ≡ pi
2
∑
j
c2j
mjωj
δ (ω − ωj) . (2.2.6)
Splitting the time t into path integral steps ∆t = t/N gives rise to the discretized form of the influence
functional, where the time integrals are replaced by sums. With the QuAPI discretization of the path
integral,53 the influence functional has the form
F = exp
− 1h¯
N∑
k′=0
k′∑
k′′=0
(
s+k′ − s−k′
) (
ηk′k′′s
+
k′′ − η∗k′k′′s−k′′
) , (2.2.7)
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where the coefficients are given by the integrals
ηk′k′′ =
∫ (k′+ 12)∆t(
k′− 12
)
∆t
dt′
∫ (k′′+ 12)∆t(
k′′− 12
)
∆t
dt′′ α(t′ − t′′), k′ > k′′ (2.2.8a)
ηk0 =
∫ (k+ 12)∆t(
k− 12
)
∆t
dt′
∫ 1
2 ∆t
0
dt′′ α(t′ − t′′), k 6= 0, N (2.2.8b)
ηNk =
∫ N∆t(
N− 12
)
∆t
dt′
∫ (k+ 12)∆t(
k− 12
)
∆t
dt′′ α(t′ − t′′), k 6= 0, N (2.2.8c)
ηkk =
∫ (k+ 12)∆t(
k− 12
)
∆t
dt′
∫ t′(
k− 12
)
∆t
dt′′ α(t′ − t′′) + i∆t
∑
j
c2j
2mjω2j
(2.2.8d)
η00 =
∫ 1
2 ∆t
0
dt′
∫ t′
0
dt′′ α(t′ − t′′) + i
2
∆t
∑
j
c2j
2mjω2j
= ηNN (2.2.8e)
ηN0 =
∫ N∆t(
N− 12
)
∆t
dt′
∫ 1
2 ∆t
0
dt′′ α(t′ − t′′) (2.2.8f)
Makri and Makarov obtained expressions for these coefficients in terms of frequency integrals involving the
spectral density function.1
Working in frequency space is especially attractive if the spectral density is available directly without
necessitating a numerical transformation; this situation occurs primarily in model studies where general
features of the bath and its impact on the system are of interest, rather than specific results for particular
chemical processes. However, in simulations of a particular chemical or biological system, the available
information often is the time correlation function. In such situations one would first obtain the spectral
density through numerical Fourier transformation of the correlation function,
J(ω) =
2
h¯
tanh
(
1
2 h¯ωβ
) ∫ ∞
0
Reα(t) cosωt dt. (2.2.9)
Note that Equation 2.2.9 requires only the real part of the response function. Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations yield the classical limit of this quantity,
αcl(t) = lim
h¯→0
α(t), (2.2.10)
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which in the case of a harmonic bath is given by
αcl(t) = lim
h¯ωjβ→0
α(t) =
∑
j
c2j
2mjωj
(
1
2 h¯ωjβ
)−1
cosωjt = (piβ)
−1
∫ ∞
−∞
J(ω)
ω2
cosωt dω. (2.2.11)
Inversion of this leads to the following expression for the spectral density in terms of the classical response
function:
J(ω) = ωβ
∫ ∞
0
Reαcl(t) cosωt dt. (2.2.12)
If the medium of interest exhibits truly classical behavior (h¯ωjβ << 1 for strongly coupled degrees of
freedom), one may use αcl in Equation 2.2.12 to extract the spectral density. On the other hand, high
frequency molecular vibrations often cause pronounced deviations from classical behavior. Force fields fre-
quently employed in MD simulations can account for such effects to some extent. However, if the classical
trajectories are integrated subject to forces obtained from ab initio potential energy surfaces, some correc-
tion of the classical correlation function may be necessary. Quantum effects in the correlation function of
condensed phase systems arise primarily from zero-point energy, and one can employ one of several available
quantum correction factors69–75 to include such effects in an approximate fashion. Alternatively, quasiclas-
sical methods, such as the linearized semiclassical initial value representation or linearized path integral
approximations,76–78 or forward-backward semiclassical dynamics11,12,79 (FBSD), may be used instead of
MD. These methods, which employ classical trajectories sampled from a quantized phase space distribu-
tion (either the Wigner80 or the Husimi81 coherent state transform of the density operator) offer excellent
alternatives to quantum dynamical calculations in such cases. The only challenge of such calculations is
the determination of the quantized density distribution. Fortunately, the coherent state density is easily
evaluated by imaginary time path integral techniques,82,83 and a variety of approximations are available for
generating the Wigner phase space function.84–87
Regardless of the particular approximation used to obtain the bath response function, extraction of
the spectral density from Equations 2.2.9 and 2.2.12 requires care. Most notably, these integrals require
knowledge of the response function over times at least as long as the decay time of this function. Further,
evaluation of the integrals required to compute the influence functional coefficients requires the availability
of J(ω) on a fine frequency grid, which necessitates knowledge of the response function over a rather long
time interval. However, numerical errors in MD calculations tend to grow over time, making long-time data
costly and less reliable. Thus one must generally interpolate the sparse spectral density that results from
the transformation. In addition, the global nature of the Fourier transform, Equation 2.2.12, effectively
spreads the noise found in the long-time tail of the correlation function over the entire frequency domain of
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the obtained spectral density.
Thus, we consider here the alternative, direct evaluation of the influence functional coefficients from the
response function. Equation 2.2.8 can be employed for this purpose. However, use of the real-valued classical
response function in these equations would yield real-valued influence functional coefficients, which would
not capture quantum decoherence contributions to the dynamics.10
Below we assume that the classical response function for the effective harmonic bath on which the system’s
environment is being mapped, Equation 2.2.11, is available from Boltzmann-weighted molecular dynamics
simulations. Taking the time derivative of Equation 2.2.11, we obtain
d
dt
αcl(t) =
2
h¯β
∑
j
c2j
2mjωj
sin(ωjt) =
2
h¯β
Imα(t). (2.2.13)
Equation 2.2.13 gives the imaginary part of the response function in terms of its real part. Using this
expression, it is now possible to rewrite the integrals which determine the discretized influence functional
coefficients.
We first consider the off-diagonal coefficients from Equation 2.2.8, which can now be written in terms of
the real-valued, classical bath response function alone:
Re ηk′k′′ =
∫ (k′+ 12)∆t(
k′− 12
)
∆t
dt′
∫ (k′′+ 12)∆t(
k′′− 12
)
∆t
dt′′ αcl(t′ − t′′), (2.2.14)
Im ηk′k′′ =
1
2
h¯β
∫ (k′+ 12)∆t(
k′− 12
)
∆t
dt′
∫ (k′′+ 12)∆t(
k′′− 12
)
∆t
dt′′
d
d(t′ − t′′)αcl(t
′ − t′′). (2.2.15)
The real components of the off-diagonal coefficients in Equation 2.2.14, may be obtained by straightforward
numerical quadrature. On the other hand, the imaginary components can be simplified. Equation 2.2.15
can be written as a single integral,
Im ηk′k′′ =
1
2
h¯β
∫ (k′+ 12)∆t(
k′− 12
)
∆t
[
αcl
(
t′ − k′′∆t− 12∆t
)− αcl (t′ − k′′∆t+ 12∆t)] dt′, (2.2.16)
and a change of variables leads to the expression
Im ηk′k′′ =
1
2
h¯β
[∫ (k′−k′′+1)∆t
(k′−k′′)∆t
αcl(t) dt−
∫ (k′−k′′)∆t
(k′−k′′−1)∆t
αcl(t) dt
]
. (2.2.17)
Thus, the imaginary components of the influence functional coefficients can be obtained by evaluating two
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single integrals of the classical response function. The above procedure is straightforwardly extended to all
off-diagonal coefficients, leading to the expressions
Im ηk0 =
1
2
h¯β
∫ (k+ 12)∆t(
k− 12
)
∆t
αcl(t) dt −
∫ k∆t
(k−1)∆t
αcl(t) dt
 , (2.2.18)
Im ηNk =
h¯β
2
[∫ (N−k+1/2)∆t
(N−k)∆t
αR(t) dt−
∫ (N−k−1/2)∆t
(N−k−1)∆t
αR(t) dt
]
, (2.2.19)
Im ηN0 =
h¯β
2
[∫ N∆t
(N−1/2)∆t
αR(t) dt−
∫ (N−1/2)∆t
(N−1)∆t
αR(t) dt
]
. (2.2.20)
Next, we turn to the diagonal coefficients. In this case the imaginary components include the discretized
counterterms, i.e.,
Im ηkk =
1
2
h¯β
∫ (k+ 12)∆t(
k− 12
)
∆t
dt′
∫ t′(
k− 12
)
∆t
dt′′
d
d(t′ − t′′)αcl(t
′ − t′′) + ∆t
∑
j
c2j
2mjω2j
. (2.2.21)
Proceeding as before, this can be rewritten as
Im ηkk =
h¯β
2
[∫ ∆t
0
αcl(t) dt− αcl(0)∆t
]
+ ∆t
∑
j
c2j
2mjω2j
. (2.2.22)
Noting that
αcl(0) = (h¯β)
−1∑
j
c2j
mjω2j
, (2.2.23)
Equation 2.2.22 takes the simple form
Im ηkk =
1
2
h¯β
∫ ∆t
0
αcl(t) dt. (2.2.24)
Similar cancellation occurs in the other diagonal coefficients. One finds
Im η00 = Im ηNN =
1
2
h¯β
∫ 1
2 ∆t
0
αcl(t) dt, (2.2.25)
and the real components of the diagonal coefficients are again obtained via a two-dimensional quadrature.
The main advantage of using the derived relations is that the discrete Fourier transform required to obtain
the spectral density from the response function is avoided. The original form of the influence functional
coefficients involves integrals of the spectral density multiplied by trigonometric functions, which require a
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fine frequency grid. In addition, the zero frequency point must be treated with care, as the integrand of the
influence functional coefficients contains removable singularities or (in the case of the diagonal coefficients)
a pole. However, because of the reciprocal Fourier relationship between frequency spacing and time length,
classical trajectories must be available over long time intervals in order to obtain the spectral density on
closely spaced points. Further, experience in our group indicates that one must exercise special care in the
treatment of boundary points while performing the discrete cosine transform to avoid numerical error in
the reorganization energy. On the other hand, the direct procedure which is based on integration of α(t),
only requires short time data, at most up to the time where the response function itself becomes negligible,
allowing the use of shorter molecular dynamics trajectories to map the given chemical environment on a
harmonic bath. This is so for two reasons:First, the influence functional coefficients are translationally
invariant, i.e., ηk′k′′ = ηk′+m,k′′+m, so only those with k
′ = 0, 1need to be determined numerically. Second,
the required values of k′′ − k′ ' k′′ are determined by the effective memory length ∆kmax∆t, which tends
to be shorter than the time span of the response function. Even if this is not the case, the noise in the tail
of the response function will affect the accuracy of only those coefficients with k′ − k′′ >> 1, which tend to
be rather small and not as crucial in determining the value of the influence functional.
2.3 Numerical Tests
In this Section, we examine the numerical performance of the method in comparison with the previous
procedure based on integrating J(ω) for a variety of systems, including some based on realistic molecular
models where the response functions were obtained from molecular dynamics simulations.
First, consider a process for which the system-bath interaction is described by the Ohmic spectral density,
J(ω) =
pi
2
ξh¯ωe−ω/ωc . (2.3.1)
where ξ is a measure of the system-bath coupling strength and the characteristic frequency ωc corresponds
to the maximum of J(ω). We assume that the spectral density for this bath is not directly available, forcing
one to resort to classical molecular dynamics techniques to capture the response of the bath. In that case
one would obtain the classical limit of the response function, which for this Ohmic spectral density88 has
the Lorentzian form
αcl(t) =
h¯ξωc
β(1 + ω2c t
2)
. (2.3.2)
One could obtain the spectral density by transforming Equation 2.3.2 and then calculate the influence func-
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tional coefficients according to the expressions in the original reference,7 or compute the influence functional
coefficients directly according to the prescription given in Section 2.2. Below we present numerical results
and compare the two procedures.
Table 2.1 compares the values of the influence functional coefficients obtained via the direct procedure
described in Section 2.2 to those obtained from the exact Ohmic spectral density using the original expressions
from Makri and Makarov1 (evaluated on a fine frequency grid) for a temperature that corresponds to h¯ωcβ =
0.15. At this relatively high temperature the bath’s behavior is practically classical, thus approximating the
response function by Equation 2.3.2 should not result in significant error. Indeed, we find that the procedure
described in this paper leads to values that match those obtained from the spectral density to three significant
figures.
We note that if the temperature is lowered, Equation 2.3.2 will cease to provide a faithful approximation
of the bath’s response function, and its use will introduce systematic error in the real part of the influence
functional coefficients. This error is inherent in the classical approximation of the response function and not
a flaw of the procedure presented here. If this classical-limit response function were the only information
available, the original procedure1 would first use it to obtain a spectral density through Equation 2.2.9. This
procedure would lead to an approximate spectral density, which would differ from Equation 2.3.1 at low
temperatures. The errors introduced through the use of a classical-limit response function can be minimized
by adding some quantum effects in the trajectory calculation. This can be achieved either by using one of
various quantum correction factors69–75 to arrive at an improved approximation to the response function,
or (more accurately) through the use of quasiclassical trajectory methods, which sample trajectories from a
quantized (Wigner or coherent state transformed) phase space distribution. Note that the imaginary part
of the influence functional coefficients is unaffected by errors in the classical approximation of the response
function, because the imaginary part is independent of temperature in the case of a harmonic bath.
Next, we investigate the effects of noise in the response function, which arises from experimental or
numerical sources. Figure 2.1 shows the Ohmic response function for the parameters used in Table 2.1, with
added Gaussian noise whose amplitude increases as a Wiener process89 (i.e., as the square root of time,90
chosen to reflect the inherently increasing noise in typical MD correlation functions because of difficulties
sampling large time separations). We assume this response function spans the time interval shown in the
figure, and that it is available at 5000 equally spaced time points. According to the Fourier theorem, the fine
spacing in the time domain provides information in the frequency domain over a very large interval, while the
frequency spacing is limited by the time length of available response function data. Thus, the useful part of
the spectral density shown in Figure 2.1 includes a small number of data points. The sparsity of the spectral
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density introduces numerical error in the integrals required to obtain the influence functional coefficients,
which contain oscillatory factors and (in the case of the real part of ηkk) pole behavior. Further, the Fourier
transformation spreads the noise in the long-time tail of the response function over all frequencies. For these
reasons, this procedure leads to non-negligible error in the influence functional coefficients. By contrast, the
direct procedure presented in Section 2.2 produces very accurate results, with errors that are smaller by at
least one order of magnitude. The main reason for this impressive gain in accuracy is that (as explained in
the previous Section) the direct procedure relies primarily on the early part of the response function, up to
α(k′∆t) for calculating ηk′k′′ , where the noise is rather small.
Next, we apply the procedure described in Section 2.2 to response functions obtained from actual molec-
ular dynamics simulations of two reactions in solution.
The first model we consider is based on a phenol-amine proton transfer reaction in liquid methyl chloride32
with the parameterization employed by Hammes-Sciffer and Tully.18Molecular dynamics simulations were
performed at T = 247K using the package LAMMPS.91 A cubic simulation box of side 28 A˚ containing
255 solvent molecules with periodic boundary conditions was used. Nose`-Hoover thermostats were applied
and bonds were held fixed using the RATTLE algorithm.92 Classical trajectories were run with a time step
of 1 fs and the response function corresponding to the reactant-product energy gap was obtained up to
t = 40 ps. The noise was kept minimal by time-averaging the results over 1.5 ns and also over 15 different
initial conditions. The obtained classical response function is shown in Figure 2.2 for the initial 3 ps. This
response function was transformed to yield the spectral density. As in the Ohmic model, most frequency
points obtained this way were outside of the useful range of the spectral density. The interpolated spectral
density, which was used in the evaluation of the influence functional coefficients, is also shown in Figure
2.2. We note that the characteristic frequencies of this model system are rather low, validating the use of
a classical trajectory approximation to obtain the response function. The influence functional coefficients
obtained with the two procedures are compared in Table 2.4. For consistency, we report the percent error
with respect to the frequency domain result, although (based on the behaviors discussed in the model
calculations) we believe that the values obtained with the direct procedure in terms of the response function
are more accurate. Differences, and thus the error of the spectral density procedure, are seen to be quite
small, owing to the high precision of the computed response function, which involved extensive averaging.
The second case we consider is a harmonic model constructed from atomistic data on the electron transfer
reaction between ferrocene and ferrocenium in a benzene solvent at 300 K and pressure of 1 Atm. Molecular
dynamics trajectories were obtained in the NPT ensemble using the package NAMD 2.993 with a time step
of 2 fs for an initial simulation box of dimensions 42×42×47 A˚, which included 459 benzene molecules with
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periodic boundary conditions. The C-H bonds were held fixed. The response function was obtained up to
80 ps with results time-averaged over 1.2 ns and also with respect to 30 initial conditions.
The response function, which in this case is the energy gap correlation function of the solvent, is shown
in Figure 2.3, along with the spectral density obtained through the cosine transform with subsequent inter-
polation. The results for this model are summarized in Table 2.5. Again, the high quality of the response
function data led to close agreement in the influence functional coefficients obtained with the two procedures.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter we have described a procedure for calculating the discretized influence functional coefficients
directly from information available through the classical limit of the response function, i.e., the quantity
obtained from molecular dynamics simulations or experimental measurements. The first advantage of this
direct approach is the simplification attained by bypassing the numerical evaluation of the cosine transform
necessary to compute the spectral density, a procedure that requires special care when dealing with boundary
points to guarantee accuracy. The second advantage of the direct evaluation in the time domain is increased
accuracy if the response function contains numerical noise whose amplitude increases with time. Such noise,
which affects primarily the tail of the response function, is spread through the cosine transform over the
entire frequency range of the spectral density. On the other hand, the most significant influence functional
coefficients are based on information available in the early, less noisy part of the response function.
Even though the classical response function is purely real, the procedure we described does not neglect
the imaginary part of the influence functional coefficients. This was made possible by extracting the imag-
inary part from the available real part within the high temperature limit of the harmonic bath model. By
retaining this imaginary part, the influence functional so constructed captures the delicate quantum me-
chanical contributions to decoherence via spontaneous phonon emissions, which is critical to attain detailed
balance.
The derived expressions are easy to implement via numerical quadrature and allow for immediate appli-
cation to map realistic molecular and atomistic systems onto simpler harmonic bath models.
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2.5 Tables
Re ηk′k′′ Im ηk′k′′
J(ω) α(t) ∆(%) J(ω) α(t) ∆(%)
η00 0.02936 0.02925 0.37 0.04671 0.04674 0.06
η10 0.11492 0.11454 0.33 -0.00233 -0.00233 0.00
η11 0.11693 0.11651 0.36 0.09263 0.09267 0.04
η20 0.10580 0.10558 0.21 -0.00463 -0.00463 0.00
η21 0.22601 0.22532 0.31 -0.00596 -0.00596 0.00
η30 0.09258 0.09253 0.05 -0.00560 -0.00560 0.00
η31 0.20529 0.20494 0.17 -0.00990 -0.00990 0.00
Table 2.1: Comparison of ηk′k′′ values obtained from integration of the spectral density as described orig-
inally,1 versus the present method of direct calculation from αcl(t) for an Ohmic spectral density with
parameters h¯ωcβ = 0.15, ξ = 1, ∆t = 1.25h¯β.
noise-free J(ω) noisy J(ω) ∆(J,%) noisy αcl(t) ∆(α,%)
η00 0.02936 0.02817 4.05 0.02926 0.34
η10 0.11429 0.11012 4.18 0.11454 0.33
η11 0.11693 0.11218 4.06 0.11652 0.35
η20 0.10580 0.10099 4.54 0.10555 0.23
η21 0.22601 0.21641 4.25 0.22531 0.31
η30 0.09258 0.08779 5.17 0.09254 0.04
η31 0.20529 0.19566 4.69 0.20488 0.20
Table 2.2: Comparison of the real part of the influence functional coefficients, Re ηk′k′′ , calculated from
sources with added Gaussian noise to the exact results. The parameters are the same as those in Table 2.1.
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noise-free J(ω) noisy J(ω) ∆(J,%) noisy αcl(t) ∆(α,%)
η00 0.04671 0.04047 13.36 0.04674 0.06
η10 -0.00233 -0.00235 0.86 -0.00234 0.43
η11 0.09263 0.08011 13.52 0.09268 0.05
η20 -0.00463 -0.00465 0.43 -0.00464 0.22
η21 -0.00596 -0.00598 0.34 -0.00598 0.34
η30 -0.00560 -0.00560 0.00 -0.00558 0.36
η31 -0.00990 -0.00990 0.00 -0.00989 0.10
Table 2.3: Comparison of the imaginary part of the influence functional coefficients, Im ηk′k′′ , calculated
from sources with added Gaussian noise to the exact results. The parameters are the same as those in Table
2.1.
Re ηk′k′′ Im ηk′k′′
J(ω) α(t) ∆(%) J(ω) α(t) ∆(%)
η00 0.14305 0.14269 0.25 0.72734 0.72952 0.30
η10 0.57051 0.56903 0.25 -0.00504 -0.00525 4.17
η11 0.57186 0.57040 0.26 1.45299 1.45730 0.30
η20 0.56386 0.56228 0.28 -0.01157 -0.01195 3.28
η21 1.13835 1.13530 0.27 -0.01339 -0.01389 3.73
η30 0.55215 0.55046 0.31 -0.01765 -0.01816 2.90
η31 1.12247 1.11930 0.28 -0.02625 -0.02708 3.16
Table 2.4: Comparison of results obtained for a model proton transfer system (as described in the text) from
the two methods for ∆t = 12.1 fs.
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Re ηk′k′′ Im ηk′k′′
J(ω) α(t) ∆(%) J(ω) α(t) ∆(%)
η00 0.9654 0.9285 3.82 2.4013 2.4220 0.86
η10 3.4166 3.4877 2.08 -0.1906 -0.1905 0.05
η11 3.7073 3.6413 1.78 4.6555 4.6969 0.89
η20 3.4893 3.5061 0.48 0.1534 0.1534 0.00
η21 6.7326 6.9092 2.62 -0.1613 -0.1613 0.00
η30 3.5205 3.5074 0.37 -0.1792 -0.1792 0.00
η31 7.1364 7.0885 0.67 0.1617 0.1617 0.00
Table 2.5: Comparison of results obtained for an electron transfer model based on ferrocene in benzene (as
described in the text) at T = 300 K with ∆t = 19.3 fs.
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Figure 2.1: Effects of Gaussian noise in the classical-limit response function (left panel) on the spectral
density (right panel) for the Ohmic model with h¯ωcβ = 0.15, ξ = 1, ∆t = 1.25h¯β.
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Figure 2.2: The response function obtained from molecular dynamics simulations of a proton transfer complex
in liquid methyl chloride at 247 K, and the corresponding spectral density.
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Figure 2.3: The response function obtained from molecular dynamics simulations of the ferrocene-
ferrocenium electron transfer in benzene at 300 K, and the corresponding spectral density.
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Chapter 3
The Quantum-Classical Path Integral:
Theory and Implementation
3.1 Motivation
It was mentioned in the Introduction that in the search for accurate and efficient ways to solve mixed
quantum-classical problems, a large number of algorithms and computational approaches have been proposed
and tested, starting with the Ehrenfest approximation14 in the early days of quantum theory. Owing to the
shortcomings of this original method for chemical applications,15,16 many new approaches17,19–22 have been
directed toward finding alternative methods of solving the quantum-classical dynamics problem.
Two very promising methods for performing both rigorous and accurate simulations of mixed quantum-
classical dynamics are the Liouville approach,23,24 and the path integral-based formalism recently developed
in the Makri group,27,28 which avoid the ad hoc assumptions involved in many other quantum dynamical
theories. The major challenge for such methods is obtaining converged results, which would provide rigorous
results for the problems of interest, but fortunately the continuing development of the quantum-classical
path integral (QCPI) method has led to an algorithm which is capable of providing converged results for
atomistically detailed simulations of realistic energy transfer reactions,42 and for which a range of other
applications is currently being explored.
The purpose of the current chapter is to discuss the theoretical foundations of the QCPI method, as well
as the series of developments which have vastly increased its efficiency and power, based on both physical28–31
and computational considerations. The end result of this development has been a powerful, highly parallel
simulation code, capable of running efficiently on modern massively parallel supercomputing platforms.94,95
The application of this code to problems of interest in chemistry and biology will then be described in
subsequent chapters.
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3.2 Theory
We begin our discussion of QCPI by considering its derivation from the formally exact path integral ex-
pression,25,26 along with the basic features which form the core of the method. Our starting point is a
Hamiltonian of the form
Hˆ = H0(sˆ, pˆs) + V (sˆ, qˆ) + Tsolv(pˆ), (3.2.1)
where we have indicated the partitioning into a set of system degrees of freedom, H0(sˆ, pˆs), along with a set of
environmental terms consisting of a potential term incorporating the total energy of the solvent environment,
as well as system-solvent interaction terms, and a separate kinetic energy operator for the solvent degrees of
freedom. Although this equation uses scalar notation, the extension to higher dimensions is straightforward.
For typical applications, the system Hamiltonian takes the form of an n-level Hamiltonian, with the levels
corresponding to the eigenstates of a particular basis, most conveniently a discrete variable representation
(DVR)56 of the continuous system potential, or in some cases the diabatic states of the reactive potential
energy surface when these are readily available.
The complete Hamiltonian of Equation 3.2.1 can be used to generate a time-sliced path integral ex-
pression, following Feynman,25,26 and this formal result treats all degrees of freedom as fully quantum
mechanical. Since solving the corresponding equations is computationally intractable, we make use of the
partitioning in Equation 3.2.1 to separate terms in the path integral and integrate over the solvent (or in
general, all environmental) degrees of freedom. In addition, we simplify the resulting expression to achieve a
more classical-like form. This process can be carried out rigorously by taking a semiclassical limit68,96 in the
solvent degrees of freedom and considering carefully the system-solvent coupling in the resulting expression.
Conceptually, this amounts to restricting the solvent path sum from all possible paths in phase space to a
narrow range about the classical path, determined by the values of the classical action of the environment.
In the fully classical limit, only the path with stationary action survives, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The
details of this limiting process have been discussed elsewhere,27–29 along with a variety of expressions cor-
responding to different levels of approximation to the fully quantum mechanical dynamics. The interested
reader is directed to the original papers for a more thorough discussion of the theoretical aspects involved.
Once the limits have been taken, we arrive at a general expression for the QCPI method, which can be
compactly expressed (once again in scalar notation) as
ρred(s
±
N ;N∆t) =
∫
dq0
∫
dp0 P (q0, p0)Q(s
±
N , q0, p0;N∆t), (3.2.2)
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where the primary object of interest, the reduced density matrix97 for the quantum mechanical system,
is expressed in terms of a phase space average over solvent configurations. In this equation, P (q0, p0) is
a probability density over the solvent phase space; depending on how far the semiclassical limit process
is taken, this density can range from a coherent state expression98 to a Wigner distribution,80 or even a
Boltzmann average. The primary factors involved in selecting which distribution to use are the extent to
which quantum effects such as zero point energy and delocalization are expected to play a role in the solvent
dynamics, along with the available computational power for incorporation of these effects.
Most of the problems we consider in the sequel correspond to regimes where classical molecular dynamics
(MD)13 should constitute a good approximation for the environmental degrees of freedom, and thus for the
atomistic simulations under consideration, the most common probability density employed is the Boltzmann
distribution. For approximate descriptions of the solvent environment, such as the harmonic bath model3,4
discussed previously, the exact Wigner distribution is known analytically,97 and we can make use of this
knowledge to incorporate additional quantum corrections into the solvent dynamics. We also comment that
while MD approaches are typically concerned with Boltzmann averages, the use of empirical force fields such
as CHARMM,99 which have been fitted to experimental data at various thermodynamic state points, implies
that some degree of observable quantum corrections have already been included in the fit, and thus we expect
the results obtained from MD simulations to provide better results than might otherwise be implied by the
use of a purely classical probability distribution function.
Since P (q0, p0) in Equation 3.2.2 is a probability distribution, we can calculate the phase space in-
tegral via a Monte Carlo approach100 (or equivalently, by exploiting ergodicity in atomistic MD simula-
tions). Each sample point corresponds to a single (q0, p0) for which we must calculate the contribution of
Q(s±N , q0, p0;N∆t). This term is the quantum influence function, and contains the summation over forward-
backward system paths required by the path integral formulation of the density matrix. Its explicit form
is
Q(s±N , q0, p0;N∆t) =
∫
ds±N−1
∫
ds±0 K
(
s+N , s
+
N−1
) · · ·K (s+1 , s+0 ) 〈s+0 ∣∣ ρ (0) ∣∣s−0 〉× (3.2.3)
K∗
(
s−0 , s
−
1
) · · ·K∗ (s−N−1, s−N) exp [− ih¯Φ (q0, p0; s±0 , . . . , s±N−1)
]
where
K
(
s±i , s
±
j
)
=
〈
s±i
∣∣ e− ih¯ Hˆ0∆t ∣∣s±j 〉 (3.2.4)
is the quantum mechanical propagator for the system Hamiltonian, H0(sˆ, pˆs), and the s
±
i are the forward
or backward system states, depending on sign. Thus we see that the quantum influence function consists
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of a combination of standard time propagation steps for the system density matrix, along with a complex
phase term for each path, which depends on the solvent trajectory evolving under the sequence of system
configurations specified by the complete forward-backward path,
{
s±0 , . . . , s
±
N−1
}
.
Each system configuration exerts a force on the surrounding environment, determined by a linearization
of the system-solvent interaction potential.28 As a result, the environment feels the force of a single system
state whenever the forward and backward states are the same at a given time point; when these states differ,
the environmental degrees of freedom feel the average force of the two states. The phase term resulting from
the coupled system-solvent dynamics contains an integral over the difference in potential energy between the
forward and backward system paths
Φ =
∫ 1/2∆t
0
dt′∆V
(
s±0 , q (t
′)
)
+
N−1∑
k=1
∫ (k+1/2)∆t
(k−1/2)∆t
dt′∆V
(
s±k , q (t
′)
)
+
∫ N∆t
(N−1/2)∆t
dt′∆V
(
s±N , q (t
′)
)
(3.2.5)
where ∆V is defined in terms of the system and solvent potential energies of the Hamiltonian in Equation
3.2.1 as
∆V
(
s±k , q (t
′)
)
= V
(
s+k , q (t
′)
)− V (s−k , q (t′)) . (3.2.6)
We note that Equation 3.2.6 requires an evaluation of the full coupled potential energy for both the forward
and backward system states at each time point of the trajectory. We will have more to say about the
consequences of these multiple evaluations when we discuss coupling to MD simulation packages.
Already with the expression in Equation 3.2.3 and the definitions which follow, it is possible to construct a
very simple implementation of the QCPI method. Although at this point the resulting simulation algorithm
is not very efficient, we briefly discuss it here since already it contains most of the central ideas which will
appear in the final implementation. Our discussion of this very basic QCPI approach should be compared
to the diagram in Figure 3.2 where we have illustrated the conceptual structure of the full algorithm; it
can be seen that the basic outline we have provided so far corresponds well with the left branch of the flow
chart. Much of the additional structure present in the figure is concerned with the iterative extension of the
method, to be described in more detail below.
To provide a concrete example of the basic method, we specialize for the moment to the case where the
quantum mechanical system may be represented as a set of M discrete, coupled states. This form is quite
common in studies of charge transfer processes, chemical reactions, relaxation dynamics, or any potential
which can be well represented by a fairly small set of discrete basis states (e.g. of energy eigenstates or a
DVR basis). We also take H0 in Equation 3.2.1 to be just the time-independent system Hamiltonian itself.
In this case, the propagators, K
(
s±i , s
±
j
)
, can be calculated immediately from the matrix representation of
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the system Hamiltonian.
In order to obtain the QCPI result for the density matrix, we first generate a set of initial conditions
in the solvent coordinates, using either Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics to sample the corresponding
probability density in phase space via Equation 3.2.2. We also generate all forward and backward pairs of
system paths of total length N , which in a basis of M states will amount to M2N total paths. For each
initial condition, we evolve the solvent in time according to the sequence of system forces specified by each
path, as described above in the discussion concerning Equation 3.2.5.
During the evolution of the solvent along each path, we track the total system plus solvent energy in
both the forward and backward states, integrating the difference as in Equation 3.2.5 to obtain the phase
term for the path in the density matrix sum. By summing the contribution from each path at every time
point, we obtain Q(s±N , q0, p0;N∆t) along the trajectory, i.e. the contribution of that initial condition to
ρred (N∆t). Once all initial conditions have been propagated along all system paths, we can average the
resulting Q(s±N , q0, p0;N∆t) values from each initial bath configuration to obtain the Monte Carlo estimate
of the final density matrix, and from this result we may proceed to calculate observables of interest.
3.3 Atomistic and Harmonic Environments
We emphasize that the formulation of QCPI makes no assumptions about the solvent environment, other
than the rigorous semiclassical approximations used to derive the fundamental equations. Any Hamiltonian
system for which the system-solvent and solvent-solvent potential energies appearing in the phase term in
Equation 3.2.3 are well-defined may be used in conjunction with the QCPI equations of the previous section.
In particular, the solvent may be described by empirical force fields of the type commonly used for MD
simulations, which allows this method to be applied to, e.g. dynamical processes in liquids or enzymes.
This highly desirable feature means that we will typically be concerned with QCPI simulations involving
atomistically detailed environments. However, the method is also equally applicable to the traditional
harmonic bath models3,4 of quantum dynamics as well. The difference between the QCPI approach in
the harmonic limit and the QuAPI formalism discussed in the previous chapter is that QCPI does not use
the influence functional5 coefficients derived from an infinite bath of oscillators, but instead works with a
discrete set of modes6,101 obtained from the spectral density function of the bath and follows their dynamics
explicitly.
The ability to treat both harmonic and atomistic environments within QCPI is actually quite useful
from a practical standpoint, and so we discuss this duality further here. To ground our discussion of the
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relationship between atomistic and harmonic models, we consider the case of electron transfer between a
donor and acceptor state, such as that between ferrocene and ferrocenium recently studied by our group.42
For this class of problems, the Hamiltonian can be written as
Hˆ = −h¯Ω (|D〉 〈A|+ |A〉 〈D|) +HD (q, p) |D〉 〈D|+HA (q, p) |A〉 〈A| (3.3.1)
where the donor and acceptor Hamiltonian terms on the diagonal are defined in terms of the solvent energies
and the charge configuration,
HD (q, p) =
n∑
i
p2i
2mi
+ VD (q) (3.3.2)
HA (q, p) =
n∑
i
p2i
2mi
+ VA (q) . (3.3.3)
Additionally, the off-diagonal coupling term, h¯Ω, can be determined using standard quantum chemical
electronic structure methods applied to the donor and acceptor charge configurations, or evaluated from
empirical considerations based on experiment or various theoretical results. The potential terms, VD (q) and
VA (q), are the full potential energies determined from the contributions of all terms in the atomistic force
field, along with the effects of coupling to the quantum system. In the case of electron transfer, this coupling
is purely Coulombic, although for more complex models, including proton transfer problems, there may also
be a contribution from the potential energy surface of the reacting degrees of freedom. Since the potential
energies include all environmental degrees of freedom, full molecular dynamics calculations are required to
compute the terms in Equations 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
As discussed in the previous chapter, it is possible to map the fully atomistic problem onto a simpler
but approximate collection of harmonic oscillators in the limit of linear response.6 When working with
a harmonic environment, assuming bilinear coupling to the quantum system, the Hamiltonian adopts the
simplified form
H = Hs +
M∑
j=1
pˆ2j
2mj
+
1
2
mjω
2
j xˆ
2
j − sˆ
M∑
j=1
cj xˆj (3.3.4)
where M is the number of harmonic bath degrees of freedom in the model, s is the coordinate of the
observable quantum system, the cj are coupling coefficients, and Hs is the bare system Hamiltonian, taking
a form such as that of the first term in Equation 3.3.1 above. The parameters entering Equation 3.3.4 can
be connected to the bath spectral density,4 J (ω), according to the relation
J (ω) =
pi
2
∑
j
c2j
mjωj
δ (ω − ωj). (3.3.5)
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Just as described previously, the spectral density can be obtained from the classical limit of the response
function determined by experiment or simulation, according to
J(ω) = βω
∫ ∞
0
αcl(t) cosωt dt. (3.3.6)
Since QCPI requires a discrete set of modes to work with rather than a continuous spectral density, we
must extract a finite set of frequencies and couplings from J(ω) as implied by Equation 3.3.5. One efficient
way to do this is to require each of the M harmonic modes to carry the same fraction of the reorganization
energy of the solvent,6 which implies for mode j that
4
pi
∫ ωj
0
J(ω)
ω
dω =
j
M
λ, (3.3.7)
where
λ =
4
pi
∫ ωmax
0
J(ω)
ω
dω = 2
M∑
j=1
c2j
mjω2j
. (3.3.8)
The couplings can then be found from the relation
cj = ωj
√
λ
2M
mj . (3.3.9)
Although the dynamics of the harmonic environment must be simulated explicitly in QCPI, these are
much simpler to obtain than the fully atomistic dynamics, even for relatively large sets of oscillators. In
fact, the time evolution of the harmonic modes can be written in closed form for discretized path integral
versions of a variety of common models of the observable system. Additionally, since the harmonic models
do not invoke long-range forces between the bath modes, numerical simulation of the dynamics is typically
also quite inexpensive even via Verlet integration102 or other differential equation update schemes.
Since the linear response approximation required to parameterize the harmonic bath is generally consid-
ered to be quite an accurate representation of condensed phase phenomena, it is possible to draw conclusions
directly from these harmonic models which remain valid while drastically reducing computational expense, in
a similar fashion to the previous chapter. However, because QCPI can be applied on essentially equal footing
to completely atomistic models of the dynamics, as well as to the limiting case of a harmonic bath, it allows
for a direct and rigorous test of linear response for a wide variety of problems where both the harmonic and
atomistic results converge, helping to establish the reliability of this approximation in other simulations. In
fact, in the harmonic bath limit QCPI provides exact dynamics, and can be compared directly to other exact
methods, such as the iterative QuAPI approach,1,7 which implies that when we find a problem where linear
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response holds, as in the case of electron transfer in ferrocene,42 and where the harmonic bath results agree
well with the fully atomistic approach, we can have exceptional confidence that our results in both regimes
are both rigorous and accurate. Alternatively, if we find deviations from linear behavior, QCPI provides one
of the few rigorous approaches to treat the fully atomistic dynamics, providing a way to explore the origin
of the breakdown in our approximations.
The ability to treat both atomistic and harmonic environments in an equivalent fashion is also useful from
a computational standpoint. Numerical path integral methods require a number of convergence parameters
as input; working out parameter ranges required for convergence often requires substantial iteration of
trial calculations, and insufficient convergence checking can have serious consequences on the conclusions
drawn from a simulation. Because harmonic simulations are relatively cheap and usually correspond well
to the atomistic regimes from which they are derived, the QCPI approach allows us to rapidly iterate trial
parameters on the equivalent harmonic system and therefore identify domains of convergence much more
rapidly than would otherwise be possible. A more detailed discussion of this process will be presented in
Section 3.6 below.
Turning toward implementation questions, we consider how the method may actually be coupled with
standard MD codes as required for fully atomistic simulations. In particular, while the QCPI method itself
is relatively agnostic as to the source of the potential energies employed in the path sum, interfacing the
method with molecular dynamics codes is not entirely straightforward. This is because QCPI in general
requires multiple energy evaluations at every classical time step from multiple system configurations. Most
MD integration packages do not support this type of functionality by default, and in general there are two
ways to tackle this difficulty.
For a few important chemical processes, including electron transfer, there are some packages which
incorporate the capability to calculate energies from different configurations during simulation, since this
functionality is required even in purely classical simulations of such phenomena. In these cases, the QCPI
code may be interfaced to the MD program without any internal modifications; instead, it is possible to
direct the classical portion of the simulation entirely using the same input and calculation workflow that
would normally be employed by the user from a command line by employing a few customized scripts or
simple helper programs. This type of scenario occurs when performing QCPI calculations on electron transfer
and using the NAMD program93 for classical force updates, as NAMD includes an energy gap calculation
function which can be repurposed to obtain the QCPI potential energies. Unfortunately, practical experience
suggests that native support for multiple force calculations is highly problem-specific and there is very little
functionality available for reactions beyond simple electron transfer.
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In other situations, changes to the MD engine itself are required. These types of simulations include pro-
cesses like proton transfer, where nonstandard potentials may be required to describe the reaction energetics
in an MD context, and where different system states correspond to distinct atom configurations (as opposed
to representing only distinct charge states). The feasibility of making the changes necessary to support these
more complex simulations depends heavily on the software package used, and our experience has been that
LAMMPS91 provides the most flexible platform to develop extensions to the standard MD paradigm. Their
approach is to bundle user-created code into sets of “fixes”, which can be accessed at different points of the
integration step. With some care, it is then possible to provide a fix which performs multiple force updates
internally and returns the appropriate result to both the MD and QCPI codes for further processing. More
detailed information on modifying and extending the LAMMPS source code can be found on their website,
http://lammps.sandia.gov.
As a final comment, we note that the way in which QCPI obtains energies from different system states is
somewhat reminiscent of multi-state EVB103,104 simulations (although how these energies are used is quite
different). As a result, it may be possible to improve the efficiency of the method by building the interface
on top of a code like AMBER,105 which already contains an optimized EVB implementation.
3.4 Improving Efficiency
Clearly, owing to the exponential growth in the number of paths with time, direct summation of the terms
in the path integral is not a viable approach for any but the simplest model systems. In order to make use of
the QCPI method to solve real problems of chemical interest, its scaling must be improved. In this section,
we consider a number of modifications to the basic scheme described above which dramatically improve its
performance and convergence characteristics.
Since the computational cost of the forward-backward path sum for a basis of M states and N steps
scales as M2N , one way to improve the performance of the algorithm is to find a way to increase the length
of the quantum time step and thus reduce the number of steps required to simulate the process of interest.
In general, if we can describe more of the dynamics in the propagator matrix elements, rather than the phase
factor, we are able to take longer time steps because the Hamiltonian term entering the propagator equation
more closely resembles the true coupled Hamiltonian governing the exact dynamics. By rewriting the full
Hamiltonian in terms of a time-dependent potential, calculated along a single reference path for each initial
condition,
Hˆ = H0 (sˆ, pˆs) + Vref (sˆ, qˆref (t)) + ∆V (sˆ, qˆ (t)) + Tsolv (pˆ) , (3.4.1)
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and combining the first two terms of Equation 3.4.1 into a time-dependent reference Hamiltonian, Href (t),
we can factor this additional potential into the propagator
K
(
s±i , s
±
j
)
=
〈
s±i
∣∣ Uˆref (t) ∣∣s±j 〉 , (3.4.2)
removing the contribution of this reference potential to the phase term and providing a better baseline
description of the dynamics, leading to longer time steps.30 The only cost associated with Equation 3.4.2
is a single extra trajectory, chosen to follow the selected reference path, along with the solution of the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
ih¯
∂Uˆref (t)
∂t
= Hˆref (t) Uˆref (t) . (3.4.3)
This additional equation must be solved only once during each step, independent of the number of paths in
the forward-backward sum, and the calculation can be performed quickly using standard differential equation
solvers or matrix factorization techniques.106 Generally, since the reference trajectory provides a good initial
guess at the exact dynamics, we are able to take the QCPI time step, ∆t, to be quite a bit larger than the
fundamental Verlet integration step, δt; indeed, we commonly find in practice that ∆t ≈ 10δt. This result
is somewhat less surprising when we recall that Uˆref (t) depends primarily on the system-solvent potential
energies, and these energies are relatively smooth functions of the classical time step.
Since the choice of reference has no effect on the final result, we can obtain the maximum benefit from
the reference propagator method by choosing our reference to coincide as closely as possible with the local
dynamics occurring along each independent solvent initial condition as they evolve in time. To do this, we
make use of the fact that the quantum influence function is something like a local density matrix and treat its
diagonal elements analogously to the population probabilities expressed in the fully reduced density matrix.
While the quantum influence function is not rigorously guaranteed to have completely positive elements,
the deviation of these values from the range [0, 1] is typically fairly small in practice, as demonstrated
graphically in the original paper by Lambert and Makri.27 Thus, we choose a reference at each step in a
Monte Carlo-like fashion, comparing a random number in the range [0, 1) to the pseudo-populations of each
state as represented by the diagonal elements of the quantum influence functional, and choose the reference
state at that time step which best corresponds to the selected element.
Another major improvement we can make is to find a way to convert the QCPI path summation from a
full sum with exponential growth in time into a more nearly iterative approach with reduced scaling. This
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possibility is suggested by the form of the quantum influence function when using bare system propagators,
Q(s±k+1, q0, p0; (k + 1)∆t) =
∫
ds±kK
(
s+k+1, s
+
k
)
Q(s±k , q0, p0; k∆t)K
∗ (s−k , s−k+1) (3.4.4)
× exp
− i
h¯
(k+1/2)∆t∫
k∆t
∆V
(
s±k , q (t
′)
)
dt′ − i
h¯
(k+1)∆t∫
(k+1/2)∆t
∆V
(
s±k+1, q (t
′)
)
dt′

which is almost in the form of a simple iterative update, in the spirit of the standard matrix-vector propa-
gation for the Schro¨dinger wavefunction. The only complication is that the potential at time t, V
(
s±k , q (t)
)
,
depends on the current configuration of the solvent environment, which itself depends in general on the
entire history of the dynamics, including the state of the system at each previous time point.
To make progress on an iterative formulation of QCPI, we must find a way to truncate the path summation
and eliminate or reduce this dependence on the previous history of the system-solvent interaction. In the case
of a condensed phase environment, it turns out that this can be done in a completely rigorous and numerically
exact way, as shown by the work of Makri and Makarov1,7 in their numerical solution of Feynman-Vernon
influence functional5 dynamics for a harmonic bath. Conceptually, the reasoning is as follows - in general, for
any environment (not just for harmonic oscillators), the integration over solvent degrees of freedom inherent
in a reduced description of the dynamics introduces non-local effects in the propagation, leading to so-
called memory effects, as pointed out by Zwanzig in his derivation of the generalized Langevin equation.107
However, Caldeira and Leggett3 showed that in the limit of an infinite harmonic bath and high temperatures,
the memory kernel for the influence functional became a delta function, restoring Markovian evolution of
the system.
Inspired by this result, Makri and Makarov demonstrated that even at zero temperature, the memory
kernel decays exponentially over a finite timescale,1,7 provided only that the environment is sufficiently large
to induce decorrelation. This implies that once the memory time dictated by the system-solvent dynamics has
been spanned by the path summation, the dependence on the past history of the system-solvent interaction
may be dropped, truncating the path branching as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Since this behavior is the result
of decoherence induced by a large number of coupled environmental modes, a finite memory time should
apply even for fully atomistic systems. We further emphasize that the total memory length is a convergence
parameter in the theory, and invokes no additional approximations once the full memory time has been
incorporated into the dynamics. To make the discussion of truncation and branching concrete, we consider
the resulting iterative equations for a discrete set of basis states and a memory kernel of length kmax = 2,
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first defining a quantity
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+
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and in general, we will use the notation Φ(q0, p0; s
±
k−j , . . . , s
±
k ) to refer to the final j + 1 terms of the full
phase summation, Φ(q0, p0; s
±
0 , . . . , s
±
k ), from Equation 3.2.5. Comparing with the expressions above, the
quantity R
(
s±k−1, s
±
k ; q0, p0
)
can thus be seen to span a memory length of two time steps. We next define a
generalized propagator tensor for this quantity, according to the prescription implied in Equation 3.4.4 for
the influence function,
T
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)
exp
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±
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±
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]
. (3.4.7)
Although only s±k and s
±
k+1 appear explicitly in Equation 3.4.7, the propagator tensor depends on all
system states present in the memory kernel because the solvent configuration, q (t), is dependent on the
forces applied by the system during the entire memory length. To propagate our system, we then sum the
product over all basis states,
R
(
s±k , s
±
k+1; q0, p0
)
=
∑
s±k−1
R
(
s±k−1, s
±
k ; q0, p0
)
T
(
s±k−1, s
±
k , s
±
k+1; q0, p0
)
. (3.4.8)
Since there are M2 terms which contribute to each propagated R
(
s±k , s
±
k+1; q0, p0
)
value, and each of these
terms depends on the coupled system-solvent trajectory defined by the forward-backward system path, we
must choose after each propagation step which trajectory branches to “forget” in order to avoid exponential
scaling in time (as illustrated in Figure 3.3). It turns out that a careful choice of trajectories during this step
can have a profound effect on the overall rate of convergence of the QCPI method, as we describe further
shortly. Once all the R
(
s±k−1, s
±
k ; q0, p0
)
have been propagated, we can obtain the density matrix at each
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time step via a sum over all paths, according to the expression
〈
s+k
∣∣ ρ (k∆t) ∣∣s−k 〉 = ∑
s±k−1
R
(
s±k−1, s
±
k ; q0, p0
)
. (3.4.9)
Within this iterative formulation, the summation of a relatively small number of paths which span the
decoherence time of the solvent, perhaps up to kmax ≈ 10 or so, allows us to accurately calculate the dynamics
to arbitrary total times for a wide range of condensed phase environments, including the multi-picosecond
timescale necessary to describe charge transfer and energy relaxation processes occurring in solution and
biomolecules.
Additional improvements in convergence can be obtained by ensuring that the choice of trajectory
branches to keep in the iterative update phase is made consistently with the referenced system-solvent
dynamics represented in the memory kernel. In practice, this means that we choose to propagate along the
branch with forces corresponding to the reference state forces which occurredkmax steps previously. The
details of this process are discussed more fully in a paper from our group,31 and so we simply provide an
illustration of the improvements obtained in convergence using both the Monte Carlo-based reference selec-
tion and dynamically consistent branching in Figure 3.4; from the data in the figure, it is clear that choosing
branches in a dynamically consistent way brings the reference trajectories into much better agreement with
the true dynamics, significantly improving convergence.
Since the work involved in the QCPI summation is exponential in kmax, the improvements described
above, which collectively account for a decrease in the converged memory lengths to around kmax ≈ 4
in many cases of practical interest, amount to an exponential acceleration of the algorithm, making it
possible to directly investigate the quantum dynamics for a wide variety of condensed phase problems. The
conceptual outline of the method, including all these algorithmic improvements is presented in Figure 3.2,
which illustrates how the ideas fit together in the final program. We also outline the logical and mathematical
structure of the method in pseudocode, in Figure 3.5.
3.5 Computational Aspects
In the previous section, we discussed a number of physically-motivated improvements to the basic QCPI al-
gorithm, which allow for dramatic increases in simulation power. In this section, we consider some additional
performance improvements which arise primarily from the computational structure of the method.
The first improvement comes from the fact that the iterative summation in Equation 3.4.8 contains
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redundant terms as written. In particular, within the QCPI framework, whenever the forward and backward
paths differ, the solvent trajectory is evolved under the average force of the participating forward and
backward system states.28 This means that the solvent configurations are identical at time t for any set
of paths which differ only by an interchange of forward-backward system states at any prior time point.
As a result, the phase contributions of all these paths can be found directly from a single reference path
sequence, since they depend only on the overall system-solvent potential, and are identical up to a sign
for identical configurations of the solvent. We provide an example by considering the explicit form of
several terms in Equation 3.4.8, to see how they are related. We also temporarily make use of an altered
notation, T
(
s±k−i, . . . , s
±
k+1; q0, p0
) ≡ T ({s+k−i, . . . , s+k+1} ,{s−k−i, . . . , s−k+1} ; q0, p0), for the propagator, as
wellas ∆V
(
s±k , q (t
′)
) ≡ ∆V (s+k , s−k , q (t′)) for the potential energies, in order to better illustrate the forward-
backward correspondences. We also return to explicitly writing out the potential dependence of the phase
terms for greater clarity. For this example, we will limit our discussion to a two-level system, but the ideas
presented are valid for any number of system states.
T ({1, 1, 1} , {0, 0, 0} ; q0, p0) = K (1, 1)K∗ (0, 0) e− ih¯
∫ (k+1/2)∆t
k∆t ∆V (1,0;x(t
′))dt′ (3.5.1a)
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∫ (k+1)∆t
(k+1/2)∆t
∆V (1,0;x(t′))dt′
T ({1, 1, 0} , {0, 0, 1} ; q0, p0) = K (0, 1)K∗ (0, 1) e− ih¯
∫ (k+1/2)∆t
k∆t ∆V (1,0;x(t
′))dt′ (3.5.1b)
× e− ih¯
∫ (k+1)∆t
(k+1/2)∆t
∆V (0,1;x(t′))dt′
T ({1, 0, 1} , {0, 1, 0} ; q0, p0) = K (1, 0)K∗ (1, 0) e− ih¯
∫ (k+1/2)∆t
k∆t ∆V (0,1;x(t
′))dt′ (3.5.1c)
× e− ih¯
∫ (k+1)∆t
(k+1/2)∆t
∆V (1,0;x(t′))dt′
Although the matrix elements appearing in these equations differ, the propagator matrix is the same
for each path in the sum during a given time step, and so it is simple to store and rapid to access;
thus the difference in these terms is not a significant contributor to the computational complexity of the
method. Instead, the major cost involved in the iterative summation is the evaluation of the phase terms,
∆V
(
s+k , s
−
k ; q(u)
)
, which require information from propagation of the fully coupled system-solvent dynam-
ics. But since∆V
(
s+k , s
−
k ; q(u)
)
= −∆V (s−k , s+k ; q(u)) from the definition in Equation 3.2.6, we see that all
terms in the preceding equations are known, provided we keep track of only the phase terms in Equation
3.5.1a.
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In this way, we effectively work with a smaller basis set to represent our system configurations. Instead of
the M2 elements implied by a na¨ıve enumeration of all possible forward-backward pairs, we only require the
M2+M
2 independent terms. Since the number of forward-backward pairs enters the computational complexity
of our method as the base of an exponent, this truncation of “off-diagonal” elements leads to a substantial
savings over the na¨ıve enumeration, especially for larger values of kmax. In a two-state basis, for example,
with a memory length of four time points, this amounts to performing only
(
3
4
)4 ≈ 0.32 times as much work,
and the relative savings grow both with basis size and memory length.
The other major improvement stems from exploiting a primary advantage of the path integral approach
to quantum mechanics; namely, path integral methods differ from wavefunction-based methods in the fact
that each path is entirely local in space. This can be exploited in a highly efficient manner on modern
parallel architectures via a hierarchical MPI+MPI decomposition,108 as illustrated schematically in Figure
3.6. The first layer of this decomposition (show in blue in the figure) involves dividing up the Monte Carlo
sum over initial conditions among processors or nodes. As is well known, Monte Carlo is highly parallelizable,
requiring only a single communication instance to sum the contributions from each sample point computed
during the entire course of program execution, and the result is essentially perfect strong scaling with the
number of processors used, as plotted for the QCPI phase space average in Figure 3.7.
However, thanks to the locality of each path, we can carry this decomposition further. Since the dynamics
along each path in the summation are independent at every time point of the behavior along all other paths,
we can obtain further speedup by splitting the path summation loop over a number of cores within each
processor or compute node. This splitting is efficient provided the number of paths included in the sum is
fairly large compared to the number of cores available on a chip, and that the bulk of the work involved
in each path calculation is the propagation of solvent degrees of freedom. Both of these conditions follow
immediately for the case of realistically-sized atomistic simulations, even at modest values of kmax. The
division of paths across processing elements in a single core is illustrated by the horizontal green band in
Figure 3.6. Since we can typically hide the work of communication in the numerical integration performed
as part of the MD update, this level of decomposition also results in relatively good strong scaling for typical
core numbers, as the plot in Figure 3.8 demonstrates. The weak scaling is also quite good, since the number
of paths grows so rapidly with total memory length. Additionally, depending on the memory length required
for convergence, spreading the calculation over more cores may improve memory usage in the executable
and strengthen cache locality for an additional speedup factor; however the magnitude of this improvement
is strongly problem-dependent and difficult to quantify a priori.
For very large problems, it may also be possible to use the parallelization features present in the classical
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MD package to further increase performance, by splitting the classical integration phase across another layer
of cores, as shown by the red vertical band in Figure 3.6. In general, the benefit of this level of parallelization
depends on the number of environmental degrees of freedom and the length of the quantum time step, but
the details of the parallelization are typically encapsulated in the MD interface itself, so it should be fairly
simple to test the effects of this layer of parallelization on a problem-by-problem basis without extensive
modifications to the QCPI code.
3.6 Workflow
After describing the algorithmic underpinnings of the method, we now consider the typical workflow of
a QCPI simulation, as summarized in Figure 3.9. The first step, as in any simulation, is to identify a
candidate problem to be solved. In general, for these types of quantum-classical simulation, we will be
interested in problems where the most relevant degrees of freedom are fairly few in number and are not
too strongly coupled to the surrounding environment. Good candidates which often satisfy these criteria
include processes like enzymatic charge transfer, excited state or vibrational relaxation, and photo-induced
dynamics.
Once a specific problem has been selected, both the classical environment and quantum system must be
described computationally. For protein or fluid environments, this often means parameterizing the model
according to standard force fields,99,105,109 in a fashion similar to purely classical molecular dynamics sim-
ulations. To parameterize the Hamiltonian of the quantum system, we must obtain a set of states with
which to generate the path list, as well as inter-state couplings and any thermodynamic bias between the
states. For some problems, the states themselves may be clear a priori, as in the case of electron transfer,
where the different diabatic states correspond to different charge occupancies on the donor and acceptor
molecules. Alternatively, the states can be found from a compact representation of the system-solvent in-
teraction potential, such as the discrete variable representation.56 Couplings may be found from tunneling
splitting calculations based on quantum chemistry methods, and the thermodynamics of the process may be
known or bounded experimentally; thermodynamic biases can also be determined from direct simulation of
the atomistic model using established techniques.13
Although in principle it is possible to go directly from a completed model of the system and its envi-
ronment to an atomistic QCPI simulation, there are a number of convergence parameters which need to be
considered, and testing convergence requires an iterative exploration of parameter space. In general, this
process is quite expensive when working with the full solvent environment, but we can take advantage of
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the linear response limit6 to generate an equivalent harmonic description of the problem which incorporates
the correct energetics and most of the required convergence behavior.
To parameterize a harmonic model, we must follow the steps outlined in Section 3.3 and the previous
chapter. In particular, a series of long molecular dynamics calculations must be performed on the fully
atomistic environment, in order to obtain the force autocorrelation (or response) function of the solvent (in
special cases, such as charge transfer, the energy gap autocorrelation function can be calculated instead,
since it is directly related to the force autocorrelation function). The resulting response function can then
be Fourier inverted or processed directly to provide the frequencies and couplings required for a harmonic
QCPI simulation.
Working with the equivalent harmonic bath during the convergence testing process has a number of
advantages. First, this description preserves the reorganization energy of the environment, which is the key
parameter describing the system-environment coupling, and which typically provides a useful measure of the
difficulty of the simulation – strongly coupled problems with reorganization energies above about 0.5 eV are
frequently much more demanding to converge than more weakly coupled systems. With some experience, the
reorganization energy obtained as part of the construction of the harmonic bath can provide an important
initial clue about where to search within parameter space for converged time steps and memory lengths.
Additionally, in cases with high reorganization energy, where it can be difficult to identify a converged
parameter set, the harmonic bath model allows users to adjust the reorganization energy by scaling the
spectral density, which permits a systematic stepwise approach to the fully coupled problem from more
tractable parameter regimes where convergence is easier to identify without otherwise changing the dynamics.
This scaling approach is essentially impossible in the atomistic case, since the reorganization energy depends
in a complicated way on all interactions present in the full Hamiltonian.
Moreover, since QCPI for harmonic baths is exact, and there exist several other exact approaches for
harmonic environments applicable to various parameter regimes,1,7, 57,58,63,110 users have the option to
make exact comparisons against known results to verify that convergence has been achieved with time step,
memory length, and other variables. Since the harmonic bath limit can often be described in terms of
discrete oscillator modes which are typically many fewer in number than the anharmonic degrees of freedom
in the atomistic model, and these modes have a time evolution which is known analytically, the harmonic
calculations (and thus also the iteration over different values of the convergence parameters) can be performed
quite rapidly.
A final benefit of starting from the harmonic description is that the exact thermodynamic limit (and
thus the exact branching ratios) of the coupled system dynamics can be rapidly determined from very
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straightforward path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) calculations.111,112 The thermodynamic (or long-time)
population limit is required for correctly determining the reaction rate according to
P (t)− P (∞) = (1− P (∞))e−kt, (3.6.1)
and the PIMC population can also be compared with the corresponding Boltzmann estimate to provide a
sense of the accuracy of the high-temperature approximation for the solvent distribution functions.
Once convergence has been reached for the harmonic limit of the atomistic problem, we can focus on
using the known time step and memory length to more rapidly explore the behavior of the complete problem.
Also, since we have easy access to the long-time limit of the dynamics via PIMC, rates can be extracted
from relatively short simulations of the initial decay of the density matrix, avoiding very long simulations to
reach the thermodynamic limit. These results may then be compared to their linear response estimates from
the harmonic models, and other interesting questions about the multistate dynamics, correlation functions,
etc. can then be investigated using the fully atomistic density matrix from these calculations.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the quantum-classical path integral (QCPI) formalism, both in terms of its
theoretical underpinnings as well as many aspects of its practical implementation as a computational method.
In addition to its rigorous derivation, the path integral approach allows for a number of optimizations which
are perfectly suited to efficient simulation on large parallel supercomputing platforms; applied to condensed
phase problems, many physically-motivated improvements are also available, leading to a method which
is both powerful and rigorous, and which can be applied to the fully atomistic simulation of chemical
reaction dynamics. Subsequent chapters will explore the results obtained from QCPI simulation of proton
transfer in the Azzouz-Borgis model32 and electron transfer in the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center
of Blastochloris viridis.46,49,113
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3.8 Figures
Figure 3.1: An illustration of the classical limiting process. In the fully quantum mechanical path integral
sum (left diagram), all possible paths between two points are considered. In the classical limit, only the
path with stationary action (red line) is retained (right diagram). Semiclassical approaches are also possible,
where a set of paths with sufficiently “small” variations of action from the classical path are retained.
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Figure 3.2: An overview of the various stages involved in a typical QCPI calculation, which are detailed
further in the text.
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Figure 3.3: A depiction of the process involved in truncating the path integral branching. The left panel
shows a full set of paths propagating from time ti, while the right panel shows the paths remaining after
dropping one of the initial branches as required by the iterative QCPI formalism. In this approach, the next
propagation would involve relabeling ti+1 as the new time origin, extending the paths by one additional time
point, and again choosing a branch to drop (see text for more information).
Figure 3.4: A comparison of the converged energy gaps (black lines) to the reference energy gaps (red lines)
obtained during a QCPI simulation. The data shown in the left panel correspond to random branching
choices during propagation, while the right panel presents data obtained using branch choices which follow
the dynamics of the system (as described in the text).
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Figure 3.5: Pseudocode outlining the logical structure of the QCPI method in a format closer to its numerical
implementation. The code focuses on the iterative branch of the flow chart in Figure 3.2, since the direct
summation phase is straightforward to implement from the equations.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic plot of the various layers of MPI+MPI parallelism possible within the framework
of QCPI, for an example architecture with 16 processing elements available per node. The Monte Carlo
summation is divided across the total set of available nodes (blue border). The path summation is then split
across a set of processing elements within each individual node (green border). Additionally, the molecular
dynamics calculations may be split across a further subset of processing elements in the node (magenta
border).
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Figure 3.7: Strong scaling plot for the parallelization of the Monte Carlo phase of the QCPI algorithm. The
measured results (red points) track very closely with the ideal perfectly linear speedup (black line).
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Figure 3.8: Strong scaling plot for the parallelization of the path summation phase of the QCPI algorithm
within a single compute node. The measured results (red points) track resonably well with the ideal perfectly
linear speedup (black line).
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Figure 3.9: An outline of the general workflow when applying the QCPI method to a new problem. Both
atomistic and harmonic descriptions of the environment are used in a complementary way. In particular,
the harmonic model can be used to iterate over convergence parameters like oscillator number and timestep
much faster than in the full problem. The cycle in the figure indicates that convergence parameters are often
strongly interdependent and may require self-consistent determintation to guarantee success.
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Chapter 4
Calculation of Condensed Phase
Proton Transfer Rates via QCPI
4.1 Motivation
The quantum-classical path integral method as presented in the previous chapter is capable of performing
rigorous, computationally efficient simulations of atomistic environments interacting via arbitrary anhar-
monic potentials. As a first step and proof of concept in employing the QCPI method more widely, it was
necessary to apply it to a simple chemical problem which nevertheless would illustrate important aspects of
generic condensed phase environments.
Charge transfer reactions constitute a fundamental category of chemical reactions, and the simplest
examples of donor-acceptor interactions in a liquid solvent are quite straightforward to describe within a
molecular dynamics context. Moreover, such reactions are characterized by a small number of reacting
degrees of freedom, which are electrostatically stabilized by a much larger (and usually much heavier) set
of environmental “spectator” degrees of freedom.114 Such a clear separation between reactant and solvent
coordinates is ideal for the application of QCPI, as it allows us to easily define a small number of relevant
quantum states which can be used as a basis for the path integral. Many such systems also exhibit reaction
dynamics which occur on a picosecond timescale amenable to direct simulation, and there is strong interest in
obtaining detailed results regarding the subtle quantum effects which may occur in charge transfer reactions
of all types owing to details of environmental geometry, vibrational dynamics, and other factors.115–119
As a result of these considerations, our group began to test the QCPI formalism on atomistic models
of both electron transfer42 and proton transfer. Since simple models were desired for initial testing, we
have focused on the Azzouz-Borgis model32 of a proton transfer complex in liquid methyl chloride, which
provides a simple yet realistic model of charge transfer well known in the chemical dynamics community.
This chapter describes the simulations conducted using our method to calculate reaction rates for the model,
both to demonstrate proof of concept in applying QCPI to realistic problems, and to provide a more rigorous
result to clarify a problem where different quantum simulation methodologies have produced a number of
different predictions over the years.18,32–41
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4.2 The Azzouz-Borgis Model
The charge transfer system we consider in this work was originally parametrized by Azzouz and Borgis to
represent general features of phenol-amine proton transfer occurring in a polar solvent environment.32 The
model itself is relatively simple, and consists of 255 molecules of methyl chloride solvating a three membered
proton transfer complex, which experiences an internal hydrogen bonding potential parametrized from gas
phase phenol-amine measurements. The solvated transfer complex is contained in a cubic box with periodic
boundary conditions, which measures 28 A˚ on a side. Long-range electrostatic interactions were handled
by the Ewald summation method,120 using a real-space cutoff of 13.8 A˚. We also note that as part of the
Azzouz-Borgis specification, all solvent molecules are treated in the united atom description, which avoids
explicit representation of the methyl hydrogens, and the distance between the methyl and chloride groups
is kept fixed at 1.781 A˚ by using the RATTLE algorithm.92
For the purposes of our QCPI simulations, only the proton from this model was included as part of the
quantum mechanical system, while all other degrees of freedom were treated as part of the classical envi-
ronment and propagated using the LAMMPS molecular dynamics package91 (http://lammps.sandia.gov).
Communication between the LAMMPS library and our code was handled by a set of custom fixes written in-
house. Simulations were performed in parallel using the Blue Waters supercomputing platform at Illinois.94,95
To generate the trajectories, an ensemble of initial conditions was sampled from the Boltzmann distribution
by choosing random velocity seeds for each initial condition, sampling from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-
bution using these seeds and built-in LAMMPS functionality, then equilibrating the proton transfer complex
and solvent with these randomized velocities for 5 ps. Each trajectory was initially equilibrated to 247 K in
an NVT ensemble using the Nose´-Hoover thermostat121,122 and then propagated in a constant energy NVE
ensemble using the velocity Verlet equations in accordance with the QCPI expressions governing the bath
dynamics.
To elaborate on our discussion of this point above, the use of Boltzmann sampling in place of a Wigner
distribution to obtain the initial conditions for this model can be justified on the basis of several considera-
tions. In particular, we note that the temperature of the bath is relatively high, likewise all high-frequency
vibrations have been removed from the dynamics by the combination of RATTLE constraints and use of
the united atom description, and all solvent degrees of freedom are reasonably massive, minimizing nuclear
quantum effects. As a result, we anticipate that a classical distribution function constitutes a negligible
approximation for the Azzouz-Borgis system.
The force field governing the bath dynamics was parametrized according to the charges and Lennard-Jones
coefficients reported by Tully and Hammes-Schiffer,18 which have become standard in quantum dynamical
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simulations of this system. However, we make note of a paper by Yamamoto and Miller39 which discusses
subtle differences between this parameter set and the one originally investigated by Azzouz and Borgis. This
discrepancy may account for some of the observed differences between the proton transfer rates calculated
by these two sets of authors. The numerical values of the parameters used in our simulations are reproduced
for convenience in Table 4.1; Lennard-Jones parameters for mixed interaction sites not explicitly reported in
the table were derived from the geometric mean of the participating sites. A snapshot of the system during
a typical molecular dynamics run is presented in Figure 4.2, with a portion of the solvent atoms removed
for better visibility of the proton.
The interaction potential for the hydrogen-bonded proton transfer complex is somewhat nonstandard,
so we discuss it in detail here. The phenol donor (site A) and amine acceptor (site B) are treated as single
particles, containing no rotational or vibrational degrees of freedom, however their masses are chosen to
correspond to those of the full phenol and trimethylamine molecules, mA = 93.0 g/mol and mB = 59 g/mol.
The resulting complex, including the transferring proton, is constrained to remain collinear throughout
the simulation. The form of the hydrogen bonding potential between the reaction sites accounts for core
repulsion between donor and acceptor, as well as Morse-type bonded interactions with the proton. The
analytical form of this potential in the gas phase is given by the expression
Vbond(R; r) = be
aR +DA
[
1− exp
(
−nA(r − dA)2
2r
)]
+ cDA
[
1− exp
(
−nB(R− r − dB)2
2(R− r)
)]
, (4.2.1)
where R is the donor-acceptor distance and r is the distance between the donor site and the transferring
proton. Specific values for the parameters appearing in this equation are summarized in Table 4.2.
In addition to the hydrogen bonding potential, the partial charges of the transfer complex are position
dependent, and interpolate between covalent and ionic charge states according to the distance of the proton
from its donor site. The equations governing these interpolated charges are
eα(r) = [1− f(r)]ecα + f(r)eiα, (4.2.2)
f(r) =
1
2
[
1 +
r − r0
(r − r0)2 + l2
]
, (4.2.3)
where Equation 4.2.2 expresses the charge on each molecular site - donor, acceptor, or proton as indexed by
the α subscript. The baseline charges for the covalent and ionic states, as well as other parameters appearing
in these equations are summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
A comparison of the bare gas-phase potential energy surface and the fully solvated, charge-stabilized
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surface is presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 at our standard donor-acceptor distance of 2.7 A˚. In general, the
detailed energetics of this solvated potential surface fluctuate with the collective solvent orientation, which
drives the overall proton transfer. Several instantaneous states of this surface are presented for different
solvent configurations in Figure 4.5, demonstrating some of the diverse reactant- or product-stabilizing
configurations which occur in the course of a reaction.
4.3 Methodology
In this section, we consider some more detailed aspects of the application of the QCPI method to the Azzouz-
Borgis proton transfer simulation which were only discussed in a general fashion in the previous chapter.
As discussed previously, the reference propagators for the quantum system must be computed at each time
step by solving the Schro¨dinger equation numerically. In order to do this, we must select a basis for the
quantum mechanical degrees of freedom. A particularly compact and efficient choice is provided by the
discrete variable representation56,123–125 (DVR) which simultaneously diagonalize the potential energy and
position operators for the quantum system. A set of DVR eigenstates and the corresponding eigenvalues can
be constructed from an orthogonal transformation applied to the familiar wavefunction basis, which itself
may be determined from diagonalization of the potential energy operator for the system. This transformation
of the wavefunctions is subject to the constraint that the system position operator is also diagonal in the
transformed DVR state basis. The equations governing the eigenbasis rotation are thus:
|ui〉 =
M∑
j
Lij |Φj〉, (4.3.1)
〈ui| s |uj〉 = siδij , (4.3.2)
where {|Φj〉 } are the original eigenstates determined from diagonalization of the potential, {|ui〉 } are the
resulting DVR eigenstates, Lij are the coefficients of the transformation, M is the total number of DVR
states to be computed, and the si terms are the resulting DVR eigenvalues.
Since the most fundamental description of any reaction must incorporate both a reactant and product
state, we will work with the first two DVR states derived from a near-symmetric potential energy surface
(as determined from a comparison of integrated wavefunction amplitudes between the reactant and product
wells). These states correspond quite closely to what we might expect for localized reactant and product
configurations, as shown in Figure 4.1. The DVR states in the figure were calculated for a donor-acceptor
separation of 2.7 A˚, as employed for the classical simulations, and they provide the basis for our system
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Hamiltonian; in particular, the DVR eigenvalues determine where we place the proton in the reaction com-
plex to calculate the diagonal elements of our Hamiltonian from the complete proton-solvent interaction
potential at each time step. The off-diagonal coupling in this basis was determined as one-halfthe average
tunneling splitting between the first two energy eigenvalues of a series of near-symmetric instantaneous sol-
vated potential energy surfaces (once again, our symmetry criterion was based on wavefunction amplitudes).
The value of the average coupling as determined by this process was 0.103 kcal/mol, and this result was
used for all subsequent QCPI calculations.
We note that in order to prevent the DVR basis from changing significantly during the simulation and
requiring frequent re-diagonalization operations, the donor-acceptor distance was kept fixed at 2.7 A˚ during
the course of all our simulations, a separation which corresponds to the thermodynamic equilibrium value for
the Azzouz-Borgis model.39 Although a fixed separation constitues an approximation in the model described
here, we have begun investigating the effects of allowing the donor-acceptor distance to move freely during
simulation to evaluate its severity. By examining the time-dependent potential surface experienced by the
proton across several trajectories, it is possible to obtain an estimate of the change in the DVR states, both
by examination as well as by numerical construction of the basis. From our results so far, it appears that
the donor-acceptor distance is most likely to change in the course of trajectories which undergo significant
state switching between the donor and acceptor configurations. Since these trajectories tend to contribute
less to the path sum owing to energetic penalties from reorganization, we anticipate that the effects on the
overall dynamics may not be pronounced, and so we continue to focus on the fixed-separation model for the
remainder of the chapter.
Additionally, as described in the previous chapter, in working with the quantum-classical path integral,
it is advantageous to make use of the harmonic bath limit of the fully atomistic system for convergence
testing purposes and initial validation against independent methods.1,7, 10,110 In the Azzouz-Borgis case,
where the polar solvent is relatively strongly coupled to the transfering proton, these models can also be
used to slowly scale up to the full coupling strength, adding confidence to the determination of converged
simulation parameters.
For the Azzouz-Borgis simulations, the harmonic bath model consists of a two-level system of donor and
acceptor states coupled to a bath of harmonic oscillators whose frequencies are distributed according to the
corresponding spectral density function. Here, the two system states corresponded to the DVR representation
of the transfering proton, with state couplings determined from averaged tunneling splittings as described
above, along with an asymmetry calculated from long-time averages of the energy gap measured in both
the donor and acceptor states; the difference between these energy gap values provides an estimate of the
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thermodynamic bias required to parameterize the harmonic Hamiltonian. For the Azzouz-Borgis reaction,
the numerical value of this parameter was found to be 1.0 kcal/mol. Half of this result, or 0.5 kcal/mol, was
then used as an offset to the diagonal elements of the system portion of the Hamiltonian. As in previous
chapters, the spectral density of the bath was determined from a Fourier transform of the classical energy
gap correlation function, which was found from an average over 1.5 ns in time and 15 separate solvent initial
conditions with the proton located in a reference position close to the center of the reaction complex. Once
again, the equation relating the spectral density to the correlation function is:
J(ω) =
1
4
βω
∞∫
0
CDA(t)cos(ωt)dt (4.3.3)
The resulting spectral density is presented in Figure 4.6, along with an Ohmic fit to the numerical data; this
spectral density has the general form:
J(ω)/ω = γeω/ωc . (4.3.4)
In this case, we found γ = 59.9 and ωc = 1.557 × 10−4 from a fit to the numerical results of the Fourier
transform which can be seen to provide excellent agreement in the figure. In order to allow for very fine
interpolation of the spectral density in subsequent harmonic bath calculations without requiring extremely
long energy gap averages, we made use of this fit to generate the spectral density from the analytic expression
in Equation 4.3.4 for all our harmonic simulations, rather than using the numerical spectral density itself.
In contrast to the results in the electron transfer case described elsewhere,42 our initial comparisons
of the harmonic bath results to the fully atomistic QCPI calculations showed a surprising discrepancy in
behavior. This disagreement can be traced to the fact that proton transfer in the Azzouz-Borgis complex is
intrinsically asymmetric – at the beginning of the transfer, the reaction site is essentially a polar covalent
bond, while the products of reaction are primarily ionic (this can be seen very clearly by examining the
limiting charges given by the interpolation relationship given in the previous section). As a result, the
collective solvent behavior is quite different in the two limits, being much more strongly polarized in the
presence of the ionic products. In order to capture this aspect of the physics in the simplified model, it was
necessary to introduce state-dependent coupling between the system and the harmonic bath modes. This
can most easily be done by determining both the overall energy gap between the donor and acceptor states,
as originally specified in Equation 4.3.3, along with the energy gap between the donor and transition state
and the corresponding reorganization energies for these two cases. If the donor and acceptor states are then
mapped onto system positions of ±1 in the harmonic model as is standard, with the transition state located
midway between them, we can obtain expressions for the donor and acceptor coupling coefficients from the
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pair of simultaneous equations
R
4
∑
j
d2j
2mjω2j
=
∑
j
c2j
2mjω2j
, (4.3.5)
∑
j
d2j
2mjω2j
+
∑
j
a2j
2mjω2j
= 2
∑
j
c2j
2mjω2j
, (4.3.6)
where dj and aj indicate the donor and acceptor state coefficients respectively, and R is the ratio of the full
donor-acceptor reorganization energy to the donor-transition state reorganization energy. Solving this set of
equations for the individual coefficients yields
dj =
2√
R
cj , (4.3.7)
aj =
√
2(R− 2)√
R
cj . (4.3.8)
A modified harmonic bath model using these state-dependent equations for the donor and acceptor couplings
was used to generate all the harmonic results discussed below.
4.4 Results
Employing state-dependent coupling coefficients dramatically improved the agreement between the harmonic
bath model and the fully anharmonic results in the Azzouz-Borgis system, as suggested in Figure 4.8 and
discussed further shortly in the context of the atomistic results. From our harmonic calculations, the
converged quantum timestep was determined to be 12 fs. Using this step size, we ran a series of simulations
with increasing memory lengths to observe the decay of the initially donor-localized reduced density matrix.
In order to extract a reaction rate from this data, we also need to know the equilibrium (or long-time) limit of
the donor population, which was determined from path integral Monte Carlo calculations25,26,100,111,112,126
on the harmonic bath to be 11% occupancy. Using these results, we can obtain a rate from the equation
P (t)− P (∞) = (1− P (∞))e−kt. (4.4.1)
The logarithmic plot of this data is presented in Figure 4.7. From the resulting linear fit, we calculate a
rate of reaction of 9.2 × 1010s−1 . We note that this result is quite similar to that obtained by MCTDH
calculations of the rate for the harmonic case,41 which is also expected to be quite accurate, however we
wish to emphasize that our method is not limited to the harmonic regime and can yield results for the full
problem.
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Making use of the convergence parameters determined from our harmonic simulations, we have also
performed fully atomistic simulations of the Azzouz-Borgis proton transfer reaction. A comparison of the
harmonic and atomistic results for equal memory times is presented in Figure 4.8. From this data, we see
that although the atomistic and harmonic data do not exactly track one another, their overall behavior is
relatively similar, and in particular their qualitative clustering behavior with increasing memory lengths is
very striking.
If we use Equation 4.4.1 once again to obtain a rate for the atomistic calculations using our best converged
result at kmax = 3, we find it is also 9.2× 1010s−1 as plotted in Figure 4.9. However, this level of agreement
is probably fortuitous, since a shorter memory time was used in the atomistic calculations, owing to the
expense of extending the simulations beyond kmax = 4. If we project our results toward a more converged
limit, using the same relative change in rate we see for the harmonic case between intermediate and more
highly converged calculations (justified by the very similar behavior between equal memory times shown in
Figure 4.8), we obtain instead a predicted rate of 12×1010s−1. Since these results have been obtained using
a fixed donor-acceptor spacing they are not completely reflective of the full dynamics of the problem, but it
is nevertheless interesting to note where they fall relative to other results reported in the literature. In this
context, the projected rate falls within the range bracketed by Hammes-Schiffer and Tully from their surface
hopping results on one end, and by Miller using quantum instanton methods on the other. While allowing
the donor-acceptor coordinate more freedom is likely to alter our results, the current order of magnitude
agreement with much of the literature suggests that corrections to our simplified model may not be drastic.
4.5 Summary
We have shown that the quantum-classical path integral approach can be successfully applied to the simula-
tion of fully atomistic proton transfer reactions. We have also been able to place our results in the context
of previous theoretical work on the Azzouz-Borgis model. By providing an independent and rigorous esti-
mation of the rate, which also shows reasonably good agreement with other methods used to investigate
this problem, we hope to be able to establish a clearer value for the proton transfer rate in this system and
provide a point of comparison for future theoretical approaches to quantum-classical dynamics.
In conjunction with recent results on electron transfer,42 it is clear that QCPI can be utilized to accurately
investigate real charge transfer reactions at an unprecedented level of rigor. Moreover, because the classical
portion of the simulation scales only linearly in system size, these initial results suggest that the method
can be extended to treat systems of great biological and synthetic interest while remaining computationally
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tractable. Work on investigating the extension of the method to treat a biological electron transfer reaction
is described further in the following chapter.
4.6 Tables
Group Mass Charge  σ
CH3 16.043 +0.25 0.2378 3.774
Cl 35.453 -0.25 0.4144 3.481
Table 4.1: Molecular dynamics parameters for the methyl chloride solvent molecules. Masses are reported
in g/mol, charges in units of the fundamental electron charge, and the Lennard-Jones parameters  and σ
are in units of kcal/mol and A˚, respectively.
Parameter Value Units
a 11.2 A˚
−1
b 7.1× 1013 kcal/mol
dA 0.95 A˚
dB 0.97 A˚
DA 110 kcal/mol
nA 9.26 A˚
−1
nB 11.42 A˚
−1
Table 4.2: Parameters used to describe the donor-acceptor hydrogen bond potential in the Azzouz-Borgis
model.
Molecular Site ec ei
Donor (A) -0.5 -1.0
Acceptor (B) 0.0 +0.5
Proton (H) +0.5 +0.5
Table 4.3: Covalent and ionic charges used to calculate the overall reaction complex charge distribution
according to Equation 4.2.2. All charges are reported in units of the fundamental electron charge.
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Parameter Value Units
r0 1.43 A˚
l 0.125 A˚
Table 4.4: Parameters used to describe the donor-acceptor hydrogen bond potential in the Azzouz-Borgis
model.
4.7 Figures
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Figure 4.1: DVR states for a sample solvent configuration at a donor-acceptor distance of 2.7 A˚. Note that
the DVR wavefunction amplitudes have been scaled for visibility.
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Figure 4.2: Snapshot of the Azzouz-Borgis system along a classical trajectory. The red and blue atoms are
the donor and acceptor, respectively, while the proton is represented in white and the remaining molecules
are part of the methyl chloride solvent.
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Figure 4.3: Gas-phase hydrogen bonding potential for the phenol-amine reaction complex at a separation of
2.7 A˚.
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Figure 4.4: Solution-phase hydrogen bonding potential for the phenol-amine reaction complex at a separation
of 2.7 A˚. The dramatic shift in the energy landscape is a consequence of charge stabilization by the polar
methyl chloride solvent.
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Figure 4.5: Solution-phase hydrogen bonding surfaces for the phenol-amine complex at 2.7 A˚ resulting from
time-dependent fluctuations of the solvent. The overall potential energy surface can vary from reactant
stabilizing to strongly product stabilizing, or may take on a more symmetric structure.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the numerical spectral density obtained from molecular dynamics simulations of
the Azzouz-Borgis system to an Ohmic fit to the data. This fit can be seen to be quite good overall.
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Figure 4.7: Plot of ln((P (t)−P (∞))/(1−P (∞))) for the harmonic bath model corresponding to the linear
response limit of Azzouz-Borgis proton transfer dynamics (red line). The linear fit to the data (black line)
corresponds to the equation y = 0.052552− 0.092115x, with R = 0.99807. Data in the figure are the result
of an average over 10,000 initial conditions of 960 harmonic bath oscillators.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the population evolution of the donor state between the atomistic (lines) and
harmonic (lines with markers) descriptions of the Azzouz-Borgis model. The lines are correlated by color to
the memory length of the simulation; red lines are kmax = 1, blue lines are kmax = 2, and green lines are
kmax = 3. The harmonic simulations use the same parameters as Figure 4.7, and all atomistic results are
averages over 1000 initial conditions.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of ln((P (t) − P (∞))/(1 − P (∞))) for the fully atomistic model of proton transfer (red
line). The linear fit to the data (black line) corresponds to the equation y = 0.048731 − 0.091698x, with
R = 0.99574.The population decay shown in this figure was obtained from a Monte Carlo average over 1000
initial conditions.
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Chapter 5
Calculation of the Electron Transfer
Rate in a Bacterial Photosynthetic
Reaction Center via QCPI
5.1 Motivation
Having obtained results on a model proton transfer system, it is clear that the quantum-classical path
integral method can be successfully applied to atomistic simulations of condensed phase dynamics. With
this proof of concept established, a logical next step is application of the method to larger problems of real
interest in chemistry and biology. An excellent candidate system is the electron transfer reaction occurring in
the photosynthetic reaction center of the purple bacterium Blastochloris viridis. Not only does this process
take place in a highly structured protein environment characteristic of many enzymatic reactions, but the
first steps of the electron transfer happen on a picosecond timescale which is amenable to direct simulation
methods.43 Moreover, the reaction center is of interest to workers in a number of fields.
Biologists seek to understand structural and functional relationships in the protein complex, along with
evolutionary connections between different autotrophic organisms which use the end products of photosyn-
thesis to fuel metabolic cycles. Indeed, all kindgoms of life contain photosynthetic representatives, and there
are important structural homologies between their light harvesting apparatuses which imply a very early
origin of the basic photosynthetic paradigm in the history of life.47 The reaction centers of different species
of photosynthesizing prokaryotes are particularly closely related, implying that insights gained from studying
them may be transferable to other species.47 There is also an applied interest in the reaction center, based
on efforts in the biotechnology field to develop artificial photosynthetic machinery.127
Additionally, from a fundamental perspective, further study of the reaction center is desirable because
despite the existence of a fairly high-resolution structure46 and parameter sets describing the associated
cofactors,51,52 much of the theoretical work has focused on classical simulations or simple approximate
models.43–45 The only rigorous quantum mechanical simulations of the electron transfer have been performed
in the harmonic bath limit,48,49 and so it is of interest to revisit the problem in the fully atomistic context
available to QCPI in order to search for additional effects emerging from the anharmonic protein medium,
as well as to provide a direct test of linear response for protein systems.
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5.2 The Photosynthetic Reaction Center
In this section, we introduce the reaction center of Blastochloris viridis in terms of its structure, function,
and history. The X-ray structure of this reaction center was the first to be determined for a membrane
protein, with a series of diffractions up to 2.3 A˚ performed by Deisenhofer et al.46 The carbon backbone
of the reaction center protein consists of four polypeptide chains – one cytochrome unit, along with three
subunits named according to their gel migration rates as L, M, and H. The L and M chains consist primarily
of alpha helices which span the membrane bilayer, along with binding sites for most of the cofactors which
participate in photosynthetic light harvesting. The spatial arrangement of the protein backbone is depicted
in Figure 5.1, based on the 2.3 A˚ resolution data available from the 1PRC entry in the Protein Data Bank.46
A number of small molecule cofactors are bound to the reaction center, including bacteriochlorophylls,
bacteriopheophytins, quinones, heme groups, and a carotenoid. All of these cofactors are arranged around
a free iron center in approximate C2 symmetry, as shown in Figure 5.2.
46 The initial stage of charge
transfer occurs with electronic excitation of the special pair (SP) of bacteriochlorophyll molecules located
near the interface of the L and M subunits, followed by charge separation and an electron migration that
proceeds in a sequence of steps to the accessory bacteriochlorophyll (Bcl), bacteriopheophytin (Bph), and
ultimately to quinone acceptor molecules. At the end of this hopping process, the electronic energy is trapped
through reduction of the quinones to quinol derivatives and then transported out to the cell via diffusion.128
Interestingly, despite the approximate symmetry of both branches of the reaction center, experiments have
shown that only the cofactors bound as part of the L subunit participate in the electron transfer event.
Early in the study of the reaction center, the rate of electron transfer between the electronically excited
special pair and the pheophytin acceptor was measured spectroscopically.129–133 However, no electronic
population could be detected on the accessory bacteriochlorophyll bridge molecules, sparking a debate as
to whether the transfer occurred in a step-wise fashion with a small transient bridge population, or via a
superexchange mechanism without electronic population on the intermediate Bcl molecule.44,45,128 Contem-
porary computational studies of electron transfer in the reaction center typically focused on determining free
energies of the participating cofactors in order to rule out one or the other mechanism, but these calculations
proved challenging and the resulting energetic orderings were often highly sensitive to simulation details,
leading to a wide variance in the proposed free energy values and corresponding reaction mechanisms.134–136
On the other hand, experimental mutation studies saw evidence for a stepwise mechanism,137 and robust
real-time path integral simulations capable of more fully exploring parameter space for harmonic models of
the reaction center showed that a stepwise mechanism was consistent with known free energy bounds and
other reasonable parameter choices.48,49 Additional support for a stepwise mechanism came from indepen-
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dent electronic structure calculations on the coupling elements between the cofactors,138 which showed good
agreement with the parameters inferred by fitting the results of path integral simulations to the experimental
rate of approximately 3 ps for transfer to the pheophytin.44,45,128 Eventually, spectroscopic measurements
were performed with sufficient resolution to unambiguously identify electronic population on the Bcl bridge,
confirming the hypothesis of a step-wise mechanism for this system.128
Although the controversy surrounding the mechanism of electron transfer in the reaction center has been
resolved, it remains of significant fundamental and practical interest to understand the efficiency and rapidity
of photo-induced charge separation occurring in this system at an atomistic level. It is also of interest to
investigate the reliability of the linear response approxmation in this case, since simplified harmonic models
often used to study electron transfer dynamics in a biophysical context, and these have continuing relevance
in light of the controversy over the role of coherence in biological energy transfer which persists today.139
Owing to the rigorous and atomistically detailed simulations possible using the QCPI method, we have
chosen to employ it in addressing some of these questions.
5.3 Methodology
The use of the QCPI algorithm in the simulation of the photosynthetic reaction center remains largely
unchanged from the description in previous chapters, including the use of LAMMPS91 as the corresponding
molecular dynamics integrator. As a result, we focus in this section on the construction of our model of
the quantum system, along with a description of the parameterization of the protein and cofactors. We will
consider only the first step of the reaction, consisting of charge separation from the electronically excited
state of the special pair onto the Bcl bridge.
In the case of the reaction center, the quantum mechanical system corresponds to the transferring electron,
and its Hamiltonian may be constructed from the diabatic electronic states participating in the reaction
SP∗+ Bcl→ SP+ + Bcl− . (5.3.1)
We use the coupling matrix element of 0.0629 kcal/mol determined from fitting of previous dynamics sim-
ulations to experiment for these states,49 noting that this value is also in close agreement with the results
from electronic structure calculations.138 The energetic bias between the donor and acceptor states is known
to be bounded from experiments, and we make use of the value throughout, ∆G = −1.14 kcal/mol.137
The molecular dynamics simulation parameters for this work were chosen to roughly follow the scheme
used by Marchi et al.,113 as simulations performed by these authors were used to obtain the spectral densities
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employed in the original path integral simulations of electron transfer.48,49 To this end, the cofactors present
in the reaction center were parameterized using data from Treutlein,51,52 by converting their topology and
parameter files from the original XPLOR140 (now XPLOR-NIH) format to modern CHARMM99 format
without otherwise altering the parameter values. The protein backbone was parameterized according to
the standard protocol in the CHARMM 36 force field. Conversion of the topology and parameter files to
LAMMPS input and data files was performed automatically using the ch2lammps tool distributed with the
package.
It should be noted that the cofactor parameterization used herein was originally intended for use with
a united-atom force field, and so general atom parameters (such as dihedral terms and Lennard-Jones
coefficients) needed by the cofactors but not included in the cofactor-specific files authored by Treutlein were
taken from the PARAM 19 united atom force field still distributed as a part of CHARMM. Although the
mixed treatment of hydrogens between the backbone and cofactor residues introduces a certain inconsistency
into the MD description of the reaction center, no other parameterization of the cofactors has been performed
to the authors’ knowledge, and it was determined that the much improved treatment of the protein dynamics
using a modern force field description outweighed slight inconsistencies introduced by the mixed treatment.
The only bonded interactions affected by this choice are the thioether links between the heme porphyrin rings
and the cytochrome subunit of the reaction center.46 Removal of the sulfur hydrogen from the backbone in
forming this bond was handled consistently with CHARMM protocol by adding the partial charge of the
hydrogen back to that of the sulfur atom.
In addition to the hemes, patches were used to form bonds between the protein backbone and all bacte-
riochlorophylls, as well as the free iron center as assigned by Deisenhofer in the refined crystal structure.46
These bonds did not involve backbone hydrogen atoms because they were formed primarily through lone
pair donation. Protonation states of the backbone histidine residues were determined according to the HSD
configuration in NAMD,93 with the proton located on the δ carbon. Additionally, following previous work,
the glutamic acid at L104 was protonated according to the standard GLUP patch derived from CHARMM.
Custom patches were created to exclude angle terms in several cofactor porphyrin rings originally omitted
by Treutlein et al.51,52 Partial atomic charges for the donor and acceptor states of this study were also
obtained from Treutlein’s patches for the reaction center cofactors.
All 201 crystallization waters resolved in the 2.3 A˚ structure of the reaction center were included in the
simulation,46 and following Marchi113 these were modeled using the SPC description. Isoprene units from
the menaquinone and ubiquinone molecules which were not resolved in the crystal structure were assigned
by analogy to the existing isoprene tail of the MQ7 cofactor, with subsequent minimization to eliminate bad
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contacts thus introduced. The total charge of the simulation unit cell was neutralized by random placement
of sodium ions within the box.
Following initial stability tests as described in the following section, several changes were introduced to
the cofactor topology files. The simplest addition was a CHARMM-style bonding term to the FME residue
(used to describe a modified amino acid in the H subunit) in order to properly connect it to the remainder
of the protein. More significant changes were made to the parameterization of the LDA detergent; after
initial simulations suggested instability of the charged head group, new topology and parameter entries were
generated for this molecule by analogy to entries in the CGenFF 36 general force field.109 A new entry for
the putative sulfates present in the crystal structure was also generated from CGenFF data.
The edited topology and parameter files, including patches, are reproduced for reference in the Appendices
of this work. All residues and parameters required for simulation but not explicitly listed in these files were
taken from the CHARMM 36 force field. The resulting description of the reaction center was used for all
simulations described in the next section.
5.4 Results
As discussed in the presentation of standard QCPI workflow previously, the initial goal of our simulations
has been to generate a harmonic model based on atomistically calculated energy gap data, for convergence
testing and validation. This process is particularly important for the reaction center, since the details of
our simulations differ from Marchi’s113 in several respects; in particular our MD protocol is more consistent
with current best practice and does not exclude terms in the potential energy surface or arbitrarily constrain
atomic positions.
The first step in examining the behavior of the reaction center was to get a feel for the performance of
QCPI on a harmonic model derived from the known spectral density obtained by Marchi and collaborators
and studied in a path integral context by Sim and Makri.49 This spectral density was obtained from the
energy gap correlation function as measured between the neutral donor state and a charge separated state
with the electron residing on the pheophytin; the result was scaled to reflect the smaller reorganization energy
of the Bcl acceptor as described in the original work.49 The resulting scaled spectral density is presented in
Figure 5.3.
Harmonic QCPI simulations were performed using this spectral density, with all relevant parameters of
the quantum system fixed as described in the previous section. The long-time limit of the donor electronic
population was found to converge to the Boltzmann estimate of approximately 0.15 (indicating the high-
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temperature approximation is valid here) using 960 explicit bath modes. A converged time step value of
∆t = 14 fs and a memory length of four time steps were also extracted from simulation. A plot of the
converged dynamics for this model using QCPI is presented in Figure 5.4. We emphasize that for this
system, our new approach represents a significant step forward, as the previous influence functional-based
methods required kmax = 25 as compared to our kmax = 4! That such a demanding simulation was possible
at all is a testament to the success of filtering techniques applied to the influence functional formalism.
With a sense of the required parameters established, we next focused on generating a new harmonic
model based on the improved atomistic simulations of the present work. For these simulations, four sets of
correlation functions were generated, corresponding to all possible combinations of two different treatments
of the Coulomb force and the MD thermostat. These variables were introduced owing to some uncertainty
in how best to model an implicit solvent environment using LAMMPS. For the Coulomb interactions,
both a long-ranged particle-particle particle-mesh (PPPM) Ewald approach,141 and a short-ranged screened
interaction were investigated, and for the thermostat, both Nose´-Hoover121,122 and Langevin142 approaches
were tested.
In each of the runs, non-bonded forces were subject to an inner cutoff of 8 A˚ and an outer cutoff of 10 A˚,
corresponding to the real space cutoff using PPPM electrostatics, and a truncation and shift for the short
range implicit interaction. The protein complex itself was located at the center of a periodic box and all
energy gaps were obtained from an NVT ensemble maintained at 300 K, with a 15 A˚ buffer between the edges
of the protein and the box boundaries. All simulations used an MD time step of 1 fs. No explicit solvent
molecules other than the SPC crystal waters were present, although the electrostatics were neutralized with
randomly located sodium ions. An initial configuration was generated for each force-thermostat pair by first
minimizing the crystal structure via steepest descent for 1000 steps to a relative tolerance of 1.0 × 10−4
in the total energy, and then allowing the backbone and cofactor atoms to adjust self-consistently for 1000
steps each. From this minimized structure, an ensemble of 32 equilibrated configurations was obtained by
randomly drawing velocities for each atom from a Maxwell-Boltzmann13 distribution at 300 K with a random
number seed and propagating the resulting set of initial configuration for 60 ps. Local equilibration was
tracked by following the total energy of the simulation, and results from an example trajectory are shown
in Figure 5.5.
It can be seen from the figure that the first few picoseconds of simulation correspond to an overall
relaxation of the total energy, most likely arising from reorientation of amino acid side chains and cofactor
tails guessed during X-ray structure refinement and model building. After this initial period, the energy
levels off and remains approximately constant (with fluctuations superimposed from the NVT thermostat),
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which suggests the complex has attained a local equilibrium configuration. While it is unlikely that structural
minima significantly different from the crystal positions are obtained on the relatively short timescale of this
equilibration, we anticipate this should not impact our results, since the X-ray diffraction was carried out
on functional protein samples, and the dynamics of the initial charge separation are very rapid and are
unlikely to be significantly correlated with large structural fluctuations. Additionally, the equilibration and
simulation times used here match those of Marchi et al.113 which we attempt to reproduce.
Once equilibrated configurations were obtained for each force-thermostat pair, sample runs of 60 ps were
conducted, measuring the energy gap
∆E3 = VBph − VSP , (5.4.1)
where the subscripts indicate the location of the electron. From this time series, the energy gap correlation
function was calculated as
C(t) =< δE3(0)δE3(t) > (5.4.2)
and we have defined δE3(t) according to
δE3(t) = ∆E3(t)− < E3 > . (5.4.3)
The average indicated in 5.4.2 was performed over both the 60 ps simulation time and the collection of 32
initial conditions for each force-thermostat pair. The resulting correlation functions are plotted in Figure
5.6. As one might expect from the absence of explicit solvent in our simulation, the reorganization energies
implied by these correlation functions do not accurately reflect the expected values. In the present situation,
this issue can be addressed by scaling the results prior to constructing a harmonic model, and it can also
be resolved approximately by choosing a dielectric constant to incorporate average solvent effects. We have
tried scaling our results here in analogy to the procedure described in Marchi.113
Because even the scaled correlation functions do not completely decay at long times, owing to glassy
behavior of the protein environment, following the usual Fourier transform procedure to generate a spectral
density is problematic. Instead, we have determined the frequencies and coupling coefficients necessary to
construct the harmonic bath using a direct discretization method.101 The resulting dynamics of one of the
force-thermostat pairs is presented in Figure 5.7.
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5.5 Future Work
Unfortunately, even after scaling the correlation functions as described in the previous section, the results are
not entirely uniform between choices of force cutoff and thermostat. An immediate goal of further research is
to double-check the scaling relations and the resulting reorganization energies, and to use these to generate
more consistent harmonic models. Once this scaling is understood, it can be implemented on the fly using an
overall dielectric adjustment of the atomistic simulation to allow for implicit solvent effects on the dynamics.
When simulations parameters can be found which reproduce the correct reorganization energies, it will be
possible to begin fully atomistic QCPI calculation on the photosynthetic reaction center. Since existing data
suggests that convergence may be obtained under relatively mild conditions, we anticipate rapid progress.
The results of these simulations can then be analyzed further, to provide insights about the relevance of the
linear response approximation in biological systems, potential deviations from single-exponential kinetics,
and other pertinent questions.
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5.6 Figures
Figure 5.1: Visualization of the protein backbone from the reaction center of Blastochloris viridis. The
subunits present are L (dark blue), M (purple), H (red), and C (light blue at top). Protein coordinates are
taken from the 1PRC entry in the Protein Data Bank.
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Figure 5.2: Spatial arrangement of the light harvesting cofactors of the reaction center. The special pair is
shown in orange, with the accessory Bcl molecules in yellow, the Bph acceptors in green, and the terminal
quinones in dark blue. The iron center is the gray sphere located at the bottom of the figure.
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Figure 5.3: Spectral density derived from simulations by Marchi et al. and used in the original harmonic
influence functional calculations of charge transfer.
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Figure 5.4: Converged harmonic QCPI simulation results corresponding to the spectral density in Figure
5.3. The harmonic parameters required to achieve convergence correspond to 960 bath modes, ∆t = 14 fs,
and kmax = 4.
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Figure 5.5: Plot of total potential energy as a function of time during one equilibration trajectory. Rapid
initial decrease of the energy likely corresponds to side chain rearrangement, and the near-plateau following
this suggests dynamics occuring near a local equilibrium structure. These results corresponds to an implicit
electrostatic model with a Langevin thermostat. Other parameters are as described in the text.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the energy gap correlation results for each set of force-thermostat pairs. The key
in the figure indicates each pair (IL - implicit, langevin; IN - implicit, NVT; PL - PPPM, langevin; PN -
PPPM, NVT). On longer timescales, the tails of these functions continue to decay, but none reach zero even
after several picoseconds.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the dynamics for the harmonic model based on parameters derived from the
spectral density in Marchi (black line), and the present work (red line). This result corresponds to the set of
scaled modes derived from the simulation with implicit Coulomb forces and a Langevin thermostat. Other
force-thermostat results are not as well converged as the one shown here for identical time steps and memory
lengths.
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Appendix A
Reaction Center Cofactor Topology
Data
! Mass aliases and numbering offset are to avoid overlap with CHARMM36 residues
MASS 197 HU 1.00800 H ! hydrogen which can h-bond to neutral atom
MASS 198 HCU 1.00800 H ! ="= ="= ="= to charged atom
MASS 199 CU 12.01100 C ! carbonyl carbon
MASS 200 CH1EU 13.01900 C ! extended atom carbon with one hydrogen
MASS 201 CH2EU 14.02700 C ! ="= ="= ="= two hydrogens
MASS 202 CH3EU 15.03500 C ! ="= ="= ="= three hydrogens
MASS 203 CR1EU 13.01900 C ! ="= ="= in an aromatic ring with one H
MASS 204 NU 14.00670 N ! peptide nitrogen with no hydrogens attached
MASS 205 NRU 14.00670 N ! nitrogen in an aromatic ring with no hydrogens
MASS 206 NPU 14.00670 N ! pyrole nitrogen
MASS 207 NH1U 14.00670 N ! peptide nitrogen bound to one hydrogen
MASS 208 NH2U 14.00670 N ! ="= ="= ="= two hydrogens
MASS 209 NH3U 14.00670 N ! nitrogen bound to three hydrogens
MASS 210 NC2U 14.00670 N ! charged guandinium nitrogen bound to two hydrogens
MASS 211 OU 15.99940 O ! carbonyl oxygen
MASS 212 OCU 15.99940 O ! carboxy oxygen
MASS 213 OH1U 15.99940 O ! hydroxy oxygen
MASS 214 ONU 15.99940 O ! oxygen in LDAO ( bond N-O )
MASS 215 SU 32.06000 S ! sulphur
MASS 216 SH1EU 33.06800 S ! extended atom sulfur with one hydrogen
MASS 217 HPU 1.00800 H ! ST2 water hydrogen
MASS 218 LPU 0.00000 LP ! ST2 lone pair
MASS 219 HAU 1.00800 H ! aliphatic hydrogen
MASS 220 CTU 12.01100 C ! aliphatic carbon
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MASS 221 OH2U 15.99940 O ! ST2 water oxygen
MASS 222 OTU 15.99940 O ! TIPS3P water oxygen
MASS 223 HTU 1.00800 H ! TIPS3P WATER HYDROGEN
MASS 224 CMU 12.01100 C ! carbon in carbonmonoxide
MASS 225 OMU 15.99940 O ! oxygen in carbonmonoxide
MASS 226 OSU 15.99940 O ! ester oxygen
MASS 227 CPU 13.019 C ! (AMBER)imidazole carbon for assymm. histidine CE1
MASS 228 CFU 13.019 C ! IMIDAZOLE CARBON FOR ASSYM. HISTIDINE CE2
MASS 229 NBU 14.0067 N ! IMIDAZOLE NITROGEN NE2
MASS 230 CCU 12.011 C ! IMIDAZOLE CARBON CG
MASS 231 NAU 14.0067 N ! IMIDAZOLE PROTONATED NITROGEN
MASS 232 CPAU 12.01100 C ! HEME SP2 CARBON
MASS 233 CPBU 12.01100 C ! HEME SP2 CARBON
MASS 234 CPMU 13.01900 C ! HEME MESO CARBON, EXTED
MASS 235 FEU 55.84700 FE ! IRON
MASS 236 MGU 24.30500 MG ! magnesium
MASS 237 ELU 0.00054 MG ! magnesium
MASS 238 HWU 1.00800 H ! SPC water H
MASS 239 OWU 15.99940 O ! SPC water O
! Some additional types borrowed from CGenFF
MASS 240 SG301 32.06000 S ! sulfur C-S-S-C type (sulfate ion)
MASS 241 OG2P1 15.99940 O ! =O in phosphate or sulfate (sulfate ion)
MASS 242 NG3P0 14.00700 N ! quarternary N+, choline
MASS 243 CG334 12.01100 C ! aliphatic C for methyl group (-CH3)
! adjacent to positive N (PROT NTER) (+)
MASS 244 OG312 15.99940 O ! ionized alcohol oxygen
MASS 245 CG324 12.01100 C ! aliphatic C for CH2
! adjacent to positive N (piperidine) (+)
MASS 246 HGP5 1.00800 H ! polar H on quarternary ammonium salt
MASS 247 CG321 12.01100 C ! aliphatic C for CH2
MASS 248 HGA2 1.00800 H ! alphatic proton, CH2
MASS 249 CG331 12.01100 C ! aliphatic C for methyl group (-CH3)
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MASS 250 HGA3 1.00800 H ! alphatic proton, CH3
MASS 251 SOD 22.989770 NA ! Sodium Ion
! Begin cofactor residue listing
! Most residue data taken from Treutlein et al. (see text)
! Other sources are noted in the residue entry
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
! Ion parameters from Benoit Roux and Coworkers (from CHARMM 27 top)
! As of 8/98 no NBFIX terms required
!
RESI SOD 1.00 ! Sodium Ion
GROUP
ATOM SOD SOD 1.00
PATCHING FIRST NONE LAST NONE
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI FE1 2.0 ! Free iron in reaction center
GROUP
ATOM FE FEU 2.0
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI SPC 0.0 ! SPC water molecule (for crystal waters)
GROUP
ATOM O OWU -0.82
GROUP
ATOM H1 HWU 0.41
ATOM H2 HWU 0.41
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BOND O H1
BOND O H2
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI SO4 -2.00 ! by analogy to CH3O4S Methylsulfate
! adapted from CGENFF36 by Victor Anisimov
GROUP
ATOM S SG301 0.60
ATOM OS1 OG2P1 -0.65
ATOM OS2 OG2P1 -0.65
ATOM OS3 OG2P1 -0.65
ATOM OS4 OG2P1 -0.65
BOND S OS1 S OS2 S OS3 S OS4
ACCE OS1
ACCE OS2
ACCE OS3
ACCE OS4
IC OS4 S OS2 OS1 0.0000 0.0000 60.0000 0.0000 0.0000
IC OS2 S OS2 OS3 0.0000 0.0000 -60.0000 0.0000 0.0000
IC OS3 S OS1 OS4 0.0000 0.0000 60.0000 0.0000 0.0000
IC OS1 S OS3 OS2 0.0000 0.0000 60.0000 0.0000 0.0000
IC OS1 S OS4 OS2 0.0000 0.0000 180.0000 0.0000 0.0000
IC OS1 S OS2 OS3 0.0000 0.0000 180.0000 0.0000 0.0000
IC OS1 S OS3 OS2 0.0000 0.0000 180.0000 0.0000 0.0000
IC OS4 S OS2 OS1 0.0000 0.0000 60.0000 0.0000 0.0000
IC OS4 S OS3 OS1 0.0000 0.0000 60.0000 0.0000 0.0000
IC OS3 S OS2 OS1 0.0000 0.0000 60.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI FME 0.0 ! Formylmethionine
GROUP
ATOM OF OU -0.55
ATOM CF CR1EU 0.58
GROUP
ATOM N NH1U -0.38
ATOM H HU 0.25
ATOM CA CH1EU 0.10 ! different MOPAC charges:
GROUP
ATOM CB CH2EU 0.00 !-0.02
GROUP
ATOM CG CH2EU 0.06 ! 0.07
ATOM SD SU -0.12 !-0.15
ATOM CE CH3EU 0.06 ! 0.09
GROUP
ATOM C CU 0.55 !#
ATOM O OU -0.55 !#
BOND OF CF
BOND CF N
BOND N CA
BOND CA C
BOND C O
BOND C +N
BOND N H
BOND CA CB
BOND CB CG
BOND CG SD
BOND SD CE
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DIHE OF CF N CA
DIHE N CA CB CG
DIHE CA CB CG SD
DIHE CB CG SD CE
IMPR CA N C CB ! tetrahedral CA
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI BCB 0.0 ! Bacteriochlorophyll b
! Charge 0.0
! Charge distribution from MOPAC calculations
GROUP
ATOM MG MGU 2.00
ATOM NA NPU -0.54
ATOM NB NPU -0.58
ATOM NC NPU -0.52
ATOM ND NPU -0.60
GROUP
ATOM C1A CPAU 0.13
ATOM CHA CU -0.15
ATOM C4D CPAU 0.11
GROUP
ATOM C1B CPAU 0.00
ATOM CHB CPMU 0.00
ATOM C4A CPAU 0.01
GROUP
ATOM C1C CPAU 0.00
ATOM CHC CPMU 0.00
ATOM C4B CPAU 0.01
GROUP
ATOM C1D CPAU 0.00
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ATOM CHD CPMU 0.00
ATOM C4C CPAU 0.10
GROUP
ATOM C2A CH1EU 0.03
ATOM CAA CH2EU 0.03
GROUP
ATOM C3A CH1EU -0.01
ATOM CMA CH3EU 0.08
GROUP
ATOM C2B CPBU -0.05
ATOM CMB CH3EU 0.13
GROUP
ATOM C3B CPBU -0.18
ATOM CAB CU 0.43
ATOM CBB CH3EU 0.10
ATOM OBB OU -0.51
GROUP
ATOM C2C CH1EU 0.04
ATOM CMC CH3EU 0.08
GROUP
ATOM C3C CU -0.19
ATOM CAC CR1EU 0.02
ATOM CBC CH3EU 0.10
GROUP
ATOM C2D CPBU 0.02
ATOM CMD CH3EU 0.15
GROUP
ATOM C3D CPBU -0.22
ATOM CAD CU 0.49
ATOM OBD OU -0.47
GROUP
ATOM CBD CH1EU 0.07
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ATOM CGD CU 0.54
ATOM O1D OCU -0.53
ATOM O2D OSU -0.49
ATOM CED CH3EU 0.42
GROUP
ATOM CBA CH2EU 0.02
ATOM CGA CU 0.54
ATOM O1A OU -0.49
GROUP
ATOM O2A OSU -0.52
ATOM CP1 CH2EU 0.45
ATOM CP2 CPMU -0.11
ATOM CP3 CPAU -0.07
ATOM CP4 CH3EU 0.07
ATOM CP5 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM CP6 CH2EU 0.00
ATOM CP7 CH2EU 0.06
ATOM CP8 CH1EU -0.05
ATOM CP9 CH3EU 0.02
ATOM CP10 CH2EU 0.00
ATOM CP11 CH2EU 0.00
ATOM CP12 CH2EU 0.00
ATOM CP13 CH1EU -0.04
ATOM CP14 CH3EU 0.02
ATOM CP15 CH2EU 0.01
ATOM CP16 CH2EU 0.00
ATOM CP17 CH2EU 0.01
ATOM CP18 CH1EU -0.06
ATOM CP19 CH3EU 0.02
ATOM CP20 CH3EU 0.02
BOND MG NA MG NB MG NC MG ND
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BOND NA C1A C1A C2A C2A C3A C3A C4A
BOND NA C4A C2A CAA CAA CBA CBA CGA
BOND CGA O1A CGA O2A C3A CMA CHB C4A
BOND CHB C1B NB C1B C1B C2B C2B C3B
BOND C3B C4B NB C4B C2B CMB C3B CAB
BOND CAB CBB CHC C4B CHC C1C NC C1C
BOND C1C C2C C2C C3C C3C C4C NC C4C
BOND CAB OBB
BOND C2C CMC C3C CAC CAC CBC CHD C4C
BOND CHD C1D ND C1D C1D C2D C2D C3D
BOND C3D C4D ND C4D C2D CMD C3D CAD
BOND CAD CBD CBD CGD CGD O1D CGD O2D
BOND O2D CED CAD OBD CBD CHA
BOND CHA C4D CHA C1A
BOND O2A CP1 CP1 CP2 CP2 CP3 CP3 CP4
BOND CP3 CP5 CP5 CP6 CP6 CP7 CP7 CP8
BOND CP8 CP9 CP8 CP10 CP10 CP11 CP11 CP12
BOND CP12 CP13 CP13 CP14 CP13 CP15 CP15 CP16
BOND CP16 CP17 CP17 CP18 CP18 CP19 CP18 CP20
DIHE NA C4A CHB C1B C4A CHB C1B NB
DIHE NB C4B CHC C1C C4B CHC C1C NC
DIHE NC C4C CHD C1D C4C CHD C1D ND
DIHE C4D CHA C1A NA
DIHE C1A C2A CAA CBA C2A CAA CBA CGA
DIHE CAA CBA CGA O1A O1A CGA O2A CP1
DIHE CGA O2A CP1 CP2 O2A CP1 CP2 CP3
DIHE CP1 CP2 CP3 CP4 CP2 CP3 CP5 CP6
DIHE CP3 CP5 CP6 CP7 CP5 CP6 CP7 CP8
DIHE CP6 CP7 CP8 CP9 CP9 CP8 CP10 CP11
DIHE CP8 CP10 CP11 CP12 CP10 CP11 CP12 CP13
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DIHE CP11 CP12 CP13 CP14 CP14 CP13 CP15 CP16
DIHE CP13 CP15 CP16 CP17 CP15 CP16 CP17 CP18
DIHE CP16 CP17 CP18 CP19
DIHE C2B C3B CAB CBB C2C C3C CAC CBC
DIHE CAD CBD CGD O1D CBD CGD O2D CED
IMPR MG C1A C4A NA MG C1B C4B NB
IMPR MG C1C C4C NC MG C1D C4D ND
IMPR CHA NA C2A C1A CHB NA C3A C4A
IMPR CHB NB C2B C1B CHC NB C3B C4B
IMPR CHC NC C2C C1C CHD NC C3C C4C
IMPR CHD ND C2D C1D CHA ND C3D C4D
IMPR C2A C1A C3A CAA C3A C4A C2A CMA
IMPR C2B C1B C3B CMB C3B C2B C4B CAB
IMPR C2C C3C C1C CMC C3C C4C C1C C2C
IMPR C2D C1D C3D CMD C3D C2D C4D CAD
IMPR O1A O2A CBA CGA O1D O2D CBD CGD
IMPR NA NB MG NC NB NC MG ND
IMPR NC ND MG NA ND NA MG NB
IMPR C4D CHA C3D ND CAD C3D CBD OBD
IMPR CBD C4D CAD CHA CHA C4D CBD C1A
IMPR C3D C4D CAD C2D CAB OBB CBB C3B
IMPR CP3 CP2 CP5 CP4 CBD CHA CAD CGD
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI BPB 0.0 ! Bacteriopheophytin b
! Charge 0
! Charge distribution from MOPAC calculations
GROUP
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ATOM NA NPU -0.26
ATOM NB NH1U -0.12
ATOM HB HU 0.24
ATOM NC NPU -0.27
ATOM ND NH1U -0.21
ATOM HD HU 0.26
GROUP
ATOM C1A CPAU 0.09
ATOM CHA CU -0.11
ATOM C4D CPAU 0.13
GROUP
ATOM C1B CPAU -0.02
ATOM CHB CPMU 0.07
ATOM C4A CPAU -0.05
GROUP
ATOM C1C CPAU -0.04
ATOM CHC CPMU 0.04
ATOM C4B CPAU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C1D CPAU 0.08
ATOM CHD CPMU -0.01
ATOM C4C CPAU 0.08
GROUP
ATOM C2A CH1EU 0.03
ATOM CAA CH2EU 0.03
GROUP
ATOM C3A CH1EU -0.03
ATOM CMA CH3EU 0.07
GROUP
ATOM C2B CPBU -0.05
ATOM CMB CH3EU 0.13
GROUP
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ATOM C3B CPBU -0.20
ATOM CAB CU 0.44
ATOM CBB CH3EU 0.09
ATOM OBB OU -0.52
GROUP
ATOM C2C CH1EU 0.05
ATOM CMC CH3EU 0.08
GROUP
ATOM C3C CU -0.15
ATOM CAC CR1EU 0.02
ATOM CBC CH3EU 0.10
GROUP
ATOM C2D CPBU 0.03
ATOM CMD CH3EU 0.15
GROUP
ATOM C3D CPBU -0.19
ATOM CAD CU 0.50
ATOM OBD OU -0.47
GROUP
ATOM CBD CH1EU 0.06
ATOM CGD CU 0.53
ATOM O1D OCU -0.55
ATOM O2D OSU -0.48
ATOM CED CH3EU 0.41
GROUP
ATOM CBA CH2EU 0.06
ATOM CGA CU 0.54
ATOM O1A OU -0.50
GROUP
ATOM O2A OSU -0.54
ATOM CP1 CH2EU 0.46
ATOM CP2 CPMU -0.06
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ATOM CP3 CPAU -0.11
ATOM CP4 CH3EU 0.07
ATOM CP5 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM CP6 CH2EU 0.00
ATOM CP7 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM CP8 CH1EU -0.05
ATOM CP9 CH3EU 0.02
ATOM CP10 CH2EU 0.00
ATOM CP11 CH2EU 0.00
ATOM CP12 CH2EU 0.00
ATOM CP13 CH1EU -0.04
ATOM CP14 CH3EU 0.02
ATOM CP15 CH2EU 0.01
ATOM CP16 CH2EU 0.00
ATOM CP17 CH2EU 0.01
ATOM CP18 CH1EU -0.06
ATOM CP19 CH3EU 0.02
ATOM CP20 CH3EU 0.02
BOND NB HB ND HD
BOND NA C1A C1A C2A C2A C3A C3A C4A
BOND NA C4A C2A CAA CAA CBA CBA CGA
BOND CGA O1A CGA O2A C3A CMA CHB C4A
BOND CHB C1B NB C1B C1B C2B C2B C3B
BOND C3B C4B NB C4B C2B CMB C3B CAB
BOND CAB CBB CHC C4B CHC C1C NC C1C
BOND C1C C2C C2C C3C C3C C4C NC C4C
BOND CAB OBB
BOND C2C CMC C3C CAC CAC CBC CHD C4C
BOND CHD C1D ND C1D C1D C2D C2D C3D
BOND C3D C4D ND C4D C2D CMD C3D CAD
BOND CAD CBD CBD CGD CGD O1D CGD O2D
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BOND O2D CED CAD OBD CBD CHA
BOND CHA C4D CHA C1A
BOND O2A CP1 CP1 CP2 CP2 CP3 CP3 CP4
BOND CP3 CP5 CP5 CP6 CP6 CP7 CP7 CP8
BOND CP8 CP9 CP8 CP10 CP10 CP11 CP11 CP12
BOND CP12 CP13 CP13 CP14 CP13 CP15 CP15 CP16
BOND CP16 CP17 CP17 CP18 CP18 CP19 CP18 CP20
DIHE NA C4A CHB C1B C4A CHB C1B NB
DIHE NB C4B CHC C1C C4B CHC C1C NC
DIHE NC C4C CHD C1D C4C CHD C1D ND
DIHE C4D CHA C1A NA
DIHE C1A C2A CAA CBA C2A CAA CBA CGA
DIHE CAA CBA CGA O1A O1A CGA O2A CP1
DIHE CGA O2A CP1 CP2 O2A CP1 CP2 CP3
DIHE CP1 CP2 CP3 CP4 CP2 CP3 CP5 CP6
DIHE CP3 CP5 CP6 CP7 CP5 CP6 CP7 CP8
DIHE CP6 CP7 CP8 CP9 CP9 CP8 CP10 CP11
DIHE CP8 CP10 CP11 CP12 CP10 CP11 CP12 CP13
DIHE CP11 CP12 CP13 CP14 CP14 CP13 CP15 CP16
DIHE CP13 CP15 CP16 CP17 CP15 CP16 CP17 CP18
DIHE CP16 CP17 CP18 CP19
DIHE C2B C3B CAB CBB C2C C3C CAC CBC
DIHE CAD CBD CGD O1D CBD CGD O2D CED
DIHE CHA C1A NA C4A C1A NA C4A CHB !!
DIHE NA C4A CHB C1B C4A CHB C1B NB !! keep
DIHE CHB C1B NB C4B C1B NB C4B CHC !!
DIHE NB C4B CHC C1C C4B CHC C1C NC !! N*
DIHE CHC C1C NC C4C C1C NC C4C CHD !!
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DIHE NC C4C CHD C1D C4C CHD C1D ND !! planar
DIHE CHD C1D ND C4D C1D ND C4D CHA !!
DIHE ND C4D CHA C1A C4D CHA C1A NA !! !
DIHE C1D C3D C4D CHA C1D C4D C3D CAD
IMPR HB C1A C4A NB HD C1B C4B ND
IMPR CHA NA C2A C1A CHB NA C3A C4A
IMPR CHB NB C2B C1B CHC NB C3B C4B
IMPR CHC NC C2C C1C CHD NC C3C C4C
IMPR CHD ND C2D C1D CHA ND C3D C4D
IMPR C2A C1A C3A CAA C3A C4A C2A CMA
IMPR C2B C1B C3B CMB C3B C2B C4B CAB
IMPR C2C C3C C1C CMC C3C C4C C1C C2C
IMPR C2D C1D C3D CMD C3D C2D C4D CAD
IMPR O1A O2A CBA CGA O1D O2D CBD CGD
IMPR C4D CHA C3D ND CAD C3D CBD OBD
IMPR CBD C4D CAD CHA CHA C4D CBD C1A
IMPR C3D C4D CAD C2D CAB OBB CBB C3B
IMPR CP3 CP2 CP5 CP4 CBD CHA CAD CGD
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI HEM 0.0 ! Cytochrome Heme groups
GROUP
ATOM FE FEU 0.24
ATOM NA NPU -0.18
ATOM NB NPU -0.18
ATOM NC NPU -0.18
ATOM ND NPU -0.18
GROUP
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ATOM C1A CPAU 0.03
ATOM CHA CPMU 0.04
ATOM C4D CPAU 0.02
GROUP
ATOM C1B CPAU 0.03
ATOM CHB CPMU 0.04
ATOM C4A CPAU 0.02
GROUP
ATOM C1C CPAU 0.03
ATOM CHC CPMU 0.04
ATOM C4B CPAU 0.02
GROUP
ATOM C1D CPAU 0.03
ATOM CHD CPMU 0.04
ATOM C4C CPAU 0.02
GROUP
ATOM C2A CPBU -0.02
ATOM CAA CH2EU 0.04
GROUP
ATOM C3A CPBU 0.02
ATOM CMA CH3EU -0.04
GROUP
ATOM CBA CH2EU -0.10
ATOM CGA CU 0.30
ATOM O1A OCU -0.50
ATOM O2A OCU -0.50
GROUP
ATOM C2B CPBU 0.02
ATOM CMB CH3EU -0.04
GROUP
ATOM C3B CPBU -0.05
ATOM CAB CR1EU 0.03
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ATOM CBB CH2EU -0.10
GROUP
ATOM C2C CPBU 0.02
ATOM CMC CH3EU -0.04
GROUP
ATOM C3C CPBU -0.05
ATOM CAC CR1EU 0.03
ATOM CBC CH2EU -0.10
GROUP
ATOM C2D CPBU 0.02
ATOM CMD CH3EU -0.04
GROUP
ATOM C3D CPBU -0.02
ATOM CAD CH2EU 0.04
GROUP
ATOM CBD CH2EU -0.10
ATOM CGD CU 0.30
ATOM O1D OCU -0.50
ATOM O2D OCU -0.50
BOND FE NA FE NB FE NC FE ND
BOND NA C1A C1A C2A C2A C3A C3A C4A
BOND NA C4A C2A CAA CAA CBA CBA CGA
BOND CGA O1A CGA O2A C3A CMA CHB C4A
BOND CHB C1B NB C1B C1B C2B C2B C3B
BOND C3B C4B NB C4B C2B CMB C3B CAB
BOND CAB CBB CHC C4B CHC C1C NC C1C
BOND C1C C2C C2C C3C C3C C4C NC C4C
BOND C2C CMC C3C CAC CAC CBC CHD C4C
BOND CHD C1D ND C1D C1D C2D C2D C3D
BOND C3D C4D ND C4D C2D CMD C3D CAD
BOND CAD CBD CBD CGD CGD O1D CGD O2D
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BOND CHA C4D CHA C1A
DIHE NA C4A CHB C1B C4A CHB C1B NB
DIHE NB C4B CHC C1C C4B CHC C1C NC
DIHE NC C4C CHD C1D C4C CHD C1D ND
DIHE ND C4D CHA C1A C4D CHA C1A NA
DIHE C1A C2A CAA CBA C2A CAA CBA CGA
DIHE CAA CBA CGA O1A C2B C3B CAB CBB
DIHE C2C C3C CAC CBC C2D C3D CAD CBD
DIHE C3D CAD CBD CGD CAD CBD CGD O1D
IMPR FE C1A C4A NA FE C1B C4B NB
IMPR FE C1C C4C NC FE C1D C4D ND
IMPR CHA NA C2A C1A CHB NA C3A C4A
IMPR CHB NB C2B C1B CHC NB C3B C4B
IMPR CHC NC C2C C1C CHD NC C3C C4C
IMPR CHD ND C2D C1D CHA ND C3D C4D
IMPR C2A C1A C3A CAA C3A C2A C4A CMA
IMPR C2B C1B C3B CMB C3B C2B C4B CAB
IMPR C2C C1C C3C CMC C3C C2C C4C CAC
IMPR C2D C1D C3D CMD C3D C2D C4D CAD
IMPR CBA O1A O2A CGA CBD O1D O2D CGD
IMPR NA NB FE NC NB NC FE ND
IMPR NC ND FE NA ND NA FE NB
IC FE NA C4A CHB 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC NA C4A CHB C1B 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC NA CHB *C4A C3A 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C4A CHB C1B NB 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CHB NB *C1B C2B 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC FE C1B *NB C4B 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC FE NB C4B CHC 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
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IC CHC NB *C4B C3B 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C3B C1B *C2B CMB 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C4B C2B *C3B CAB 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C2B C3B CAB CBB 0.0 0.00 -45.00 0.00 0.0 ! PREVENTS VINYL COLLISION
IC NB C4B CHC C1C 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C4B CHC C1C NC 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CHC NC *C1C C2C 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC FE C1C *NC C4C 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC FE NC C4C CHD 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CHD NC *C4C C3C 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CHC C1C C2C CMC 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C4C C2C *C3C CAC 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C2C C3C CAC CBC 0.0 0.00 -45.0 0.00 0.0 ! PREVENTS VINYL COLLISION
IC NC C4C CHD C1D 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C4C CHD C1D ND 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC FE C1D *ND C4D 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CHD ND *C1D C2D 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC FE ND C4D CHA 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CHA ND *C4D C3D 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C4D C2D *C3D CAD 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C3D C1D *C2D CMD 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C2D C3D CAD CBD 0.0000 0.00 -120.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C3D CAD CBD CGD 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CAD CBD CGD O1D 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CAD CBD CGD O2D 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC ND C4D CHA C1A 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CHA NA *C1A C2A 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C4A C2A *C3A CMA 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C3A C1A *C2A CAA 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C1A C2A CAA CBA 0.0000 0.00 120.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C2A CAA CBA CGA 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CAA CBA CGA O1A 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
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IC CAA CBA CGA O2A 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C4D CHA C1A NA 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C1D ND FE NC 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C4A NA FE NB 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C4C NC FE ND 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C1B NB FE NA 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC FE C1A *NA C4A 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C3C C1C *C2C CMC 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CBA O1A *O2A CGA 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC CBD O1D *O2D CGD 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC NA NB *NC ND 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC NB NC *ND NA 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC NC ND *NA NB 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC ND NA *NB NC 0.0 0.0 180.0 0.0 0.0
IC NA ND *FE NB 0.0 0.0 180.0 0.0 0.0
IC ND NC *FE NA 0.0 0.0 180.0 0.0 0.0
IC NC NB *FE ND 0.0 0.0 180.0 0.0 0.0
IC NB NA *FE NC 0.0 0.0 180.0 0.0 0.0
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI LDA 0.00 ! from CGENFF36 by analogy
! adapted by Victor Anisimov
GROUP
ATOM N1 NG3P0 -0.83
ATOM CM1 CG334 -0.35
ATOM CM2 CG334 -0.35
ATOM O1 OG312 -0.37
ATOM C1 CG324 -0.10
ATOM HM11 HGP5 0.25
ATOM HM12 HGP5 0.25
ATOM HM13 HGP5 0.25
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ATOM HM21 HGP5 0.25
ATOM HM22 HGP5 0.25
ATOM HM23 HGP5 0.25
ATOM H11 HGP5 0.25
ATOM H12 HGP5 0.25
ATOM C2 CG321 -0.18
ATOM H21 HGA2 0.09
ATOM H22 HGA2 0.09
ATOM C3 CG321 -0.18
ATOM H31 HGA2 0.09
ATOM H32 HGA2 0.09
ATOM C4 CG321 -0.18
ATOM H41 HGA2 0.09
ATOM H42 HGA2 0.09
ATOM C5 CG321 -0.18
ATOM H51 HGA2 0.09
ATOM H52 HGA2 0.09
ATOM C6 CG321 -0.18
ATOM H61 HGA2 0.09
ATOM H62 HGA2 0.09
ATOM C7 CG321 -0.18
ATOM H71 HGA2 0.09
ATOM H72 HGA2 0.09
ATOM C8 CG321 -0.18
ATOM H81 HGA2 0.09
ATOM H82 HGA2 0.09
ATOM C9 CG321 -0.18
ATOM H91 HGA2 0.09
ATOM H92 HGA2 0.09
ATOM C10 CG321 -0.18
ATOM H101 HGA2 0.09
ATOM H102 HGA2 0.09
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ATOM C11 CG321 -0.18
ATOM H111 HGA2 0.09
ATOM H112 HGA2 0.09
ATOM C12 CG331 -0.27
ATOM H121 HGA3 0.09
ATOM H122 HGA3 0.09
ATOM H123 HGA3 0.09
BOND N1 CM1 N1 CM2 N1 O1 N1 C1
BOND CM1 HM11 CM1 HM12 CM1 HM13
BOND CM2 HM21 CM2 HM22 CM2 HM23
BOND C1 H11 C1 H12 C1 C2
BOND C2 H21 C2 H22 C2 C3
BOND C3 H31 C3 H32 C3 C4
BOND C4 H41 C4 H42 C4 C5
BOND C5 H51 C5 H52 C5 C6
BOND C6 H61 C6 H62 C6 C7
BOND C7 H71 C7 H72 C7 C8
BOND C8 H81 C8 H82 C8 C9
BOND C9 H91 C9 H92 C9 C10
BOND C10 H101 C10 H102 C10 C11
BOND C11 H111 C11 H112 C11 C12
BOND C12 H121 C12 H122 C12 H123
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI MQ7 0.0 ! Menaquinone (includes 8 isoprene groups)
! Charges from MOPAC calculations
GROUP
ATOM C1 CPBU -0.1 ! EXCL=(C4 C3D C3C C3B C3A)
ATOM C1M CH3EU 0.1
ATOM C2 CPAU 0.5 ! EXCL=(C5 C3D C3C C3B)
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ATOM O2 OU -0.5
ATOM C3 CPBU -0.1 ! EXCL=(C6 C3C)
ATOM C4 CPBU -0.1 ! EXCL=(C3B)
ATOM C5 CPAU 0.5 ! EXCL=(C3C C3A C3B)
ATOM O5 OU -0.5
ATOM C6 CPBU -0.1 ! EXCL=(C3D C3C C3B C3A)
GROUP
ATOM C3A CR1EU 0.1 ! EXCL=(C3D)
ATOM C3B CR1EU 0.0
ATOM C3C CR1EU 0.0
ATOM C3D CR1EU 0.1
GROUP
ATOM C7 CH2EU 0.1
ATOM C8 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C9 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C10 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C11 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C12 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C13 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C14 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C15 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C16 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C17 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C18 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C19 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C20 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C21 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C22 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C23 CPMU -0.05
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ATOM C24 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C25 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C26 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C27 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C28 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C29 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C30 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C31 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C32 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C33 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C34 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C35 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C36 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C37 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C38 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C39 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C40 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C41 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C42 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C43 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C44 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C45 CH3EU 0.075
ATOM C46 CH3EU 0.075
BOND C1 C1M C1 C2 C2 O2 C2 C3
BOND C3 C4 C3 C3A C3A C3B C3B C3C
BOND C3C C3D C3D C4 C4 C5 C5 O5
BOND C5 C6 C6 C1 C6 C7 C7 C8
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BOND C8 C9 C9 C10 C9 C11 C11 C12
BOND C12 C13 C13 C14 C14 C15 C14 C16
BOND C16 C17 C17 C18 C18 C19 C19 C20
BOND C19 C21 C21 C22 C22 C23
BOND C23 C24 C24 C25
BOND C24 C26 C26 C27 C27 C28 C28 C29
BOND C29 C30 C29 C31 C31 C32 C32 C33
BOND C33 C34 C34 C35 C34 C36 C36 C37
BOND C37 C38
BOND C38 C39 C39 C40 C39 C41 C41 C42
BOND C42 C43 C43 C44 C44 C45 C44 C46
DIHE C7 C6 C1 C1M C1M C1 C2 O2
DIHE C1 C2 C3 C4 C2 C3 C4 C5
DIHE C3 C4 C5 O5 C4 C5 C6 C7
DIHE C2 C3 C3A C3B C3 C3A C3B C3C
DIHE C3A C3B C3C C3D C3B C3C C3D C4
DIHE C3C C3D C4 C5 C5 C6 C7 C8
DIHE C6 C7 C8 C9 C8 C9 C11 C12
DIHE C7 C8 C9 C11 C11 C12 C13 C14
DIHE C9 C11 C12 C13 C12 C13 C14 C16
DIHE C13 C14 C16 C17 C14 C16 C17 C18
DIHE C16 C17 C18 C19 C17 C18 C19 C21
DIHE C18 C19 C21 C22 C19 C21 C22 C23
DIHE C21 C22 C23 C24 C23 C24 C26 C27
DIHE C22 C23 C24 C26
DIHE C24 C26 C27 C28 C26 C27 C28 C29
DIHE C27 C28 C29 C31 C28 C29 C31 C32
DIHE C29 C31 C32 C33 C31 C32 C33 C34
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DIHE C32 C33 C34 C36
DIHE C33 C34 C36 C37
DIHE C34 C36 C37 C38 C36 C37 C38 C39
DIHE C37 C38 C39 C41 C38 C39 C41 C42
DIHE C39 C41 C42 C43 C41 C42 C43 C44
DIHE C42 C43 C44 C45
DIHE C1 C3 C4 C3C !! SPAWN RINGS AND KEEP
DIHE C1 C4 C3 C3B !! PARALLEL
IMPR C1 C6 C2 C1M C2 C1 C3 O2
IMPR C3 C2 C3A C4 C4 C3 C5 C3D
IMPR C5 C6 C4 O5 C1 C6 C5 C4
IMPR C6 C5 C4 C3 C5 C4 C3 C2
IMPR C4 C3 C2 C1 C3 C2 C1 C6
IMPR C2 C1 C6 C5
IMPR C6 C5 C1 C7
IMPR C9 C10 C11 C8 C14 C15 C16 C13
IMPR C19 C20 C21 C18 C24 C25 C26 C23
IMPR C29 C30 C31 C28
IMPR C34 C35 C36 C33
IMPR C39 C40 C41 C38
IMPR C44 C45 C46 C43
IMPR C3 C4 C3D C3C C4 C3D C3C C3B
IMPR C3D C3C C3B C3A C3C C3B C3A C3
IMPR C3B C3A C3 C4 C3A C3 C4 C3D
IC C36 C37 C38 C39 0.0000 0.00 -180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C37 C38 C39 C41 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C37 C38 C39 C40 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
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IC C38 C39 C41 C42 0.0000 0.00 -60.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C39 C41 C42 C43 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C41 C42 C43 C44 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C42 C43 C44 C45 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C42 C43 C44 C46 0.0000 0.00 -180.00 0.00 0.0000
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI NS1 0.0 ! di-hydro-neurosporene
! Charges from MOPAC calculations
GROUP
ATOM CM1 CH3EU 0.075
ATOM CM2 CH3EU 0.075
ATOM C1 CPAU -0.15
ATOM C2 CPMU -0.025
ATOM C3 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C4 CH2EU 0.06
ATOM C5 CPAU -0.13
ATOM CM3 CH3EU 0.075
ATOM C6 CPMU -0.02
ATOM C7 CPMU -0.02
GROUP
ATOM C8 CPMU -0.025
ATOM C9 CPAU -0.13
ATOM CM4 CH3EU 0.075
ATOM C10 CPMU 0.025
ATOM C11 CPMU 0.025
GROUP
ATOM C12 CPMU 0.025
ATOM C13 CPAU -0.1
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ATOM CM5 CH3EU 0.075
ATOM C14 CPMU 0.025
ATOM C15 CPMU 0.025
ATOM C16 CPMU 0.025
GROUP
ATOM C17 CPMU -0.01
ATOM C18 CPAU -0.1
ATOM CM6 CH3EU 0.075
ATOM C19 CPMU 0.025
ATOM C20 CPMU 0.01
GROUP
ATOM C21 CPMU 0.01
ATOM C22 CPAU -0.1
ATOM CM7 CH3EU 0.075
ATOM C23 CPMU 0.01
ATOM C24 CPMU -0.04
GROUP
ATOM C25 CPMU 0.01
ATOM C26 CPAU -0.13
ATOM CM8 CH3EU 0.075
ATOM C27 CH2EU 0.04
ATOM C28 CH2EU 0.0
GROUP
ATOM C29 CH2EU -0.02
ATOM C30 CH1EU -0.015
ATOM CM9 CH3EU -0.02
ATOM CM10 CH3EU 0.07
BOND CM1 C1 CM2 C1 C1 C2 C3 C4
BOND C4 C5 C5 CM3 C5 C6 C6 C7
BOND C7 C8 C8 C9 C9 CM4 C9 C10
BOND C10 C11 C11 C12 C12 C13 C13 CM5
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BOND C13 C14 C14 C15 C15 C16 C16 C17
BOND C17 C18 C18 CM6 C18 C19 C19 C20
BOND C20 C21 C21 C22 C22 CM7 C22 C23
BOND C23 C24 C24 C25 C25 C26 C26 CM8
BOND C26 C27 C27 C28 C28 C29 C29 C30
BOND C30 CM9 C30 CM10 C2 C3
DIHE CM1 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C4
DIHE C2 C3 C4 C5 C3 C4 C5 C6
DIHE C4 C5 C6 C7 C5 C6 C7 C8
DIHE C6 C7 C8 C9 C7 C8 C9 C10
DIHE C8 C9 C10 C11 C9 C10 C11 C12
DIHE C10 C11 C12 C13 C11 C12 C13 C14
DIHE C12 C13 C14 C15 C13 C14 C15 C16
DIHE C14 C15 C16 C17 C15 C16 C17 C18
DIHE C16 C17 C18 C19 C17 C18 C19 C20
DIHE C18 C19 C20 C21 C19 C20 C21 C22
DIHE C20 C21 C22 C23 C21 C22 C23 C24
DIHE C22 C23 C24 C25 C23 C24 C25 C26
DIHE C24 C25 C26 C27 C25 C26 C27 C28
DIHE C26 C27 C28 C29 C27 C28 C29 C30
DIHE C28 C29 C30 CM10
!--------------------------------------------------------------------
RESI UQ1 0.0 ! Ubiquinone 1 (includes 8 isoprene groups)
! Charges from MOPAC calculations
GROUP
ATOM C1 CPBU -0.1
ATOM CM1 CH3EU 0.1
ATOM C2 CPAU 0.5
ATOM O2 OU -0.5
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ATOM C3 CPBU 0.1
ATOM C4 CPBU -0.05
ATOM C5 CPAU 0.5
ATOM O5 OU -0.5
ATOM C6 CPBU -0.1
GROUP
ATOM O3 OSU -0.5
ATOM CM3 CH3EU 0.5
ATOM O4 OSU -0.55
ATOM CM4 CH3EU 0.5
GROUP
ATOM C7 CH2EU 0.12
ATOM C8 CPMU -0.02
ATOM C9 CPAU -0.15
ATOM C10 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C11 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C12 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C13 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C14 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C15 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C16 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C17 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C18 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C19 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C20 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C21 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C22 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C23 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C24 CPAU -0.1
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ATOM C25 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C26 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C27 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C28 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C29 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C30 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C31 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C32 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C33 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C34 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C35 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C36 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C37 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C38 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C39 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C40 CH3EU 0.05
ATOM C41 CH2EU 0.05
GROUP
ATOM C42 CH2EU 0.05
ATOM C43 CPMU -0.05
ATOM C44 CPAU -0.1
ATOM C45 CH3EU 0.075
ATOM C46 CH3EU 0.075
BOND C1 CM1 C1 C2 C2 O2 C2 C3
BOND C3 C4 C3 O3 O3 CM3
BOND C4 O4 O4 CM4 C4 C5 C5 O5
BOND C5 C6 C6 C1 C6 C7 C7 C8
BOND C8 C9 C9 C10 C9 C11 C11 C12
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BOND C12 C13 C13 C14 C14 C15 C14 C16
BOND C16 C17 C17 C18 C18 C19 C19 C20
BOND C19 C21 C21 C22 C22 C23
BOND C23 C24 C24 C25
BOND C24 C26 C26 C27 C27 C28 C28 C29
BOND C29 C30 C29 C31 C31 C32 C32 C33
BOND C33 C34 C34 C35 C34 C36 C36 C37
BOND C37 C38
BOND C38 C39 C39 C40 C39 C41 C41 C42
BOND C42 C43 C43 C44 C44 C45 C44 C46
DIHE C7 C6 C1 CM1 CM1 C1 C2 O2
DIHE C1 C2 C3 C4 C2 C3 C4 C5
DIHE C3 C4 C5 O5 C4 C5 C6 C7
DIHE C2 C3 O3 CM3 C5 C4 O4 CM4
DIHE C5 C6 C7 C8
DIHE C6 C7 C8 C9 C7 C8 C9 C11
DIHE C8 C9 C11 C12 C11 C12 C13 C14
DIHE C9 C11 C12 C13 C12 C13 C14 C16
DIHE C13 C14 C16 C17 C14 C16 C17 C18
DIHE C16 C17 C18 C19 C17 C18 C19 C21
DIHE C18 C19 C21 C22 C19 C21 C22 C23
DIHE C21 C22 C23 C24 C23 C24 C26 C27
DIHE C22 C23 C24 C26
DIHE C24 C26 C27 C28 C26 C27 C28 C29
DIHE C27 C28 C29 C31 C28 C29 C31 C32
DIHE C29 C31 C32 C33 C31 C32 C33 C34
DIHE C32 C33 C34 C36
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DIHE C33 C34 C36 C37
DIHE C34 C36 C37 C38 C36 C37 C38 C39
DIHE C37 C38 C39 C41 C38 C39 C41 C42
DIHE C39 C41 C42 C43 C41 C42 C43 C44
DIHE C42 C43 C44 C45
IMPR C1 C6 C2 CM1 C2 C1 C3 O2
IMPR C3 C2 O3 C4 C4 C3 C5 O4
IMPR C5 C6 C4 O5 C1 C6 C5 C4
IMPR C6 C5 C4 C3 C5 C4 C3 C2
IMPR C4 C3 C2 C1 C3 C2 C1 C6
IMPR C2 C1 C6 C5
IMPR C6 C5 C1 C7
IMPR C9 C10 C11 C8 C14 C15 C16 C13
IMPR C19 C20 C21 C18 C24 C25 C26 C23
IMPR C29 C30 C31 C28
IMPR C34 C35 C36 C33
IMPR C39 C40 C41 C38
IMPR C44 C45 C46 C43
! Internal coordinates from MQ7
! This section not used in current work, tail coordinates
! guessed by hand in analogy to MQ7 (see text)
IC C8 C9 C11 C12 0.0000 0.00 -110.67 0.00 0.0000
IC C7 C8 C9 C11 0.0000 0.00 176.95 0.00 0.0000
IC C9 C11 C12 C13 0.0000 0.00 58.05 0.00 0.0000
IC C11 C12 C13 C14 0.0000 0.00 126.62 0.00 0.0000
IC C12 C13 C14 C16 0.0000 0.00 179.84 0.00 0.0000
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IC C12 C13 C14 C15 0.0000 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C13 C14 C16 C17 0.0000 0.00 -111.23 0.00 0.0000
IC C14 C16 C17 C18 0.0000 0.00 77.65 0.00 0.0000
IC C16 C17 C18 C19 0.0000 0.00 -155.17 0.00 0.0000
IC C17 C18 C19 C21 0.0000 0.00 179.55 0.00 0.0000
IC C17 C18 C19 C20 0.0000 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.0000
IC C18 C19 C21 C22 0.0000 0.00 97.74 0.00 0.0000
IC C19 C21 C22 C23 0.0000 0.00 -174.86 0.00 0.0000
IC C21 C22 C23 C24 0.0000 0.00 165.53 0.00 0.0000
IC C23 C24 C26 C27 0.0000 0.00 -125.88 0.00 0.0000
IC C22 C23 C24 C26 0.0000 0.00 -176.92 0.00 0.0000
IC C22 C23 C24 C25 0.0000 0.00 -3.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C24 C26 C27 C28 0.0000 0.00 -176.94 0.00 0.0000
IC C26 C27 C28 C29 0.0000 0.00 134.74 0.00 0.0000
IC C27 C28 C29 C31 0.0000 0.00 -179.70 0.00 0.0000
IC C27 C28 C29 C30 0.0000 0.00 -0.30 0.00 0.0000
IC C28 C29 C31 C32 0.0000 0.00 125.53 0.00 0.0000
IC C29 C31 C32 C33 0.0000 0.00 176.37 0.00 0.0000
IC C31 C32 C33 C34 0.0000 0.00 -168.64 0.00 0.0000
IC C32 C33 C34 C36 0.0000 0.00 178.03 0.00 0.0000
IC C32 C33 C34 C35 0.0000 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C33 C34 C36 C37 0.0000 0.00 -57.22 0.00 0.0000
IC C34 C36 C37 C38 0.0000 0.00 178.32 0.00 0.0000
IC C36 C37 C38 C39 0.0000 0.00 148.80 0.00 0.0000
IC C37 C38 C39 C41 0.0000 0.00 -170.66 0.00 0.0000
IC C37 C38 C39 C40 0.0000 0.00 -9.00 0.00 0.0000
IC C38 C39 C41 C42 0.0000 0.00 -78.70 0.00 0.0000
IC C39 C41 C42 C43 0.0000 0.00 172.51 0.00 0.0000
IC C41 C42 C43 C44 0.0000 0.00 -169.68 0.00 0.0000
IC C42 C43 C44 C45 0.0000 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.0000
IC C42 C43 C44 C46 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000
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!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Begin patch listing
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES PFE 0.00 ! Patch to ligate bare FE 2+ .
! Patch residues must be 1-HIS, and 2-FE1.
BOND 1NE2 2FE
ANGLE 1CD2 1NE2 2FE
ANGLE 1CE1 1NE2 2FE
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES FEGL 0.00 ! Patch to ligate bare FE 2+ .
! Patch residues must be 1-GLU, and 2-FE1.
BOND 1OE1 2FE
BOND 1OE2 2FE
ANGLE 1CD 1OE1 2FE
ANGLE 1CD 1OE2 2FE
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES PBCL 0.0 ! Patch to ligate BCL Mg.
! Patch residues must be 1-HIS, and 2-BCL.
BOND 1NE2 2MG
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ANGLE 1CD2 1NE2 2MG
ANGLE 1CE1 1NE2 2MG
ANGLE 1NE2 2MG 2NA
ANGLE 1NE2 2MG 2NB
ANGLE 1NE2 2MG 2NC
ANGLE 1NE2 2MG 2ND
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES PHEM 0.0 ! Patch to ligate HEME iron.
! Patch residues must be 1-HIS, and 2-HEME.
BOND 1NE2 2FE
ANGLE 1CD2 1NE2 2FE
ANGLE 1CE1 1NE2 2FE
ANGLE 1NE2 2FE 2NA
ANGLE 1NE2 2FE 2NB
ANGLE 1NE2 2FE 2NC
ANGLE 1NE2 2FE 2ND
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES PMET 0.0 ! Patch to ligate HEME iron.
! Patch residues must be 1-MET, and 2-HEME.
BOND 1SD 2FE
ANGLE 1CG 1SD 2FE
ANGLE 1CE 1SD 2FE
ANGLE 1SD 2FE 2NA
ANGLE 1SD 2FE 2NB
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ANGLE 1SD 2FE 2NC
ANGLE 1SD 2FE 2ND
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESidue PCYB 0.0 ! Patch to ligate HEME carbon backbone.
! Patch residues must be 1-CYS, and 2-HEME.
! Patch to heme CAB atom
ATOM 1SG S -0.07 ! Add deleted H charge to S
ATOM 2CAB CH1EU 0.03
ATOM 2CBB CH3EU -0.10
DELETE ATOM 1HG1
BOND 1SG 2CAB
ANGLE 1CB 1SG 2CAB
ANGLE 1SG 2CAB 2CBB
ANGLE 1SG 2CAB 2C3C
DIHE 1CB 1SG 2CAB 2C3B
IMPR 2CAB 1SG 2C3B 2CBB
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESidue PCYC 0.0 ! Patch to ligate HEME carbon backbone.
! Patch residues must be 1-CYS, and 2-HEME.
! Patch to heme CAC atom
ATOM 1SG S -0.07 ! Add deleted H charge to S
ATOM 2CAC CH1EU 0.03
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ATOM 2CBC CH3EU -0.10
DELETE ATOM 1HG1
BOND 1SG 2CAC
ANGLE 1CB 1SG 2CAC
ANGLE 1SG 2CAC 2CBB
ANGLE 1SG 2CAC 2C3C
DIHE 1CB 1SG 2CAC 2C3B
IMPR 2CAC 1SG 2C3C 2CBC
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES BCBA 0.00 ! Patch to remove angles in pyrrole ring of BCB
DELETE ANGLE NA MG NC
DELETE ANGLE NB MG ND
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES HEMA 0.00 ! Patch to remove angles in pyrrole ring of HEM
DELETE ANGLE NA FE NC
DELETE ANGLE NB FE ND
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES MQ7A 0.00 ! Patch to remove angles in chain of MQ7
DELETE ANGLE C2 C3 C3A
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DELETE ANGLE C5 C4 C3D
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix B
Reaction Center Cofactor Parameter
Data
! Parameters in this appendix are a combination of entries
! from the PARAM19 united-atom files still bundled with
! CHARMM distributions, parameter data generated by Treutlein
! et al., and a small selection of CGENFF36 parameters for
! the residues developed by analogy
! This file does not necessarily represent a minimal set of
! parameters for the cofactors, but will correctly generate
! PSF and PBD files for use with CHARMM force field simulations
! Atom types correspond to those detailed in Appendix A or match
! atom types in the all-atom CHARMM force field (for backbone links)
BONDS
!
!V(bond) = Kb(b - b0)**2
!
!Kb: kcal/mole/A**2
!b0: A
!
!atom type Kb b0
!
OWU HWU 250.0 1.00 ! SPC WATER BOND, K IS JUST GUESS, NOT USED
OG2P1 SG301 540.0 1.4480 ! LIPID methylsulfate (sulfate ion)
CG321 CG321 222.5 1.5300 ! PROT alkane update, adm jr., 3/2/92
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CG321 CG324 222.5 1.5300 ! FLAVOP PIP1,2,3
CG321 CG331 222.5 1.5280 ! PROT alkane update, adm jr., 3/2/92
CG321 HGA2 309.0 1.1110 ! PROT alkane update, adm jr., 3/2/92
CG324 HGP5 300.0 1.0800 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
CG324 NG3P0 215.0 1.5100 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
CG331 HGA3 322.0 1.1110 ! PROT alkane update, adm jr., 3/2/92
CG334 HGP5 300.0 1.0800 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
CG334 NG3P0 215.0 1.5100 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
NG3P0 OG312 310.0 1.4000 ! TMAO, trimethylamine N-oxide, xxwy & ejd
FEU OMU 250.0 1.8 ! JUST A GUESS.
FEU NRU 65.0 1.98 ! FROM NAGAI ET AL(1980)
FEU NR2 65.0 1.98 ! FROM NAGAI ET AL(1980)
FEU CMU 258.0 1.90 ! FROM MB-CO X-RAY KURYAN ET AL.
FEU NPU 65.0 1.96 ! FROM KITAGAWA ET AL.
HU HU 0.0 1.6329931 ! FROM ST2 GEOMETRY (for SHAKE)
HU NH1U 405.0 0.98 ! GELIN AND IR STRETCH 3200 CM 1
CPAU CPBU 450.0 1.44 ! FOLLOWING bondS ARE FROM KITAGAWA ET AL.
CPBU CPBU 450.0 1.36
CPAU NPU 471.0 1.38
CPBU CH2EU 405.0 1.52
CPBU CH3EU 405.0 1.52
CPBU CR1EU 450.0 1.38
CPAU CPMU 450.0 1.37
CCU CFU 450.0 1.40
CCU CH2EU 405.0 1.52 ! HISTIDINE PARAMETERS FROM MBCO STRUCT.
CFU NBU 450.0 1.40
NBU CPU 450.0 1.30
CPU NAU 450.0 1.35
NBU FEU 65.0 2.20
CCU NAU 471.0 1.40
NAU HU 405.0 0.98
CH2EU CPMU 225.0 1.54 ! bond length from x-ray
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CH2EU OSU 292.0 1.38 ! inference from CH3E - OS
CPAU CU 450.0 1.36 ! bond length from x-ray
CPAU CH1EU 405.0 1.52 ! inference from CPB - CH2E
CPAU CH2EU 405.0 1.53 ! bond length from x-ray
CPAU CH3EU 405.0 1.54 ! bond length from x-ray
CPBU CU 450.0 1.36 ! bond length from x-ray
CPBU CH1EU 405.0 1.52 ! inference from CPB - CH2E
CR1EU CH3EU 225.0 1.53 ! bond length from x-ray
MGU NPU 65.0 2.00 ! inference from FE - NP and x-ray
NH1U CPAU 471.0 1.38 ! from CPA - NP
NRU MGU 65.0 2.23 ! inference from FE - NR AND X-RAY
NR2 MGU 65.0 2.23 ! inference from FE - NR AND X-RAY
SU CH1EU 450.0 1.79 ! bond length from x-ray
S CH1EU 450.0 1.79 ! bond length from x-ray
SU FEU 450.0 2.12 ! bond length from x-ray
S FEU 450.0 2.12 ! bond length from x-ray
OCU FEU 250.0 2.09 ! just a guess and x-ray
OC FEU 250.0 2.09 ! just a guess and x-ray
CH3EU NU 422.0 1.45 ! from CH1(2)E - N and x-ray
ONU NU 400.0 1.22 ! from x-ray
CPMU CPMU 225.0 1.53 ! from CH3E - CH3E
CPAU OU 292.0 1.23 ! x-ray and C-O
CPBU OSU 292.0 1.34 ! x-ray
CR1EU OU 292.0 1.23 ! x-ray
CU CU 450.0 1.38 ! B. R. GELIN THESIS AMIDE AND DIPEPTIDES
CU CH1EU 405.0 1.52 ! EXCEPT WHERE NOTED. CH1E,CH2E,CH3E, AND CT
CU CH2EU 405.0 1.52 ! ALL TREATED THE SAME. UREY BRADLEY TERMS ADDED
CU CH3EU 405.0 1.52
CU CR1EU 450.0 1.38
CU CTU 405.0 1.53
CU NU 471.0 1.33
CU NC2U 400.0 1.33 ! BOND LENGTH FROM PARMFIX9 FORCE K APROXIMATE
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CU NH1U 471.0 1.33
CU NH1 471.0 1.33
CU NH2U 471.0 1.33
CU NPU 471.0 1.33
CU NRU 471.0 1.33
CU OU 580.0 1.23
CU OCU 580.0 1.23 ! FORCE DECREASE AND LENGTH INCREASE FROM C O
CU OH1U 450.0 1.38 ! FROM PARMFIX9 (NO VALUE IN GELIN THESIS)
CU OSU 292.0 1.43 ! FROM DEP NORMAL MODE FIT
CH1EU CH1EU 225.0 1.53
CH1EU CH2EU 225.0 1.52
CH1EU CH3EU 225.0 1.52
CH1EU NU 422.0 1.45
CH1EU NH1U 422.0 1.45
CH1EU NH2U 422.0 1.45
CH1EU NH3U 422.0 1.45
CH1EU OH1U 400.0 1.42 ! FROM PARMFIX9 (NO VALUE IN GELIN THESIS)
CH2EU CH2EU 225.0 1.52
CH2EU CH3EU 225.0 1.54
CH2EU CR1EU 250.0 1.45 ! FROM WARSHEL AND KARPLUS 1972 JACS 96:5612
CH2EU NU 422.0 1.45
CH2EU NH1U 422.0 1.45
CH2EU NH2U 422.0 1.45
CH2EU NH3U 422.0 1.45
CH2EU OH1U 400.0 1.42
CH2EU SU 450.0 1.81 ! FROM PARMFIX9
CH2EU SH1EU 450.0 1.81
CH3EU NH1U 422.0 1.49
CH3EU NRU 422.0 1.49 ! FOR NETROPSIN
CH3EU SU 450.0 1.77 ! FROM PARMFIX9
CH3EU OSU 292.0 1.38 ! FROM DEP NORMAL MODE FIT
CMU OMU 1115.0 1.128 ! FROM CAUGHEY ET AL(1978),CARBON MONOXIDE
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CR1EU CR1EU 450.0 1.38
CR1EU NH1U 450.0 1.305
CR1EU NRU 450.0 1.305
ANGLES
!
!V(angle) = Ktheta(Theta - Theta0)**2
!
!V(Urey-Bradley) = Kub(S - S0)**2
!
!Ktheta: kcal/mole/rad**2
!Theta0: degrees
!Kub: kcal/mole/A**2 (Urey-Bradley)
!S0: A
!
!atom types Ktheta Theta0 Kub S0
!
HWU OWU HWU 80.0 109.47 ! SPC WATER ANGLE, JUST GUESS, NOT USED
OG2P1 SG301 OG2P1 130.0 109.47 35.0 2.45 ! LIPID methylsulfate (sulfate)
CG324 NG3P0 OG312 80.00 112.00 ! LDA (Victor)
CG321 CG321 CG321 58.35 113.60 11.16 2.56100 ! PROT alkane update
! adm jr., 3/2/92
CG321 CG321 CG324 58.35 110.50 11.16 2.56100 ! FLAVOP PIP1,2,3
CG321 CG321 CG331 58.00 115.00 8.00 2.56100 ! PROT alkane update
! adm jr., 3/2/92
CG321 CG321 HGA2 26.50 110.10 22.53 2.17900 ! PROT alkane update
! adm jr., 3/2/92
CG321 CG324 HGP5 33.43 110.10 22.53 2.17900 ! LIPID alkane
CG321 CG324 NG3P0 67.70 115.00 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
CG321 CG331 HGA3 34.60 110.10 22.53 2.17900 ! PROT alkane update
! adm jr., 3/2/92
CG324 CG321 HGA2 26.50 110.10 22.53 2.17900 ! FLAVOP PIP1,2,3
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CG324 NG3P0 CG334 60.00 109.50 26. 2.466 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
CG331 CG321 HGA2 34.60 110.10 22.53 2.17900 ! PROT alkane update
! adm jr., 3/2/92
CG334 NG3P0 CG334 60.00 109.50 26. 2.466 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
CG334 NG3P0 OG312 80.00 112.00 ! TMAO, trimethylamine N-oxide, xxwy & ejd
HGA2 CG321 HGA2 35.50 109.00 5.40 1.802 ! PROT alkane update
! adm jr., 3/2/92
HGA3 CG331 HGA3 35.50 108.40 5.40 1.80200 ! PROT alkane update
! adm jr., 3/2/92
HGP5 CG324 HGP5 24.00 109.50 28.00 1.767 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
NG3P0 CG324 HGP5 40.00 109.50 27.00 2.130 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
HGP5 CG334 HGP5 24.00 109.50 28.00 1.76700 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
NG3P0 CG334 HGP5 40.00 109.50 27.00 2.13000 ! LIPID tetramethylammonium
CU NPU FEU 50.0 128.0 ! FORCE CONSTANT FROM PARMFIX9
CR1EU NH1U HU 35.0 120.0
CH1EU NH1U HU 35.0 120.0
CH2EU NH1U HU 35.0 120.0
CH2EU SU CH3EU 50.0 99.5 ! FROM PARMFIX9, CHECK WITH IR
CR1EU NRU FEU 30.0 124.8 ! FORCE CONSTANT FROM PARMFIX9
CPH1 NR2 FEU 30.0 124.8 ! FORCE CONSTANT FROM PARMFIX9
CPH2 NR2 FEU 30.0 124.8 ! FORCE CONSTANT FROM PARMFIX9
CT1 NH1 CU 50.0 120.0 ! ALLOW ALI PEP POL ARO
CH1EU CH2EU CCU 35.0 112.5
CH2EU CCU NAU 20.0 117.5
CH2EU CCU CFU 70.0 121.5
CPAU NPU CPAU 70.0 104.0
CPAU CPBU CPBU 70.0 106.4
CPAU CPBU CR1EU 70.0 126.8
CPAU CPBU CH3EU 65.0 126.8
CPAU CPBU CH2EU 65.0 126.8
CPAU CPMU CPAU 90.0 125.2
CPBU CPBU CR1EU 70.0 126.8
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CPBU CPBU CH3EU 65.0 126.8
CPBU CPBU CH2EU 65.0 126.8
CPBU CR1EU CH2EU 70.0 121.5
CPBU CH2EU CH2EU 70.0 113.0
CPBU CPAU CPMU 70.0 124.0
CCU CFU NBU 90.0 102.0
CCU NAU HU 30.0 127.5
CFU NBU CPU 65.0 110.0
CPU NAU CCU 60.0 105.0
CPU NAU HU 35.0 127.5
FEU CMU OMU 35.0 180.0 ! F.C. FROM JONES (1972) JCP 57 2050
FEU NPU CPAU 50.0 128.0
FEU NBU CPU 30.0 130.0
FEU NBU CFU 30.0 120.0
FEU OMU OMU 0.0 180.0 ! DUMMY PARAMETER FOR PATCH AND ANALYSIS.
HU OH2U HU 55.0 109.47122 ! TETRAHEDRAL FOR ST2’S
NPU FEU NPU 50.0 90.0
NPU FEU NRU 5.0 90.0 ! for cytochrome
NPU FEU NR2 5.0 90.0 ! for cytochrome
NPU FEU CMU 50.0 90.0 ! F.C. FROM JONES (1972) JCP 57 2050
NPU FEU OMU 5.0 180.0 ! JUST A GUESS FROM EXISTING FE CM DATA
NPU CPAU CPMU 65.0 124.4
NPU CPAU CPBU 65.0 111.6
NBU CPU NAU 70.0 111.0
NBU FEU NPU 50. 90.0 ! HIS/HEME/LIG LINKAGE PARAMS FOLLOW
NBU FEU CMU 50. 180.0 ! F.C. FROM JONES (1972) JCP 57 2050
NAU CCU CFU 65.0 110.5
NRU FEU CMU 5.0 180.0
NRU FEU OMU 5.0 180.0 ! JUST A GUESS FROM EXISTING FE CM DATA
CH1EU CU CH2EU 70.0 120.0
CH1EU CU CH3EU 70.0 120.0
CH1EU CU CPAU 65.0 110.0
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CH1EU CU CR1EU 65.0 130.0
CH3EU CU CH2EU 70.0 120.0
CPAU CU CPAU 65.0 125.0
CPAU CU CR1EU 65.0 123.5
CPBU CU CH1EU 65.0 103.5 ! angle from x-ray
CPBU CU CH3EU 65.0 120.0 ! standard geometry
CPBU CU OU 65.0 130.0 ! angle from x-ray
CR1EU CU CH3EU 70.0 120.0
OCU CU OSU 70.0 121.0 !
CU CH1EU CU 65.0 107.0 ! angle from x-ray
CU CH1EU CPMU 65.0 111.0 ! angle from x-ray
CH2EU CH1EU CH2EU 45.0 112.5
CPAU CH1EU CU 65.0 105.0 ! angle from x-ray
CPAU CH1EU CH1EU 65.0 105.0 ! angle from x-ray
CPAU CH1EU CH2EU 65.0 118.0 ! angle from x-ray
CPAU CH1EU CH3EU 65.0 112.0 ! angle from x-ray
CPBU CH1EU CH3EU 65.0 112.9 ! angle from x-ray
SU CH1EU CH3EU 65.0 110.0 ! angle from x-ray
S CH1EU CH3EU 65.0 110.0 ! angle from x-ray
SU CH1EU CPBU 65.0 110.5 ! angle from x-ray
S CH1EU CPBU 65.0 110.5 ! angle from x-ray
OSU CH2EU CH1EU 65.0 111.5 !
CPAU CH2EU CH2EU 65.0 112.5 !
CH2EU CH2EU CPMU 65.0 111.0 !
CH2EU CH2EU CR1EU 70.0 120.0
OSU CH2EU CPMU 65.0 112.0
CU CH2EU CPMU 65.0 105.0 !
CH1EU CPAU CPMU 70.0 124.5 ! angle from x-ray ?
NH1U CPAU CPMU 65.0 124.4 ! from NP - CPA - CPM
NH1U CPAU CPBU 65.0 111.6 ! from NP - CPA - CPB
NH1U CPAU CU 65.0 126.5 !
NH1 CU OU 65.0 121.0
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NPU CPAU CH1EU 65.0 110.0 ! angle from x-ray
CH1EU CPAU CU 70.0 125.0 ! angle from x-ray
CPMU CPAU CH3EU 65.0 124.5 !
CPMU CPAU CH2EU 65.0 122.5 !
CH3EU CPAU CH2EU 65.0 112.6 !
CH3EU CPAU CH3EU 65.0 112.6 !
NPU CPAU CU 65.0 126.5 !
CPBU CPAU CU 65.0 120.0 !
CU CPAU CPMU 70.0 124.5
CPAU CPBU CU 70.0 117.5 ! angle from x-ray
CPAU CPBU CH1EU 70.0 117.5 ! angle from x-ray
CPBU CPBU CU 70.0 134.0 ! angle from x-ray
CPBU CPBU CH1EU 70.0 134.0 ! angle from x-ray
CH2EU CPMU CPAU 65.0 131.0 !
CU CR1EU CH3EU 90.0 125.0
SU FEU NPU 65.0 90.0 ! angle from x-ray
S FEU NPU 65.0 90.0 ! angle from x-ray
NPU MGU NPU 50.0 90.0 ! inference from NP - FE - NP
NRU MGU NPU 5.0 90.0 ! inference from NR FE NP and symetry
NR2 MGU NPU 5.0 90.0 ! inference from NR FE NP and symetry
CPAU NH1U CPAU 70.0 104.0 ! from CPA - NP - CPA
CPAU NH1U HU 30.0 128.0 ! from C - NH1 - H and geometry
CU NH1 H 30.0 120.0
MGU NPU CPAU 50.0 128.0 ! inference from FE - NP - CPA
CR1EU NRU MGU 30.0 124.8 ! inference from CR1E - NR - MG
CPH1 NR2 MGU 30.0 124.8 ! inference from CR1E - NR - MG
CPH2 NR2 MGU 30.0 124.8 ! inference from CR1E - NR - MG
CU OSU CH2EU 65.0 113.5 !
CH2EU SU CH1EU 65.0 101.3 ! angle from x-ray
CT2 S CH1EU 65.0 101.3 ! angle from x-ray
CH2EU SU FEU 65.0 128.8 ! angle from x-ray
CT2 S FEU 65.0 128.8 ! angle from x-ray
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CH3EU SU FEU 65.0 123.2 ! angle from x-ray
CT3 S FEU 65.0 123.2 ! angle from x-ray
OCU CU OH1U 85.0 122.2 ! from x-ray and OC C OC and O C OH1
CU OCU FEU 5.0 87.5 ! x-ray and guess
CC OC FEU 5.0 87.5 ! x-ray and guess
CH3EU NU CH3EU 60.0 102.0 ! X-RAY
CH3EU NU ONU 60.0 110.0 ! X-RAY
ONU NU CH2EU 60.0 110.0 ! X-RAY
CU CU OSU 65.0 119.0 ! from C C OH1/O
CPMU CPMU CPMU 65.0 120.0 ! x-ray
CPMU CPAU CPMU 65.0 120.0 ! x-ray
CPMU CPMU CPAU 65.0 120.0 ! x-ray
CPBU CPAU OU 65.0 120.0 ! X-RAY
CPBU CPAU CPBU 65.0 120.0 ! X-RAY
CPAU CPBU OSU 65.0 120.0 ! X-RAY
CPBU CPBU OSU 65.0 120.0 ! X-RAY
CPBU OSU CH3EU 65.0 120.0 ! X-RAY
CPBU CH2EU CPMU 65.0 112.0 ! X-RAY
OU CR1EU NH1U 80.0 111.6 ! X-RAY
CR1EU NH1U CH1EU 65.0 109.5 ! X-RAY AND CH1E-NH3-CH2E
CPBU CR1EU CR1EU 90.0 119.0 ! FROM C-CR1E-CR1E
CU CU CU 70.0 106.5 ! FROM B. R. GELIN THESIS WITH HARMONIC
CU CU CH2EU 65.0 126.5 ! PART OF F TERMS INCORPORATED. ATOMS
CU CU CH3EU 65.0 126.5 ! WITH EXTENDED H COMPENSATED FOR LACK
CU CU CR1EU 70.0 122.5 ! OF H ANGLES.
CU CU CTU 70.0 126.5
CU CU HAU 40.0 120.0 ! AMIDE PARAMETERS FIT BY LEAST SQUARES
CU CU NH1U 65.0 109.0 ! TO N-METHYL ACETAMIDE VIBRATIONS.
CU CU NPU 65.0 112.5 ! MINIMIZATION OF N-METHYL ACETAMIDE.
CU CU NRU 65.0 112.5
CU CU OH1U 65.0 119.0
CU CU OU 65.0 119.0 ! FOR NETROPSIN
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CH1EU CU NU 20.0 117.5
CH1EU CU NH1U 20.0 117.5
CH1EU CU NH1 20.0 117.5
CH1EU CU OU 85.0 121.5
CH1EU CU OCU 85.0 117.5
CH1EU CU OH1U 85.0 120.0
CH2EU CU CR1EU 70.0 121.5
CH2EU CU NU 20.0 117.5
CH2EU CU NH1U 20.0 117.5
CH2EU CU NH2U 20.0 117.5
CH2EU CU NC2U 20.0 117.5 ! FOR NETROPSIN
CH2EU CU NRU 60.0 116.0
CH2EU CU OU 85.0 121.6
CH2EU CU OCU 85.0 118.5
CH2EU CU OH1U 85.0 120.0
CH3EU CU NU 20.0 117.5
CH3EU CU NH1U 20.0 117.5
CH3EU CU OU 85.0 121.5
CR1EU CU CR1EU 65.0 120.5
CR1EU CU NH1U 65.0 110.5 ! USED ONLY IN HIS, NOT IT TRP
CR1EU CU NPU 65.0 122.5
CR1EU CU NRU 65.0 122.5
CR1EU CU OH1U 65.0 119.0
OU CU OH1U 85.0 120.0
OCU CU OCU 85.0 122.5
OSU CU CH1EU 70.0 125.3 ! FROM PARDNA10
OSU CU CH2EU 70.0 125.3 ! - " -
OSU CU OU 70.0 120.0 ! - " -
CU CH1EU CH1EU 70.0 110.0
CU CH1EU CH2EU 70.0 109.5
CU CH1EU CH3EU 70.0 106.5
CU CH1EU NU 45.0 111.6
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CU CH1EU NH1U 45.0 111.6
CU CH1EU NH2U 45.0 111.6
CU CH1EU NH3U 45.0 111.6
CH1EU CH1EU CH2EU 45.0 112.5
CH1EU CH1EU CH3EU 45.0 111.0
CH1EU CH1EU NH1U 50.0 110.0
CH1EU CH1EU NH2U 50.0 109.5
CH1EU CH1EU NH3U 50.0 107.5
CH1EU CH1EU OH1U 50.0 104.5
CH2EU CH1EU CH3EU 50.0 111.5
CH2EU CH1EU NU 65.0 104.0
CH2EU CH1EU NH1U 65.0 110.0
CH2EU CH1EU NH2U 65.0 110.0
CH2EU CH1EU NH3U 65.0 110.0
CH3EU CH1EU CH3EU 50.0 111.0
CH3EU CH1EU NH1U 65.0 108.5
CH3EU CH1EU NH2U 65.0 109.5
CH3EU CH1EU NH3U 65.0 109.5
CH3EU CH1EU OH1U 60.0 110.5
CU CH2EU CH1EU 70.0 112.5
CU CH2EU CH2EU 70.0 113.0
CU CH2EU NH1U 70.0 111.6
CU CH2EU NH2U 70.0 111.6
CU CH2EU NH3U 70.0 111.6
CH1EU CH2EU CH1EU 45.0 117.0
CH1EU CH2EU CH2EU 45.0 112.5
CH1EU CH2EU CH3EU 45.0 113.0
CH1EU CH2EU OH1U 45.0 111.0
CH3EU CH2EU OH1U 45.0 111.0
CH1EU CH2EU SU 50.0 112.5
CH1EU CH2EU SH1EU 50.0 112.5
CH2EU CH2EU CH2EU 45.0 110.0
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CH2EU CH2EU CH3EU 45.0 111.0
CH2EU CH2EU NU 65.0 105.0
CH2EU CH2EU NH1U 65.0 111.0
CH2EU CH2EU NH2U 65.0 109.5
CH2EU CH2EU NH3U 65.0 110.5
CH2EU CH2EU SU 50.0 112.5
CH2EU NU CH3EU 60.0 109.5
CU CR1EU CU 90.0 126.5
CU CR1EU CH2EU 90.0 122.0
CU CR1EU CR1EU 90.0 119.0
CU CR1EU NH1U 90.0 109.5
CU CR1EU NRU 90.0 106.5
CR1EU CR1EU CR1EU 90.0 120.5
CU OSU CH3EU 46.5 120.5 ! FROM PARDNA10
DIHEDRALS
!
!V(dihedral) = Kchi(1 + cos(n(chi) - delta))
!
!Kchi: kcal/mole
!n: multiplicity
!delta: degrees
!
!atom types Kchi n delta
!
X FEU NRU X 0.05 4 0.0
X FEU CMU X 0.05 4 0.0
X FEU OMU X 0.00 4 0.0
X CH2EU CCU X 0.0 3 0.0 ! NEW HISTIDINE (WHY ZERO??)
X CPAU CPMU X 10.0 2 180.0
X CPBU CR1EU X 1.0 2 180.0 ! JUST A GUESS J.K.
X CPBU CH2EU X 1.0 3 0.0 !
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CG321 CG321 CG324 HGP5 0.30 3 180.00 ! LDA (Victor)
CG321 CG321 CG324 NG3P0 4.30 1 180.00 ! LDA (Victor)
CG321 CG321 CG324 NG3P0 -0.40 3 180.00 ! LDA (Victor)
HGP5 CG324 NG3P0 OG312 0.35 3 0.00 ! LDA (Victor)
CG321 CG324 NG3P0 OG312 0.35 3 0.00 ! LDA (Victor)
CH1EU CU NH1 CT1 1.60 1 0.00 ! ALLOW PEP
! Revised to adjust NMA cis/trans energy difference. (LK)
CH1EU CU NH1 CT1 2.50 2 180.00 ! ALLOW PEP
! Gives appropriate NMA cis/trans barrier. (LK)
C CT1 NH1 CU 0.20 1 180.00 ! ALLOW PEP
CT2 CT1 NH1 CU 1.80 1 0.00 ! ALLOW PEP
H NH1 CU CH1EU 2.50 2 180.00 ! ALLOW PEP
HB CT1 NH1 CU 0.00 1 0.00 ! ALLOW PEP
OU CU NH1 CT1 2.50 2 180.00 ! ALLOW PEP
OU CU NH1 H 2.50 2 180.00 ! ALLOW PEP
HB1 CT1 NH1 CU 0.00 1 0.00 ! ALLOW PEP
CPBU CPBU CU CH3EU 1.0 2 180.0
CH2EU CU CU CH3EU 1.0 2 180.0
CH3EU CU CU OU 1.0 2 180.0
CU CU CU CU 1.0 2 180.0
CU CU CU OU 1.0 2 180.0
CU CU CU CH2EU 1.0 2 180.0
CU CR1EU CR1EU CR1EU 1.0 2 180.0
CR1EU CR1EU CR1EU CR1EU 1.0 2 180.0
CU CH2EU CR1EU CU 1.0 2 180.0
CH2EU CH2EU CR1EU CU 1.0 2 180.0
CH2EU SU FEU NPU 0.05 4 0.0
X OSU CH2EU X 0.5 3 0.0
X CH2EU CPMU X 1.0 3 0.0
CPMU CPAU CH2EU CH2EU 1.0 3 0.0
CH2EU CH2EU CPMU CPAU 1.0 3 0.0
CPAU CU CPAU NH1U 1.0 2 180.0
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CPAU CU CPAU NPU 1.0 2 180.0
CPBU CPBU CH1EU CH3EU 1.0 3 0.0
CH2EU SU CH1EU CPBU 1.0 3 0.0
CT2 S CH1EU CPBU 1.0 3 0.0
X CPAU NPU X 8.2 2 180.0 ! from X-C-N-X for TOPRC.MOD
CPAU NH1U CPAU CPMU 8.2 2 180.0 ! from X-C-N-X
CPAU NH1U CPAU CU 8.2 2 180.0 ! from X-C-N-X
CPAU CPAU CPBU CU 2.5 2 180.0 ! from C-C
CPAU CPBU CPAU CU 2.5 2 180.0 ! from C-C
X CPMU CPMU X 1.6 3 0.0 ! CH1E-CH1E
X CPAU CPBU X 2.5 2 180.0 ! C-C
X CPBU CPBU X 2.5 2 180.0 ! C-C
CPAU CPBU OSU CH3EU 1.8 2 180.0 ! C-OS x-ray
X CR1EU NH1U X 0.3 3 0.0 ! FROM X-CH1E-NH1-X
CPBU CR1EU CR1EU CR1EU 1.0 2 180.0 ! FROM C-... (S.O.)
CH1EU CU NU CH1EU 10.0 2 180.0 ! PRO ISOM. BARRIER 20 KCAL/MOL.
CH2EU CU NU CH1EU 10.0 2 180.0
CR1EU CU CU CR1EU 5.0 2 180.0 ! => TRP OOP. VIB 170CM 1
CR1EU CU CU CU 2.5 2 180.0 ! SEE BEHLEN ET AL JCP 75:5685 81
CR1EU CU CU NH1U 2.5 2 180.0
X CU CH1EU X 0.0 3 0.0 ! FROM GELIN THESIS AMIDES
X CU CH2EU X 0.0 3 0.0 ! USING A SINGLE
X CU CR1EU X 10.0 2 180.0 ! DIHEDRAL PER BOND RATHER
X CU CTU X 0.0 3 0.0 ! THAN MULTIPLE TORSIONS.
X CU NU X 8.2 2 180.0 ! ALKANE TORSION REDUCED TO
X CU NC2U X 8.2 2 180.0 ! 1.6 FROM 1.8 TO COINCIDE WITH
X CU NH1U X 8.2 2 180.0 ! THE EXPERIMENTAL BARRIER.
X CU NH2U X 8.2 2 180.0
X CU OH1U X 1.8 2 180.0
X CU OSU X 1.8 2 180.0 ! INFERRED FROM C-OH1
X CH1EU CH1EU X 1.6 3 0.0
X CH1EU CH2EU X 1.6 3 0.0
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X CH1EU NU X 0.3 3 0.0 ! FROM HAGLER ET AL TABULATION OF
X CH1EU NH1U X 0.3 3 0.0 ! EXP. DATA AND 6 31G CALC.
X CH1EU NH2U X 1.8 3 0.0 ! PROTONATED SECONDARY AMINE
X CH1EU NH3U X 0.6 3 0.0 ! 1/PROTON SO 3 FOR THE BOND
X CH1EU OH1U X 0.5 3 0.0 ! CHANGED TO ROUGHLY MEOH
X CH2EU CH2EU X 1.6 3 0.0
X CH2EU NU X 0.3 3 0.0 ! SEE CH1E COMMENTS
X CH2EU NH1U X 0.3 3 0.0
X CH2EU NH2U X 0.6 3 0.0
X CH2EU NH3U X 0.6 3 0.0
X CH2EU OH1U X 0.5 3 0.0
X CH2EU SU X 1.2 2 0.0
X CTU CTU X 1.6 3 0.0
X CTU NU X 0.3 3 0.0 ! SEE CH1E COMMENTS
X CTU NC2U X 0.3 3 0.0
X CTU NH1U X 0.3 3 0.0
X CTU NH2U X 0.6 3 0.0
X CTU NH3U X 0.6 3 0.0
X CTU OH1U X 0.5 3 0.0
X CTU SU X 1.2 2 0.0
X SU SU X 4.0 2 0.0 ! FROM EXP. BARRIER
IMPROPER
!
!V(improper) = Kpsi(psi - psi0)**2
!
!Kpsi: kcal/mole/rad**2
!psi0: degrees
!note that the second column of numbers (0) is ignored
!
!atom types Kpsi psi0
!
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NPU X X NPU 25.0 0 180.0 ! FOR PORPHYRIN NITROGEN PLANARIT
CPMU X X CPAU 90.0 0 0.0
CPBU X X CH2EU 90.0 0 0.0
CPBU X X CH3EU 90.0 0 0.0
CPBU X X CR1EU 90.0 0 0.0
CCU X X CH2EU 90.0 0 0.0 ! NEW HIS PARAM
NAU X X HU 45.0 0 0.0
CCU X X NBU 25.0 0 0.0 ! HIS OUT OF PLANE imprs
NAU X X CFU 25.0 0 0.0
CPU X X CCU 25.0 0 0.0
CFU X X CPU 25.0 0 0.0
NBU X X NAU 25.0 0 0.0
FEU X X NPU 20.0 0 0.0 ! FROM PARMFIX9
CPBU X X CU 50.0 0 0.0
CPAU X X NPU 50.0 0 0.0
CPAU CU CPBU NH1U 50.0 0 0.0
CH1EU X X CU 50.0 0 0.0
MGU CPAU CPAU NPU 50.0 0 0.0
CPBU CPAU CU CPBU 50.0 0 0.0 ! 180.0 ???????????
CU X X CPAU 50.0 0 0.0
CU CPAU NPU CPAU 50.0 0 180.0
CPMU CPAU NPU CPAU 50.0 0 180.0
CPAU CPMU CH2EU CH3EU 50.0 0 0.0
CPAU CPAU CH1EU CH1EU 50.0 0 180.0
CH1EU CPMU CU CU 50.0 0 0.0
CH1EU CU CPAU CU 50.0 0 0.0
CH1EU CU CU CU 50.0 0 35.264
CPBU CPBU CPAU CH1EU 50.0 0 0.0
CH3EU NU ONU CH3EU 55.0 0 -110.0 ! X-RAY
CU CU CU OSU 100.0 0 0.0
CPBU X X CPBU 25.0 0 0.0 ! FROM C X X C
CPAU X X CPAU 100.0 0 0.0 ! FROM C X X C
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CPAU CPBU CPBU OU 100.0 0 0.0 ! FROM C X X O
CPBU CPBU CPAU OSU 100.0 0 0.0 ! FROM C X X O/OC
CU CU CR1EU CH2EU 90.0 0 0.0 ! GIVE 220 CM 1 METHYL OOP FOR TOLUENE.
CU CR1EU CU CH2EU 90.0 0 0.0 ! USED HERE FOR TRP CG OOP
CU CR1EU CR1EU CH2EU 90.0 0 0.0 ! PHE, AND TYR CG OOP
CU CR1EU NH1U CH2EU 90.0 0 0.0 ! HIS CG RING OOP
CU NH1U CR1EU CH2EU 90.0 0 0.0 !
CU CR1EU CR1EU OH1U 150.0 0 0.0 ! GIVE 249 CM 1 PHENOL OH OOP.
CU HU HU NH2U 45.0 0 0.0 ! PRIMARY AMIDES (ASN AND GLN) OOP
CU OCU OCU CH1EU 100.0 0 0.0 ! CARBOXYL OUT OF PLANE.
CU OCU OCU CH2EU 100.0 0 0.0 !
CU X X CU 25.0 0 0.0 ! FROM BENZENE NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS
CU X X CH2EU 90.0 0 0.0 ! FROM TOLUENE METHYL OOP. 217 CM 1
CU X X CH3EU 90.0 0 0.0
CU X X CR1EU 25.0 0 0.0
CU X X HU 75.0 0 0.0 ! FROM BENZENE NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS
CU X X HAU 75.0 0 0.0 !
CU X X NH1U 100.0 0 0.0 ! AMIDES FIT TO N METHYL ACETAMIDE.
CU X X OU 100.0 0 0.0
CU X X OCU 100.0 0 0.0
CU X X OH1U 150.0 0 0.0 ! USED FOR TYR HYDROXYL OOP
CH1EU X X CH1EU 55.0 0 35.26439 ! CALCULATED TO BE THE SAME AS THE 3
CH1EU X X CH2EU 55.0 0 35.26439 ! H CH1E X ANGLES WITH K=40
CH1EU X X CH3EU 55.0 0 35.26439
CR1EU X X CR1EU 25.0 0 0.0 ! EXTENDED ATOM VERSION OF BENZENE
CR1EU X X NH1U 25.0 0 0.0 ! SAME AS ABOVE FOR LACK OF VALUES
HU X X OU 45.0 0 0.0
NU CH1EU CH2EU CU 45.0 0 0.0 ! PROLINE NITROGENS
NU X X CH2EU 45.0 0 0.0
NU X X CTU 45.0 0 0.0
NC2U X X CTU 45.0 0 0.0
NC2U X X HCU 45.0 0 0.0
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NH1U X X CH1EU 45.0 0 0.0
NH1U X X CH2EU 45.0 0 0.0
NH1U X X CH3EU 45.0 0 0.0
NH1U X X CTU 45.0 0 0.0
NH1U X X HU 45.0 0 0.0 ! AMIDES PROTON OOP
NH1U X X NH1U 25.0 0 0.0 !
NH1U X X NRU 25.0 0 0.0
NH2U X X HU 45.0 0 0.0
NRU X X CU 25.0 0 0.0
NRU X X CR1EU 25.0 0 0.0
NRU X X CTU 25.0 0 0.0
NRU X X CH3EU 25.0 0 0.0 ! FOR NETROPSIN
NONBONDED nbxmod 5 atom cdiel fshift vatom vdistance vfswitch -
cutnb 14.0 ctofnb 12.0 ctonnb 10.0 eps 1.0 e14fac 1.0 wmin 1.5
!adm jr., 2013 correction
!
!V(Lennard-Jones) = Eps,i,j[(Rmin,i,j/ri,j)**12 - 2(Rmin,i,j/ri,j)**6]
!
!epsilon: kcal/mole, Eps,i,j = sqrt(eps,i * eps,j)
!Rmin/2: A, Rmin,i,j = Rmin/2,i + Rmin/2,j
!
!atom ignored epsilon Rmin/2 ignored eps,1-4 Rmin/2,1-4
OWU 0.0 -0.1553 1.7769 0.000 -0.1553 1.7769 ! SPC WATER O
HWU 0.0 -0.0000 1.0000 0.000 -0.0000 1.0000 ! SPC WATER H
SOD 0.0 -0.0469 1.36375 ! sodium (from CHARMM27)
SG301 0.0 -0.3800 1.9750 ! (sulfate)
OG2P1 0.0 -0.1200 1.7000 ! (sulfate)
NG3P0 0.0 -0.2000 1.8500 ! LIPID, quarternary amine
OG312 0.0 -0.1200 1.7500 ! PROT, anionic alcohol oxygen
CG324 0.0 -0.0550 2.1750 0.000 -0.0100 1.9000 ! PIP1,2,3
CG334 0.0 -0.0770 2.2150 0.000 -0.0100 1.9000 ! extrapolation based on CG331,
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! CG321 and CG324, kevo
HGP5 0.0 -0.0460 0.7000 ! polar H on quarternary amine
CG321 0.0 -0.0560 2.0100 0.000 -0.0100 1.9000 ! alkane (CT2), 4/98, yin,
! adm jr, also used by viv
HGA2 0.0 -0.0350 1.3400 ! alkane, igor, 6/05
CG331 0.0 -0.0780 2.0500 0.000 -0.0100 1.9000 ! alkane (CT3), 4/98, yin, adm jr;
! Rmin/2 modified from 2.04 to 2.05
HGA3 0.0 -0.0240 1.3400 ! alkane, yin and mackerell, 4/98
CCU 0.0 -0.1200 2.1000 0.000 -0.1000 1.9000 ! HISTIDINE CG
CPAU 0.0 -0.1200 2.1000 0.000 -0.1000 1.9000 ! HEME ST2 carbon
CPBU 0.0 -0.1200 2.1000 0.000 -0.1000 1.9000 ! HEME ST2 carbon
CPMU 0.0 -0.1200 2.1000 0.000 -0.1000 1.9000 ! HEME MESO carbon
CPU 0.0 -0.1200 2.1000 0.000 -0.1000 1.9000 ! HIS RING carbon
CFU 0.0 -0.1200 2.1000 0.000 -0.1000 1.9000 ! HIS RING carbon
CTU 0.0 -0.0262 2.4900 0.000 -0.1000 1.9000 ! explicit H carbon
CMU 0.0 -0.0262 2.4900 0.000 -0.1000 1.9000 ! for carbon monoxide
FEU 0.0 -0.0010 0.6500 0.000 -0.0010 0.6500
NAU 0.0 -0.2384 1.6000 0.000 -0.2384 1.6000
NBU 0.0 -0.2384 1.6000 0.000 -0.2384 1.6000
MGU 0.0 -0.2000 1.6000 0.000 -0.2000 1.6000 ! GUESS
ONU 0.0 -0.1591 1.6000 0.000 -0.1591 1.6000 ! from O
ELU 0.0 -0.0250 0.3929 0.000 -0.0250 0.3929
HU 0.0 -0.0498 0.8000 0.000 -0.0498 0.8000
HAU 0.0 -0.0450 1.4680 0.000 -0.0450 1.4680 !- charged group.
HCU 0.0 -0.0498 0.6000 0.000 -0.0498 0.6000 ! Reduced vdw radius
CU 0.0 -0.1200 2.1000 0.000 -0.1000 2.1630 ! carbonyl carbon
CH1EU 0.0 -0.0486 2.3650 0.000 -0.1000 2.1630 ! \
CH2EU 0.0 -0.1142 2.2350 0.000 -0.1000 2.1630 ! extended carbons
CH3EU 0.0 -0.1811 2.1650 0.000 -0.1000 2.1630 ! /
CR1EU 0.0 -0.1200 2.1000 0.000 -0.1000 2.1630 ! ring carbons
NU 0.0 -0.2384 1.6000 0.000 -0.2384 1.6000
NC2U 0.0 -0.2384 1.6000 0.000 -0.2384 1.6000
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NH1U 0.0 -0.2384 1.6000 0.000 -0.2384 1.6000
NH2U 0.0 -0.2384 1.6000 0.000 -0.2384 1.6000
NH3U 0.0 -0.2384 1.6000 0.000 -0.2384 1.6000
NPU 0.0 -0.2384 1.6000 0.000 -0.2384 1.6000
NRU 0.0 -0.2384 1.6000 0.000 -0.2384 1.6000
OU 0.0 -0.1591 1.6000 0.000 -0.1591 1.6000
OCU 0.0 -0.6469 1.6000 0.000 -0.6469 1.6000
OH1U 0.0 -0.1591 1.6000 0.000 -0.1591 1.6000
OSU 0.0 -0.1591 1.6000 0.000 -0.1591 1.6000
SU 0.0 -0.0430 1.8900 0.000 -0.0430 1.8900
SH1EU 0.0 -0.0430 1.8900 0.000 -0.0430 1.8900
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